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ABSTRACT
There are a wide variety of engineering applications where it can be advantageous
to perform real time ultrasonic measurements. In structural health monitoring (SHM)
applications (aircraft, bridges, etc.), real time data can be used to improve safety and
reduce maintenance costs. In other applications (such as carbon-carbon production and
ceramic sintering) in-situ ultrasonic measurements can be used to study how a material is
affected by different manufacturing conditions. Ultrasonic measurements can also be
used in place of convention temperature, pressure, fluid flow, or level sensors.
The work presented in this dissertation focused on studying an ultrasonic guided
waves based system for performing in-situ measurements on specimens which are
commonly used in the accelerated life tests conducted in materials and test reactors
(MTRs). Using this system, ultrasonic waves could be sent down a thirty foot long
waveguide to a specimen while locating the transducer outside of the hostile
environment. Both the theoretical and experimental results demonstrated how individual
components of the system influenced the monitoring capabilities.
As one example, the in-situ monitoring system was studied for use in measuring
the change in length of creep specimens. Successful measurements of creep elongation
were demonstrated using a pulse-echo configuration of the in-situ monitoring system. In
addition, the temperature dependence of the in-situ creep measurement was also studied.
Both theoretical calculations and experiments showed that the temperature dependence of
group velocity was approximately linear for the creep specimen geometry.
‘Blister’ specimens having a rectangular cross-section were also considered in this
work. Theoretically driven semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) calculations, timedomain finite element calculations, and experimental measurements were performed to
investigate guided wave propagation in this specimen. The SAFE calculations, finite
element predictions, and experimental results all demonstrated good agreement.

In

general, the guided wave mode with the fastest group velocity appeared to be the most
prominent in both the simulated and experimentally measured waveforms. Several types
of defects were considered. Defects can sometimes produce temperature anomalies in the
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specimen. The models indicated that detection of a defect induced temperature gradient
in the rectangular ‘blister’ specimen was possible.
In the design and operation of an in-situ monitoring system based on guided
ultrasonic waves, the transducer design plays an important roll in the performance of the
system. In this work, a magnetostrictive sleeve design was tested as an alternative to a
wire-wire joint configuration. Results showed that the sleeve design was effective for
generating ultrasonic guided waves in the wire waveguide. In addition, the sleeve design
simplifies specimen fabrication, minimizes the amount of magnetostrictive material
required, and eliminates the artifacts associated with the wire-wire joint.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
There are a wide variety of engineering applications where it can be advantageous
to perform real time ultrasonic measurements. In structural health monitoring (SHM)
applications (aircraft, bridges, etc.), real time data can be used to improve safety and
reduce maintenance costs. In other applications (such as carbon-carbon production and
ceramic sintering) in-situ ultrasonic measurements can be used to study how a material is
affected by different manufacturing conditions. Ultrasonic measurements can also be
used in place of convention temperature, pressure, fluid flow, or level sensors.
The work presented in this dissertation focused on studying an ultrasonic guided
waves based system for performing in-situ measurements on specimens which are
commonly used in the accelerated life tests conducted in materials and test reactors
(MTRs). Using this system, ultrasonic waves could be sent down a thirty foot long
waveguide to a specimen while locating the transducer outside of the hostile
environment. The work was primarily motivated by the desire to detect defects or
dimensional changes in the MTR specimens. However, the scope of the work also had to
encompass a system level perspective to understand how the various components interact.
In doing so, the magnetostrictive transducer design was also studied to improve system
performance.

1.1 In Reactor Measurements
When designing commercial nuclear power plants, careful consideration must be
given to selecting appropriate structural and fuel materials. High operating temperatures,
radiation effects, and corrosion can all lead to significant degradation of reactor
components. Typically, this degradation results in altered material properties, geometric
changes, and defect formation. [1-5]. Therefore, all materials must be tested to verify
how the material responds to radiation exposure. Typically, the evaluation of materials is
studied by performing accelerated life testing (ALT) in a MTR [6-9].
Following irradiation in an MTR, a “Post Irradiation Examination” (PIE) is often
used to characterize the degradation in a given material. In order to perform PIE on a
specimen, the MTR must be shut down, the specimen must be removed from the MTR,
1

and then the specimen must be transported to a special facility where the PIE is
performed. This process can be very costly and there is a strong desire to develop
technologies which are more economical [6-9]. Additional major short comings of the
PIE process are that data collection is limited by the reactor schedule and data are not
collected under prototypical conditions. There is simply no way to know if changes
occur in a specimen during the time it takes to remove and transport the specimen to the
PIE facility. Furthermore, each cycle (6 to 8 weeks) of the ALT may correspond to a
year or more of commercial conditions. It is highly desirable to develop technologies
which allow more frequent data collection in order to better understand how the materials
age. Therefore, continuous monitoring techniques are of significant interest for MTR
applications [6-11].
Linear Variable Differential Transducers (LVDTs) are one candidate technology
for continuously monitoring for the occurrence of dimensional changes in MTR
specimens. However, LVDTs have inherent limitations. LVDTs can only detect external
dimensional changes and are not capable of detecting changes inside the volume of a
specimen. In addition, some LVDT designs suffer from a Curie temperature effect
[12,13]. The ultrasonic based system studied in this work has the potential to address
many of the short coming found in competing technologies.

1.2 Additional Engineering Considerations
The in-situ monitoring technique studied in this work was primarily intended for
monitoring specimens in a MTR. However, the ultrasonic monitoring technique may also
be applicable to use in a commercial nuclear power plant.
Most commercial nuclear power plants are Pressurized Water Reactors (PWRs).
In PWRs, temperatures in the reactor core are approximately 330°C (635°F). The reactor
core is pressurized to approximately 15.5 MPa (2250 psi) to prevent boiling of the water
cooling the core. The hot, high pressure core coolant is circulated to a steam generator
unit where a separate water supply is converted into steam. The steam formed in the
steam generator is then sent through a turbine to generate electricity [1-5].
In developing a continuous monitoring system for in-core use, the ideal scenario
would be to have piezoelectric transducers mounted directly to the test specimens.
2

However, core temperatures are well above the Curie temperature of most piezoelectric
materials [14]. In addition, many piezoelectric materials contain elements such as lead
and lithium which are not allowed inside reactor cores because of radiation effects [1-5].

1.3 Wire Waveguides for Remote Inspection
As an alternative to directly mounting transducers on the test specimens, a remote
monitoring technique can be used. By transmitting ultrasonic guided waves down a wire
waveguide, the transducer can be located outside the radiation environment while still
performing measurements on the specimen. In order to implement a remote monitoring
technique, the waveguide between the transducer and specimen must conform to existing
capabilities. This means a 1.5875 mm (1/16 inch) diameter stainless steel waveguide
must be used to match fittings in the head of the reactor.1
The essence of remote inspection is to perform nondestructive evaluation (NDE)
measurements on a specimen while isolating the transducers from the environmental
conditions experienced by the specimen.

In many cases, researchers seek to protect

transducers from high temperatures which would damage the transducer. In other cases,
the presence of radiation or other experimental conditions can restrict placing the
transducers directly in the hostile environment.

1.4 Previous Work
Cegla and Cawley [15,16] reported on sending shear horizontal (SH) waves down
square waveguides for locating cracking in specimens inside a 500°C oven. A proprietary
transducer was used to send the SH waves down one waveguide, SH and surface waves
propagated through the specimen, and were received via a second waveguide. Amplitude
drop was used for crack sizing. Time-of-flight diffraction was also discussed, but it is
unclear if temperature effects could be separated from damage effects.
Grossmann [17] used guided waves in wires to study the corrosion behavior of the
waveguide material. Oxide formation on the wire waveguide produced a change in the

1

This allows the use of the same fittings used for standard stainless steel encased thermocouples.
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guided wave velocity, and Grossmann was able to correlate the associated change in
time-of-flight to oxide thickness.
Royer and Rose [18,19] reported on a system for the in-situ monitoring of crystal
growth. By positioning the waveguide in the molten material, a change in time-of-flight
indicated the position of the solidified crystal surface relative to the end of the
waveguide.
Vogt et al. [20] placed a wire waveguide in un-cured epoxy. As the epoxy cured,
a change in time of flight was used to characterize the quality of the epoxy.
Tittmann and Yen [21] demonstrated that passive measurements could also be
performed with wire waveguide techniques. In their work, wire waveguides were used to
monitor the acoustic emissions produced during the manufacturing of carbon-carbon.
In many of the remote monitoring examples discussed, only the wire is used as
the sensing mechanism. In some cases, liquid coupling is used between the wire and the
specimen of interest. It is rare to fine examples where a remote specimen with a complex
geometry is permanently attached to a wire waveguide system for in-situ measurements.
Previous Work with Attached Specimens
Pedrick [22] and Heckman [23] previously demonstrated that ultrasonic guided
waves could be transmitted to a specimen at the end of a 30 ft waveguide. Although their
early proof-of-concept work provided a valuable staring point for this investigation, there
were several aspects of their design which could be improved. In particular, Pedrick [22]
and Heckman [23] assumed that Lamb waves were generated in their specimen. As
discussed in Chapter 5, the true boundary conditions of the specimen are not compatible
with a Rayleigh-Lamb solution. A new theoretical analysis was required to correctly
describe the guided wave propagation under appropriate boundary conditions.

In

addition, the manner in which the magnetostrictive material was attached to the
waveguide produced artifacts in the recorded signal.
configuration was desired to eliminate the signal artifacts.
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Thus, a new transducer

1.5 Dissertation Objectives
The primary objective of this dissertation was to examine three aspects of the insitu monitoring system.

First, the design of the magnetostrictive transducer was

examined to find an alternative design that eliminated the signal artifacts and simplified
fabrication. Second, this work set out to accurately describe the guided wave propagation
in rectangular bar specimens using valid boundary conditions. Third, this work also set
out to demonstrate that the deformation of creep specimens could be monitored with the
proposed in-situ monitoring system.
The bar and creep specimens are test cases which are most closely associated with
the MTR applications which inspired this work. However, the tools and methods studied
in this work are applicable to virtually any guided wave analysis. Through the selected
test cases, valuable information about the system behavior can be obtained and lay the
ground work for future generalizations of in-situ system.

1.6 Organization
Chapter 2 provides a brief review of guided wave inspections.

Chapter 3

discusses the various analysis techniques used in the course of this work. Chapter 4
discusses magnetostriction and the improvements made compared to the original
transducer configuration. Chapter 5 discusses the analysis of guided wave propagation in
specimens with rectangular cross sections.

Dispersion curves were derived and

experimental validations performed. Chapter 6 discusses the analysis of using the in-situ
monitoring technique for monitoring creep specimens. Once again, dispersion curves
were derived and experimental validations performed. Chapter 7 summarizes the results
of this investigation and gives suggestions for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: GUIDED WAVES
Nondestructive evaluation (NDE) is a broad field where certain techniques are
used to examine objects without altering their current state or future usefulness.
Examples of NDE techniques include: liquid penetrant, magnetic particles, eddy currents,
acoustic emission, x-rays, thermography, and ultrasonic inspection [24]. The work in this
dissertation is based on ultrasonic NDE principles.
Ultrasonic NDE is also a broad field encompassing many different techniques. At
the heart of any ultrasonic NDE is the ultrasonic A-scan. The A-scan is simply a record
of signal amplitude received by an ultrasonic transducer versus time. Many basic NDE
measurements can be made using only the A-scan information. More sophisticated scans
(B-scan, C-scan, phased array scans) utilize multiple A-scans to form images of a small
area in an object [24,25].

The main disadvantage to traditional ultrasonic NDE

techniques is that the transducer must be moved repeatedly to inspect large structures.2
In some cases, such as nuclear reactors, it may be impossible to place transducers in the
appropriate locations for traditional ultrasonic NDE techniques to be effective.
Guided wave ultrasonic NDE is an attractive option to address some of the
limitations associated with traditional inspection methods. In guided wave ultrasonic
NDE, the surfaces or boundaries of a structure can be used to achieve constructive
interference phenomena which allow ultrasonic waves to travel over large distances.
Popular examples of guided wave inspection application include plates, pipes, and
railroad tracks [26-33]. Because guided waves can travel over long distances, it becomes
reasonable to develop structural health monitoring (SHM) systems where sensors are
placed permanently on a structure for continuous monitoring.
2.1 Classic Examples
If a homogeneous, isotropic medium is assumed, the Navier-Cauchy equations for
waves in solid media take the form given in Equation 2.1 where λLame is Lame’s constant,
E is elastic modulus, G is shear modulus, ρ is density, ū is the displacement vector, and t
is time [34-36].
2

For example, inspecting the entire fuselage of an airplane.
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(λLame + G )∇∇ • u + G∇ 2u = ρ ∂ u2
∂t
G (2G − E )
λ
=
2

Lame

(2.1)

E − 3G

From Equation 2.1, it is clear that the ultrasonic wave propagation is influenced
by the fundamental material properties of the specimen.

In addition, the wave

propagation is influenced by the boundaries (surfaces) of the specimen. As the waves
reflect off the boundaries of the specimen, interference phenomena lead to waves
propagating in modes unique to the specific geometry. This is called guided wave
propagation. The accurate mathematical description of guided wave propagation in a
homogeneous, isotropic medium entails solving Equation 2.1 with appropriate boundary
conditions [34-36].
With the appropriate boundary conditions, Equation 2.1 is used to determine the
dispersion curves for a given geometry. Solving for the correct dispersion curves is
critically important because the dispersion curves provide valuable insight into the
expected wave propagation behavior. First and foremost, the dispersion curve solutions
dictate what are real propagating wave modes for a given geometry. Secondly, the
dispersion curves indicate whether a particular wave mode is dispersive or non-dispersive
at a particular frequency. Third, the dispersion curves indicate how fast a wave mode
travels at a given frequency (group velocity).
Plates
One of the most widely studied examples of guided wave propagation is Lamb
wave propagation in plates. For the Lamb wave solution, the plate is assumed to have a
finite thickness and infinite width. Under these boundary conditions, the solution of the
Equation 2.1 is the Rayleigh-Lamb equations (Equations 2.2 and 2.3). Here, CL is bulk
longitudinal velocity, CT is bulk shear velocity, Cp is phase velocity, k is wave number, h
is thickness, and ω is angular frequency [34-36].

For practical applications, the

Rayleigh-Lamb solution remains a valid approximation as long as the width of the plate
is much larger than the wavelength of the guided waves (width >> wavelength). Further
discussion of Lamb waves is given in Appendix D.
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Circular Rods
Another common example of guided wave propagation is wave propagation in a
circular rod.

To solve for the propagation in a circular waveguide, the governing

equations are converted to cylindrical coordinates.3 Under these boundary conditions, the
solution is the Pochhammer equations (Equations 2.4 and 2.5). Here, CL is bulk
longitudinal velocity, CT is bulk shear velocity, Cp is phase velocity, k is wave number, a
is radius, and ω is angular frequency. Jn are Bessel equations [34-36].
2α 2
( β + k 2 ) J 1 (αa ) J 1 ( β a ) − ( β 2 − k 2 ) J 0 (αa ) J 1 ( β a ) − 4k 2αβ J 1 (αa ) J 0 ( β a ) = 0 axial
a

( β a) J 0 ( β a) − 2 J1 ( β a) = 0 torsional
2

(2.4)
(2.5)

2
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⎛ω ⎞ ⎛ω ⎞
⎟
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Numerical Solutions
The roots of Equations 2.2 through 2.5 describe phase velocity dispersion curves
which indicate the guided wave modes and if a selected guided wave mode is dispersive
or non-dispersive. Typically, numerical methods are employed to find the roots. Once
phase velocity curves are determined, the phase velocity results can be used to derive
group velocity dispersion curves. Group velocity curves are used to interpret the group
velocities observed in experiments.
3

See Chapter 6.
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Comments
The Rayleigh-Lamb equations (Equation 2.2 and 2.3) and the Pochhammer
equations (Equations 2.4 and 2.5) show that the solution of the Navier-Cauchy equations
is significantly different depending on the boundary condition. Thus, dispersion curves
for one geometry cannot be used to approximate the dispersion curves of another
geometry. The Navier-Cauchy equations must always be solved with the appropriate
boundary conditions for each unique geometry in order to obtain valid dispersion curves.
For the bar of rectangular cross-section being studied in this research (Chapter 5),
it may be tempting to approximate it as a plate and use Rayleigh-Lamb equations.
However, the width of the bar specimen is approximately equal to one wavelength of the
bulk shear wave in Zircaloy at the 150 kHz operating frequency. Thus, the necessary
condition for a valid Rayleigh-Lamb solution (width >> wavelength) is not satisfied [3436]. There will be simultaneous interference effects produced by all boundaries.

2.2 Other Examples

Guided waves have been studied extensively for pipe inspection. The guided
waves have the unique capability to inspect buried pipes and also inspecting under pipe
coatings. In addition, time delays can be used to focus energy at a point or steer the
guided waves around bends in the pipe [30,31]. Despite their complex shape, railroad
tracks can also be inspected using guided waves. By selecting different wave modes and
frequencies, energy can be concentrated in different portions of the rail [32,33].
It is well known that temperature affects both the material properties and
geometry of the specimen being considered, and there are several papers in the scientific
literature that deal with the temperature dependence of guided wave propagation.
However, the available literature appears to be limited in two respects.

First, the

available literature only deals with limited temperature ranges (i.e. ± 65°C). Second, the
best papers only report maximum operating temperatures of 150°C (302°F) [37,38]. The
works in the literature also appear to be limited in application. Most papers focus on thin
plates (Rayleigh-Lamb solutions) at frequencies where only the A0 and S0 modes are
present [37-41].

9

For this research, the specified operating temperature range of 21-427°C (70800°F) is significantly higher than what has been previously reported in literature. In
addition, the guided wave modes for a rectangular bar specimen are significantly
different than the guided wave modes in plates.
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CHAPTER 3: ANALYSIS METHODS
Within the course of this work, several methods were used to analyze the
theoretical predictions and experimental measurements of guided wave propagations.
This chapter provides background information on each of these methods.

3.1 Semi-Analytic Analysis

The Rayleigh-Lamb equations (Equations 2.2 and 2.3) fully describe the guided
wave modes in a plate. Similarly, the Pochhammer equations (Equations 2.4 and 2.5)
fully describe the guided wave modes in a circular rod [34-36]. Although these are exact
equations, there is no closed form solution. Instead, a numerical solution must be found.
The use of a numerical solution to solve the exact governing equations is sometimes
referred to as a semi-analytic analysis.
For Rayleigh-Lamb equations (Equations 2.2 and 2.3) and Pochhammer equations
(Equations 2.4 and 2.5) the numerical solution can be easily found using a ‘root finding’
algorithm [34,42,43].

The root finding procedure is summarized as follows:

1. Select a frequency.
2. Select a starting phase velocity.
3. Evaluate the left had side of the selected equation and determine the sign.
4. Increment phase velocity, and reevaluate the sign of the result.
5. Repeat steps 3 and 4 until the sign changes. A root of the selected equation
must exist in the interval (Cp)n < x < (Cp)n+1.
6. Iteratively search the interval (Cp)n < x < (Cp)n+1 (i.e. bisection) to find the
precise phase velocity of that root.
7. After finding a root, continue searching the selected frequency for additional
roots using steps 2 through 6.
8. Select a new frequency and repeat steps 2 through 7.
This method was used to determine the dispersion curves of the circular creep
specimens discussed in Chapter 6.

Morse and Feshbach [44] present a partial

simplification of the Navier-Cauchy equation for the rectangular cross-section considered
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in Chapter 5.

However, Morse and Feshbach’s [44] representation is not in a

mathematical form that permits a straight forward iterative root finding approach for
determining the dispersion curves. Thus, an alternative technique, the semi-analytical
finite element (SAFE) method, was required for analyzing the rectangular specimen.

3.2 Semi-Analytic Finite Element Analysis

In the literature [45,46] the semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) technique is
reported to be a versatile and powerful technique for determining the dispersion curves
for arbitrary cross-sections. The basic idea is to assume a harmonic wave solution, and
then derive an Eigen value equation which is then solved numerically via the finite
element method.
As described by Hayashi et al [46], the first step is to discretize the arbitrary twodimensional cross-section. The orthogonal function e ( iξ z ) is then assumed to describe
wave propagation in the z-direction. The displacement vector can then be written as
Equation 3.1, where N(x,y) is the interpolation function, and Uj(z) is the nodal
displacement vector of the jth element.

u = [ N ( x, y )][U j ( z )]e ( − iω t )

(3.1)

Following the derivation given by Hayashi et al [46], the equations can be
formulated into the Eigen value problem given in Equation 3.2 where ξ is the wave
number.

([ A] − ξ [ B]){Q} = 0

(3.2)

Equation 3.2 has the same basic form as a typical Eigen value problem in finite
element analysis [47]. However, the SAFE formulation is such that the harmonic wave
solution is included in the Eigen vector Q. Once the Eigen value problem is correctly
formulated, standard numerical techniques in the finite element method can be used to
solve for the wave number ξ at varying frequencies. The resulting set of Eigen values
will contain solutions of both real propagating waves and imaginary results (solutions
which are not physically possible). A root sorting is then used to remove non-real results.
From the wave number solution, phase velocity (Cp) and group velocity (Cg)
results are derived according to Equations 3.3 and 3.4, respectively.
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ω
ξ
∂ω
Cg =
∂ξ
Cp =

(3.3)
(3.4)

Figure 3.1 shows a comparison of both numerical methods for a circular
waveguide. The SAFE solution is in good agreement with the results determined by the
semi-analytical solution of the Pochhammer equation.

3.3 Finite Element Analysis

Finite element modeling is a valuable tool which is used in a wide variety of
engineering disciplines [47,48]. With respect to modeling ultrasonic wave propagation,
finite element modeling provides the capability to predict the ultrasonic waveforms
which would be recorded in experimental measurements [49,50]. This is particularly
useful in cases where there are complex geometries (such as the trapezoidal horn) and the
time-of-flight associated with guided wave propagation must be determined.

Finite

element modeling also permits parametric design optimization to identify ways to
improve ultrasonic measurement techniques.

Figure 3.1: Comparison of numerical results for a waveguide of circular cross-section. Solid lines were
obtained via a semi-analytic analysis to determine to roots of the Pochhammer equations [43]. Dotted lines
were obtained via a SAFE analysis [46].
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In order to simulate the ultrasonic waveforms, a transient analysis of the stress
wave propagation must be solved.

First, a time dependent form of the nodal

displacement must be used. In Equation 3.5, M is the mass matrix, K is the stiffness
matrix, C is the damping matrix, and F is applied force [47,48].
[ M ]{u&&} + [C ]{u&} + [ K ]{u} = [ F ]

(3.5)

In addition to the spatial discretization, the transient analysis must also be
discretized in the time-domain so that the time dependent behavior can be solved for by
numerical methods. As time is incremented, the nodal displacements u , nodal velocities
u& , and nodal accelerations u&& must be liked in time.

Equation 3.6 shows how

displacement must be related to velocity, and equation 3.7 shows how velocity must be
related to acceleration. In Equations 3.6 and 3.7, i indicates the time index in the
discretized calculation

u i+1 = u i + Δt ⋅ u& i

(3.6)

u& i+1 = u& i + Δt ⋅ u&&i

(3.7)

3.4 Time-of-Flight Analysis

In guided wave propagation, the group velocity determines how long it takes for
the guided ultrasonic waves to travel through a specimen. By simply determining the
difference in arrival time of reflections in the signal, the time-of-flight measurement can
be used to confirm group velocity values.
Figure 3.2 shows an example waveform and an envelope of the signal.4 The
envelope of the signal is commonly used to determine time-of-flight in guided wave
signals because the phase and group velocities are not equal. However, the results shown
in Chapter 6 indicated that the use of a signal envelope is not always accurate.

4

See Appendix C for additional information on the signal envelope.
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Figure 3.2: Example waveform and analytic envelope with time-of-flight (TOF) between reflections
shown.

3.5 Frequency Spectrum Analysis

In the transducer study presented in Chapter 4, it was of interest to know what
frequency content was produced for different transducer designs and pulse excitations. In
order to determine the frequency content of a signal, a Fourier transform is performed.
The discrete-time Fourier transform is symmetric, so the useful range of the Fourier
frequency spectrum is limited to half of the sampling frequency. In practice, longer
length signals (having more total sample points) produce discrete-time Fourier transforms
with smaller frequency steps.
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CHAPTER 4: REMOTE MAGNETOSTRICTIVE TRANSDUCERS
Magnetostriction has been studied for a wide variety of ultrasonic sensor
applications [51].

In particular, several members of Southwest Research Institute

(including Kwan) have published multiple papers on the subject [52-62].

In some

examples, the magnetostrictive material is simply used as a substitute for the
piezoelectric material inside a commercial style transducer [63]. In other cases, a highly
magnetostrictive material is attached directly to the specimen of interest [17,64-68].
Many examples of magnetostriction are based on the Joule effect. In the Joule
effect, an applied longitudinal magnetic field5 produces strain in a magnetostrictive
material because the applied magnetic field is exerting a small force on the magnetic
domains of the material. The observed strain is parallel to the applied magnetic field
because the small force induced by the magnetic field works to try and align the magnetic
domain with the field. By alternating the magnetic field, compressional ultrasonic waves
can be transmitted parallel to the magnetic field [69].
Detection of ultrasonic wave propagation occurs via the inverse effect known as
the Villari effect. In the Villari effect, transient strains in the magnetostrictive material
disrupt the magnetic domains and produce a ‘stray flux.’ This flux in the magnetic field
induces a current in a receiving coil (via Faraday’s Law) [69].
A second type of magnetostriction is based on the Wiedemann effect. In the
Wiedemann effect, a circular magnetic field and longitudinal magnetic field are
combined to form a helical magnetic field.

This induces a torsional force in the

magnetostrictive material. Thus, the Wiedemann effect can be used to transmit torsional
ultrasonic waves [69-72].
Detection of the torsional ultrasonic waves occurs via a combination of the
inverse Wiedemann effect and the Matteuci effect. The magnetic fluxes induced by these
two effects induce a current in a receiving coil (via Faraday’s Law) [69-72].
All magnetic materials exhibit some amount of magnetostriction. However, most
engineering materials typically have low magnetostrictive coefficients and produce
virtually no useful strain under an applied magnetic field. Therefore, it is common for
5

The applied field is often generated by a coil of wire with an alternating current.
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researchers to attach highly magnetostrictive material (such as Terfenol and Galfenol) to
a specimen for stronger signals as described in papers by Kannan et al. [64] and I.K. Kim
et al. [65,66].

Y.Y. Kim [67], Kulczyk et al. [68], and Grossmann [17] attached

magnetostrictive stubs to the ends of wires or shafts.
The highly magnetostrictive materials (such as Terfenol-D) are often brittle and
may be unsuitable for certain applications. As an alternative, there are several metal
alloys available which are capable of producing sufficient magnetostrictive strain for
ultrasonic sensor applications. Common examples include 50Ni-50Fe (“50 Permalloy”),
95Ni-5Co, 51Fe-49Co (“Permendur”), 49Co-49Fe-2V (“Remendur”), and 87Fe-13Al
(“Alfer”) [73-77]. In the work for this dissertation, a few tests were conducted with
Permendur and Remendur. However, much of the transducer development tests were
carried out with a newer alloy called Arnokrome 3 (a proprietarily Fe-Cr-Co alloy) [78].

4.1 Older Wire-Wire Design

Figure 4.1 shows the older remote magnetostrictive transducer configuration first
used by Pedrick [22] and Heckman [23]. This older set up is based on the work first
reported by Bell [79] and is similar in concept to that used by Y.Y. Kim [67], Kulczyk et
al. [68], and Grossmann [17]. In this design, the wire of magnetostrictive material was
coupled to a long stainless steel waveguide through a brass coupling. The brass coupling
was included because explosion bonds (as used by Grossmann [17]) where mechanically
weak. By using the long stainless steel waveguide, the magnetostrictive material remains
outside the reactor environment while allowing the ultrasonic guided waves to travel to
and from the specimen.

Figure 4.1: Older design for the in-situ monitoring of creep specimens. The magnetostrictive wire is
coupled to the stainless steel waveguide using a brass coupling. The coupling produces unwanted artifacts
in the received signals.
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Although this design is effective, there are drawbacks. First, the inline joints are
difficult to manufacture. Special soldering tools are required, and several attempts are
often required to achieve a joint with acceptable ultrasonic transmission. Second, even
the best inline joints reflect a portion of the ultrasonic waves. As Figure 4.2 illustrates,
the energy reflected from the joint (R1) will reflect off of the free end of the
magnetostrictive stub and travel back towards the specimen.

This in turn leads to

unwanted artifacts in the received signals as illustrated in Figure 4.3. The joint artifacts
are problematic because they can masks slower modes. Also, the artifacts can interfere
with time-of-flight measurements as temperature increases because the modes in the
specimen slow down. In order to prevent the artifacts from corrupting the received
signals, relatively long lengths of the magnetostrictive wire are required.

This is

undesirable because of both the costs and the difficulty associated with obtaining the
magnetostrictive material.

Figure 4.2: Illustration indicated the transmission and reflection of ultrasound form the wire-wire joint.
When the incident ultrasonic wave (I) reaches the wire-wire joint, both transmission (T1) and reflection
(R1) occurs. Reflected wave R1 can then reflect off the free end of the magnetostrictive wire and return to
the wire-wire joint. When R1 returns to the wire-wire joint, there is once again transmission (T2) and
reflection (R2). The round-trip time-of-flight for wave R1 determines the time spacing of T1 and T2.
Thus, the round-trip time-of-flight in the magnetostrictive wire must be greater than the time-of flight in the
specimen so that T2 does not over lap with the first reflection from the end of the specimen.

Figure 4.3: Illustration showing the feature expected in the data collected using the setup shown in Figure
4.2. The brass joint produces artifacts in the signal. The time-of-flight between the artifacts (as dictated by
the length of magnetostrictive stub used) must be sufficiently long so that an artifact does not coincide with
the reflection from the end of the specimen. Typically only the data of interest (at ~ 3.6 ms) is recorded to
reduce the amount of data which must be recorded.
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4.2 Sleeve Design

As an alternative to the wire-wire coupling, a design based on a sleeve of
magnetostrictive material was developed in the course of this work. As shown in Figure
4.4, the stainless steel waveguide simply fits inside the magnetostrictive sleeve. The
sleeve assembly then slides inside the excitation coil in a transducer housing.
In developing the sleeve design three prototypes were tested. The first prototype
consisted of wrapping magnetostrictive foil around the end of a stainless steel wire. The
second and third prototypes were fabricated by drilling an approximately 0.063 inch
diameter hole in the center of a 0.102 inch diameter piece of magnetostrictive material.
One of these sleeves was press-fit onto the wire waveguide, and the other sleeve was
glued on.
Figure 4.5 shows a comparison of waveforms for the three prototypes attached to
a short piece of wire with no specimen attached.

The glued sleeve had the best

performance. The prototype involving the press-fit did not perform as well as the glued
joint. The most likely explanation for the press-fit having a lower amplitude is that the
crimping process to form the press-fit resulted in residual stresses. Such a degradation of
magnetostriction dues to stress is consistent with the theory presented by Tremolet [69].
Steve Taylor [80] suggested using a friction fitting. However, the results shown
in Figure 4.6 indicated that the signal amplitude varied based on the tightness of the
friction fit. Thus, the glued joint is expected to be more reliable.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.4: New magnetostrictive sleeve design. (a) Illustration of the concept. (b) Photo of a prototype
tested in this work. In this work, the outer diameter of the magnetostrictive sleeve was such that the sleeve
could still fit into the housing of an existing magnetostrictive transducer coil. As an alternative, the coil can
be wound directly onto the sleeve. This design eliminated the coupling joint used in the original design and
removes unwanted artifacts from the received signals.
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Figure 4.5: Experimental results for three prototypes tested in the development of the magnetostrictive
sleeve transducer approach. The glued joint produced the highest amplitude signal.
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Figure 4.6: Experimental results for a friction fit sleeve transducer. A tighter fit produces a higher
amplitude ultrasonic signal compared to a loose fit.
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4.3 Test Parameters

In earlier work by Kropf and Tittmann [81], it was proposed to use a swept
continuous wave for studying the performance of magnetostrictive wire transducers.
Although this approach can yield insightful facts about the magnetostrictive transduction,
it does not represent the tone burst excitation used in guided wave applications. In this
work, tone burst excitation was used to examine the amplitude and frequency content of
the sleeve transducer.
Both a MATEC tone burst card (TB1000) and a National Instruments arbitrary
waveform generator (AWG) were used. The settings for the MATEC card were held
constant during testing and are summarized as follows: 200 V peak-to-peak (“low” volts)
at 80% output, pulse-echo mode, 33 dB gain, pulse width of 20 μs, no filters, no
rectification, and positive internal trigger. The AWG was programmed with custom
waveforms to supply tone burst excitation at maximum voltage (approximately 8 V peakto-peak) with an enveloped pulse width of 20 μs. All measurements were performed over
a frequency sweep of 50 kHz to 250 kHz with 32 signal averages per frequency. Voltage
data (MATEC experiments only) were collected after gain by the MATEC card.
Displacement data (both MATEC and AWG) were collected based on the output voltage
of a Polytec Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV).

The LDV was used to measure

displacement at the end of the wire waveguide.

4.4 Comparison of Wave Excitation

In order to evaluate the performance of the sleeve transducer, baseline data was
needed.

As a first step, a series of frequency sweeps were performed on a solid

Remendur wire. The analytic envelope of the waveform at each driving frequency was
calculated via the Hilbert transform.6 The color scale in Figure 4.7 plots the amplitude of
the analytic envelope versus driving frequency. Figure 4.7a shows that excitation by the
MATEC card produced distinct artifacts near 90 kHz and 150 kHz where the output
voltage abruptly changes. A second MATEC card was obtained for comparison. The
results shown in 4.7b contain the same artifacts and also more noise because the
6

See Appendix C for additional information on the analytic envelope.
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transducer was held by hand. Figure 4.7c shows LDV data for MATEC excitation with
the same artifacts. Since the artifacts appear in the LDV data, the source of the artifacts
is on the transmit side of the MATEC card. Figure 4.7d shows LDV data for excitation
by the AWG. The results for the AWG excitation have lower amplitudes because the
AWG has a significantly lower excitation voltage. There is an artifact near 130 kHz in
the AWG, but this is caused by triggering off of the excitation voltage. The amplitude of
the AWG artifact was relatively small, so it is not as problematic compared to the
MATEC artifacts. Therefore, subsequent measurements relied on the AWG.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.7: Base line data obtained using a solid 0.0625 inch diameter Remendur wire. The color scale
depicts the magnitude of the analytic envelope based on the voltage received from: (a) MATEC #1, (b)
MATEC #2, (c) LDV output for excitation by MATEC #1, and (d) LDV output for excitation by the AWG.
The MATEC cards exhibit distinct voltage jumps near 90 kHz and 150 kHz. The artifact in the AWG
results (d) is a by-product of triggering off of the excitation pulse.
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A second set of frequency sweeps was performed on four specimens using AWG
excitation. The color scale in Figure 4.8 plots the amplitude of the analytic envelope
(obtained via the Hilbert transform) versus driving frequency.

In Figure 4.8, it is

important to note that the amplitude of the LDV voltage data can be affected by factors
other than the strength of the magnetostrictive strain. For example, poor alignment on the
laser and specimen wire can decrease LDV signal amplitude. However, the general trend
of Remendur amplitude (Figure 4.8a) being greater than Arnokrome 3 amplitude (Figure
4.8b) being slightly greater than sleeve transducer amplitude (Figure 4.8d) is consistent
with pulse-echo coil voltages recorded using the MATEC.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.8: Time-domain comparison of four specimens using AWG excitation. The color scale depicts
the magnitude of the analytic envelope based on the LDV output voltage for: (a) 0.0625 inch diameter
Remendur wire, (b) 0.0625 inch diameter Arnokrome 3 wire, (c) 0.102 inch diameter Arnokrome 3 wire,
and (d) a solid sleeve prototype. The artifact near 130 kHz is a result of triggering off of the driving
voltage.
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When interpreting the results in Figure 4.8, the trends of the analytic envelope
data versus driving frequency are the more significant results. The 0.0635 inch diameter
Remendur (Figure 4.8a) and the 0.0635 inch diameter Arnokrome 3 (Figure 4.8b) wires
both performed well over the same frequency range (50 kHz to 200 kHz). The sleeve
transducer (Figure 4.8d) demonstrated reduced signal strength near 50 kHz. Thus, the
sleeve design has unique response to driving frequency.
As an alternative to analyzing the magnitude of the analytic envelope, a Fourier
Transform can be performed on the received signals in order to analyze the frequency
content produced for each driving frequency. The color scale in Figure 4.9 plots the
amplitude of the Fourier transform versus driving frequency. Since Figure 4.9 is also
based on LDV data, the peak frequencies and the trends of the Fourier transform versus
driving frequency have the most significance.
Figure 4.9a shows that the 0.0625 inch diameter Remendur wire has a peak output
frequency of approximately 85 kHz. Figure 4.9b shows that the 0.0625 inch diameter
Arnokrome 3 had peak frequencies near 100 kHz and 120 kHz. The results for the sleeve
transducer (Figure 4.9d) indicated a significantly narrower frequency spectrum with a
peak frequency near 120 kHz. Based on the simple calculation in Equation 4.1 (where
the sleeve length L corresponds to half a wavelength) it is reasonable to conclude that the
sleeve length controls the optimal frequency.
f =

c

λ

=

5.5 mm / μs
c
≈
= 123kHz
2 L 2 * 0.875 * 25.4mm
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(4.1)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4.9: Frequency-domain comparison of four specimens using AWG excitation. The color scale
depicts the amplitude of the Fourier transform spectrum based on the LDV output voltage for: (a) 0.0625
inch diameter Remendur wire, (b) 0.0625 inch diameter Arnokrome 3 wire, (c) 0.102 inch diameter
Arnokrome 3 wire, and (d) a solid sleeve prototype. The artifact near 130 kHz is a result of triggering off of
the driving voltage. The sleeve transducer design (d) exhibited less spectral content compared to standard
magnetostrictive wires.

4.5 Comparison of Long Waveguides (With and Without Joints)

In section 4.4, the experimental tests focused on comparing the displacements
produced by the sleeve design and a simple magnetostrictive wire. However, it was also
important to characterize the effect of the wire-wire joint as well as different types of
pulse excitation.
To study the effect of the pulse excitation, Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV)
displacement measurements were performed on two specimens. One specimen consisted
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of a magnetostrictive wire connected to a ~ 15 foot long stainless steel waveguide via the
older wire-wire joint and brass coupling.

The second specimen consisted of a

magnetostrictive sleeve glued to a ~ 15 foot long stainless steel waveguide. The LDV
was used to record the displacement amplitudes of the ultrasonic wave after the ultrasonic
wave had traveled to the end of the 15 foot waveguide. A Fourier Transform was also
calculated to determine the frequency content of each displacement measurement.
During these experiments, three different pulse excitations were used: a 20μs
tone-burst, a 10μs tone-burst, and a ‘quarter square’ pulse.7 The objective of testing the
different pulse types was to determine if the pulse excitation could be tailored to achieve
high bandwidth pulses with minimal width in time-of-flight.
Results are summarized in Figures 4.10 through 4.21. Because the LDV was used
to perform displacement measurements on a 1/16 inch diameter wire and perfect
alignment cannot be guaranteed, an accurate comparison of absolute displacement
amplitude cannot be made. However, a comparison of pulse width and frequency content
can be made.
Throughout the results (Figures 4.10 through 4.21), the magnetostrictive sleeve
design consistently has a peak in the Fourier Transform results near 125 kHz when
excited by the ‘quarter square’ pulse. This makes sense because the length of the
magnetostrictive sleeve is approximately equal to one half of a wavelength at 125 kHz (as
discussed in Section 4.4).

Tone-burst excitation of the sleeve is more effective at

generating frequency content above and below 125 kHz, but the sleeve naturally wants to
vibrate at the frequency corresponding to the length of the sleeve.
The results for the wire-wire joint indicate that the wire-wire design is better at
generating sub-125kHz frequency content. This also makes sense because the longer
piece of magnetostrictive wire is better able to support the generation of lower
frequencies (longer wavelengths). However, the wire-wire coupling adds noise and
artifacts to the received signals. Also note that the natural hysteresis of magnetostrictive
materials prevents higher frequency (> 250 kHz) content [69].

7

A ‘quarter square’ pulse is a square pulse with a time width corresponding to ¼ of the period associated
with the center driving frequency.
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Figure 4.10: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 50 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.11: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 60 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.12: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 71 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.13: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 81 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.14: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 89 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.15: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 100 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.16: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 114 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 125 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 156 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 179 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.20: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 208 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of wire-wire joint design and sleeve transducer design performance at 250 kHz.
(a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the wire-wire joint design. (c) LDV
displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the sleeve design. In (d), note that the quarter period
square pulse consistently produces a peak near 125 kHz which is the center frequency associated with the
length of the magnetostrictive sleeve. The wire-wire joint design (b) appears to have more bandwidth
compared to the sleeve design (d). However, the wire-wire joint suffers from signal noise and unwanted
artifacts.

The results shown in Figures 4.10 through 4.21 indicate that a 20 μs tone-burst
pulse width generates a wider pulse compared to the 10 μs tone-burst pulse. However,
there was not a significant difference between the 10 μs tone-burst pulse and the ‘quarter
square’ pulse excitation. Figure 4.22 shows a comparison of a tone-burst excitation and a
high voltage ‘quarter square’ pulse excitation. The high bandwidth square pulse does not
appear to reduce the natural ringing of the sleeve transducer. Considering that the period
of a 125 kHz signal is 8 μs, the total pulse width observed with the magnetostrictive
excitation will always be significantly longer compared to MHz frequency signals.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of waveforms produced with different pulse excitations. The approximately 4.5
MHz ‘square pulse’ does not produce a ‘sharp,’ high bandwidth pulse when using the magnetostrictive
sleeve design.

4.6 Comparison of Different Sleeve Materials

In a separate set of experiments, Laser Doppler Vibrometer (LDV) displacement
measurements were performed on three different sleeve specimens.

One specimen

consisted of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve glued to a 6 foot long stainless steel waveguide. The
second specimen consisted of a Remendur sleeve glued to a 6 foot long stainless steel
waveguide. The third sleeve was a piezoelectric cylinder which was attached to a 6 foot
long stainless steel waveguide using the set screw in the transducer housing.8 The LDV
was used to record the displacement amplitudes of the ultrasonic wave after the ultrasonic
wave had traveled to the end of the 6 foot waveguide. A Fourier Transform was also
calculated to determine the frequency content of each displacement measurement. As
before, three different pulse excitations (a 20μs tone-burst, a 10μs tone-burst, and a
‘quarter square’ pulse9) were used during these experiments.
8
9

Piezoelectric cylinder transducer provided by Gerald Posakony, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory.
A ‘quarter square’ pulse is a square pulse with a time width corresponding to ¼ of the period associated
with the center driving frequency.
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Figures 4.23 through 4.34 summarize the results from all cylinders for the
frequency range 50 kHz to 250 kHz. Additional results for the piezoelectric sleeve are
given in Figures 4.35 through 4.37 for measurements at 312 kHz, 417 kHz, and 500 kHz,
respectively. Because the LDV was used to perform displacement measurements on a
1/16 inch diameter wire and perfect alignment cannot be guaranteed, an accurate
comparison of absolute displacement amplitude cannot be made. However, a comparison
of pulse width and frequency content can be made.
Once again, the magnetostrictive sleeves (both Arnokrome 3 and Remendur)
produced peaks in the frequency spectrum near 125 kHz. The frequency spectra obtained
for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve were not as sharp or smooth as the frequency spectra
obtained for Remendur sleeve. This could potentially be an indication of a poor glue
bond for this Arnokrome 3 specimen.
In the frequency sweep of the piezoelectric sleeve, the highest displacement
amplitudes were recorded for the tests at 312 kHz, 417 kHz, and 500 kHz (Figures 4.35
through 4.37). This was expected because the piezoelectric sleeve was designed to have
a 400 kHz central frequency. At certain driving frequencies (71 kHz to 125 kHz) (Figures
4.25 through 4.30), the data from the piezoelectric sleeve measurements also produced a
peak near 125 kHz. This was somewhat unexpected since the piezoelectric sleeve was
rated for a 400 kHz central frequency and had a much shorter length than the
magnetostrictive sleeves. This suggests that the 1/16 inch diameter wire waveguide is
particularly susceptible to guided waves propagation at approximately 125 kHz.
The results shown in Figures 4.23 through 4.34 also indicate that a 20 μs toneburst pulse width generates a wider pulse compared to the 10 μs tone-burst pulse.
However, there was not a significant difference between the 10 μs tone-burst pulse and
the ‘quarter square’ pulse excitation. This is in agreement with the results presented in
Section 4.5.
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Figure 4.23: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 50 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.24: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 60 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.25: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 71 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.26: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 81 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.27: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 89 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 100 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 114 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 125 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.31: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 156 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 179 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 208 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of an Arnokrome 3 sleeve, a Remendur sleeve, and a piezoelectric cylinder
sleeve at 250 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b) FFT results for the Arnokrome 3 sleeve.
(c) LDV displacement measurements and (d) FFT results for the Remendur sleeve. (e) LDV displacement
measurements and (f) FFT results for the piezoelectric cylinder sleeve transducer.
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Figure 4.35: Piezoelectric cylinder sleeve results at 312 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b)
FFT results.

Figure 4.36: Piezoelectric cylinder sleeve results at 417 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b)
FFT results.

Figure 4.37: Piezoelectric cylinder sleeve results at 500 kHz. (a) LDV displacement measurements and (b)
FFT results.
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The color scale in Figure 4.38 plots the amplitude of the analytic envelope
(obtained via the Hilbert transform) versus driving frequency for the frequency sweep
performed with the piezoelectric sleeve transducer.

The highest amplitudes were

observed near 100-125 kHz and 300-400 kHz. Additional slower mode components were
between 300 kHz and 500 kHz (Figure 4.38b). However, the scale bar indicates than the
slower mode components had approximately 1/5 the amplitude compared to the faster
mode (Figure 4.38a).
The color scale in Figure 4.39 plots the amplitude of the Fourier transform versus
driving frequency. Peak amplitudes were observed at approximately 125 kHz and 330
kHz. There is also a weak peak near 400 kHz observed in the frequency domain results.
However, the time domain results (Figure 4.38) indicate a poor signal at 400 kHz.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.38: Time-domain results for the experiments with a piezoelectric sleeve transducer. The color
scale depicts the magnitude of the analytic envelope based on the LDV output voltage for: (a) 50 to 300 μs
time-of-flight window and (b) 300 to 500 μs time-of-flight window.

Figure 4.39: Frequency-domain results for the experiments with a piezoelectric sleeve transducer. The
color scale depicts the magnitude of the Fourier transform based on the LDV output voltage. Peak
amplitudes were observed at approximately 125 kHz and 330 kHz. The central frequency of an unloaded
PZT sleeve was expected to be approximately 400 kHz. Downshift to 330 kHz is likely explained by the
mechanical resistance of the wire waveguide inside the sleeve.
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The central frequency of an unloaded PZT sleeve was expected to be
approximately 400 kHz. However, the experiments consisted on a PZT sleeve attached
to a stainless steel waveguide. The downshift to 330 kHz is likely explained by the
mechanical resistance of the wire waveguide inside the PZT sleeve. The peak near 125
kHz may be related to the excitability of the guided waves in the wire.

4.7 Summary

In the design and operation of an in-situ monitoring system based on guided
ultrasonic waves, the transducer design plays an important roll in the performance of the
system. Earlier work [22,23] with a wire-wire coupling demonstrated that the wire-wire
joint produced unwanted artifacts in the signal. In addition, the old wire-wire design was
difficult to fabricate and often times provided poor transmission of the ultrasonic waves.
In this work, a magnetostrictive sleeve design was tested as an alternative to the
old wire-wire joint configuration. Results showed that the sleeve design was effective for
generating ultrasonic guided waves in the wire waveguide. In addition, the sleeve design
simplifies specimen fabrication, minimizes the amount of magnetostrictive material
required, and eliminates the artifacts associated with the wire-wire joint. By eliminating
the wire-wire joint artifacts, some sources of error are removed and the data obtained
with in-situ monitoring system is easier to interpret.
Experimental testing indicated that the optimal performance occurred at
approximately 125 kHz.

It appears that both the sleeve length and possibly the

excitability of the guided waves lead to the strong performance at 125 kHz. However,
additional calculations would be required to determine the excitability of the guided
waves in the wire waveguide. Guided wave mode excitability calculations are beyond
standard phase and group velocity calculations.
The experimental results also showed that the sleeve design generated a narrower
bandwidth (less low frequency content).

In guided wave applications, this can be

advantageous because a more narrow-banded transducer excites a smaller region on the
dispersion curves.

In contrast, the wire-wire design is better suited for performing

frequency sweeps if the intended measurement is not adversely effected by the wire-wire
joint characteristics.
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The hysteresis inherent to magnetostrictive materials limits the maximum
frequency which can be generated. As an alternative, preliminary experiments with a
piezoelectric sleeve were also performed. The results obtained with the piezoelectric
sleeve were encouraging. A piezoelectric sleeve could be used to excite guided waves in
the wire waveguide, but additional work would be required to optimize the design of the
piezoelectric for better performance.
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CHAPTER 5: BAR SPECIMENS
One potential application of the in-situ monitoring technique is to measure
changes in “blister” specimens. An example of a “blister” specimen is shown in Figure
5.1. The “blister” specimens are essentially rectangular bars of material which are
commonly used for accelerated life testing in test reactors [8,82]. A trapezoidal horn is
used to transition between the specimen and the wire waveguide which leads to the
remote magnetostrictive transducer.
In the nuclear industry, these “blister” specimens are commonly referred to as
“plates.”

However, this can be misleading because the dimensions of the “blister”

specimens are not compatible with the boundary conditions required for Lamb waves in a
plate. The work presented in this chapter primarily focuses on characterizing solid
rectangular bar specimens. However, composite bars containing two materials have also
been considered.

5.1 Dispersion Curves

As discussed in Chapter 2, all wave propagation in solids is governed by the
Navier-Cauchy equations. For a homogeneous, isotropic medium, Equation 5.1 shows
the Navier-Cauchy equations in Cartesian coordinates using vector notation, where λLame
is Lame’s constant, E is elastic modulus, G is shear modulus, ρ is density, ū is the
displacement vector, and t is time [34-36].

(λLame + G )∇∇ • u + G∇ 2u = ρ ∂ u2
∂t
G (2G − E )
where: λ
=
2

Lame

E − 3G

Figure 5.1: Photograph of a “blister” specimen used in this investigation.
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(5.1)

Some authors [22,23] have suggested that the guided wave propagation in the
rectangular bar specimen can be approximated via the Rayleigh-Lamb Equations.10
However, such an approximation is invalid. The Rayleigh-Lamb solution assumes an
infinitely wide plate. For practical applications, the Rayleigh-Lamb equations are still
valid when the width of the plate is many times larger than the wavelength of the guided
waves in the plate [34-36]. However, the width of the rectangular bar specimen is equal
to only one wavelength of bulk shear waves in Zircaloy at 150 kHz operating frequency.
Thus, the necessary condition for a valid Rayleigh-Lamb solution (width >> wavelength)
is not satisfied by the boundary of the “blister” specimen.
Since there will be simultaneous interference effects produced by all boundaries, a
solution for the correct boundary conditions is required. Morse and Feshbach [44] have
presented a partial simplification based on the wave equation which is shown in
Equations 5.2 through 5.4. Lmn is a longitudinal component. Mmn and Nmn are transverse
components.
⎛ 1 ⎞
Lmn = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟∇[ϕ mn ( x, y )eikz ]e −iwt
⎝ ikc ⎠
⎛ 1 ⎞
M mn = ⎜⎜ ⎟⎟∇ × [a zψ mn ( x, y )eikz ]e −iwt
⎝ ik s ⎠
⎛ 1 ⎞
N mn = ⎜⎜ 2 ⎟⎟∇ × (∇ × [a z χ mn ( x, y )eikz ])e −iwt
⎝ ik s ⎠

(5.2)
(5.3)
(5.4)

ϕmn , Ψmn , and χmn are functions which describe the cross-section and satisfy the
boundary conditions. According to Morse and Feshbach [44], ϕmn , Ψmn , and χmn cannot
be solved for independently in most cases. The wave propagation in a solid media must
contain both longitudinal and transverse components.
The mathematical form given by Morse and Feshbach [44] does not allow for a
straightforward iterative root finding approach for determining the dispersion curves of a
rectangular cross-section. In addition, a composite cross-section was of interest. Thus,
an alternative technique was required for calculating the dispersion curves associated
with the “blister” specimens.

10

See Appendix D for additional information on the Rayleigh-Lamb solution for plates.
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In order to accurately address the “blister” specimen geometry, the semianalytical finite element (SAFE) technique was used [45,46]. As described in Section
3.2, the SAFE technique assumes a wave solution in a manner similar to Morse and
Feshbach [44]. However, the cross-section is discretized into finite elements as is done in
a standard finite element analysis. The Eigen values and Eigen vectors of the resulting
set of equations are then solved numerical [45,46].
For the sake of comparison, Figure 5.2 compares the SAFE results to the results
obtained with the Rayleigh-Lamb equations11 for infinitely wide plates with thicknesses
corresponding to the dimensions of the rectangular bar specimen. Although there are
certain areas of the dispersion curves where the SAFE solution matches the RayleighLamb solution, there are many regions of the dispersion curves where the SAFE solution
and Rayleigh-lamb solution are different. There are modes in the bar (from the SAFE
solution) which are not found in the Rayleigh-Lamb solution, and the Rayleigh-Lamb
solution predicts modes which do not exist in the bar (based on SAFE solution). When
analyzing guided wave propagation, the correct boundary conditions must be applied.

5.2 Initial Finite Element Analysis and Validation

The theoretical dispersion curves developed in the course of this research provide
valuable insight into the guided wave propagation governing the in-situ monitoring of a
rectangular bar specimen. However, the theoretical dispersion curves are only valid in
the rectangular cross-section. In the experimental measurements, there is a trapezoidal
horn which serves as a transition between the wire and bar specimen (Figure 5.3). To
account for the effect of the horn, a finite element analysis must be performed.
The time domain finite element models consisted of a full 3D representation of
the rectangular bar with trapezoidal horn and a long wire waveguide. The transducer
excitation was approximated by using a displacement boundary condition on the end of
the wire waveguide.12 A-scan waveforms were then simulated for both a 6.25 inch long
and a 10.0 inch long specimen.

11
12

See Appendix D for additional information on the Rayleigh-Lamb solution for plates.
See Appendix B for a detailed modeling procedure.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 5.2: Comparison of dispersion curves: SAFE solution of a rectangular cross-section vs. RayleighLamb solution for an infinitely wide plate. (a) Phase velocity dispersion curves, (b) Group velocity
dispersion curves. Blue lines represent the Rayleigh-Lamb solution for a 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) thick
infinitely wide plate. Green lines represent the Rayleigh-Lamb solution for a 20.625 mm (0.812 inch) thick
infinitely wide plate. Black dots indicate the SAFE solution for a 6.35 mm (0.25 inch) by 20.625 mm
(0.812 inch) rectangular cross-section. The SAFE solution is plotted for fewer frequencies because it is
more computationally demanding. Black arrows indicate where there are modes in the bar (from the SAFE
solution) which are not found in the Rayleigh-Lamb solutions. Red arrows indicate where the RayleighLamb solutions predict modes which do not exist in the bar (based on the SAFE solution).
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Figure 5.4 shows that the 3.75 inch difference in specimen length (7.5 inch or
190.5 mm round-trip travel distance), corresponds to a time-of-flight of approximately 55
μs in the time-domain models. In Figure 5.2, the guided wave mode with the fastest
group velocity at 150 kHz has a group velocity of 3.37 mm/μs (at room temperature).
This mode would have a time-of-flight of 56.5 μs for the same round-trip travel distance
(7.5 inch or 190.5 mm) in a pure rectangular bar specimen. Therefore, the fastest mode
observed in the time-domain finite element model is in excellent agreement with the
theoretical velocity of the fastest mode determined in the SAFE analysis (at 150 kHz).

Figure 5.3: Illustration comparing the regions where theoretical guided wave solutions are known to apply.
The theoretical guided wave (GW) in the bar is drawn intentionally to not start exactly where the horn
meets the bar. This is done because the ultrasonic waves must travel a short distance in the bar before the
correct wave structure of the guided wave mode(s) forms.

Figure 5.4: Simulated A-scan waveforms generated via the time-domain finite element modeling. Results
show that the 3.75 inch difference in length corresponds to a time-of-flight of 55 μs. The time and
amplitude axes shown here have been set to only show the region of interest.
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The simulated waveforms generated by the time-domain finite element modeling
(Figure 5.4) also indicate there are additional modes with lower group velocities.
However, from Figure 5.2 it is clear that there are multiple modes possessing similar
group velocities.

A more sophisticated analysis would be required to analyze the

overlapping wave modes.
In order to further validate the finite element results, the experimental time-offlight in a 6.25 inch long specimen was measured. Figure 5.5 shows a comparison of the
analytic envelopes for the simulated and experimental waveforms. In both the model and
experiments, one round trip in the 6.25 inch long specimen corresponds to a total time-offlight of approximately 100 μs. In the experimental results, a second round trip time-offlight corresponds to a total time-of-flight of approximately 200 μs. The ultrasonic
energy arriving between 100 and 200 μs time-of-flight may be related to modes with
slower group velocities. However, these modes will be difficult to process because they
begin to overlap with successive round trips of faster modes.

Figure 5.5: Comparison of simulated and experimental analytic envelopes. (a) the waveform predicted by
time-domain finite element analysis, and (b) the experimental waveform obtained for a 6.25 inch
rectangular bar specimen in air.
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5.3 Frequency Sweep

In an attempt to examine the frequency dependency of the guided wave
propagation, experimental waveforms were recorded at several frequencies at room
temperature using a 6.25 inch long specimen. The wire-wire magnetostrictive transducer
design (Figure 4.1) was used in order to have a wider transducer bandwidth. The results
of the experimental frequency sweep are summarized in Figure 5.6. All of the results
show a distinct reflection from the joint connecting the wire waveguide to the bar
specimen arriving at approximately 175 μs time-of-flight.13 Based on the dispersion
curves and finite element calculations, the first reflection for the back of the specimens
would then be expected at approximately 275 μs time-of-flight. The results at 105 kHz
(Figure 5.6a) and 110 kHz (Figure 5.6b) do not have a clearly identifiable reflection
corresponding to the back of the specimen. At higher frequencies (115 kHz to 150 kHz)
the reflection arriving at approximately 275 μs time-of-flight is more prominent. This is
most likely due to the guided wave mode being more dispersive in the 105 kHz to 110
kHz range.
The results indicated very little change in the time-of-flight between the joint
reflection and the reflection from the end of the specimen in the 120 kHz to 150 kHz
frequency range. This is consistent with the group velocity dispersion curve (Figure
5.2b) being relatively flat over this frequency range. The time-of-flight at 115 kHz was
slightly higher, indicating a slightly slower group velocity.
When investigating the frequency dependence of the guided wave modes, it is
valuable to recall the results for the magnetostrictive transducer presented in Chapter 4.
As shown in Chapter 4, the magnetostrictive material and wire waveguide has an affinity
for a certain frequencies. So, there is inherently some limit as to how much the actual
frequency transmitted changes as the driving frequency changes.
Finite element models were also performed at several frequencies to further
investigate the frequency dependence. In the finite element models, a 12 inch long
specimen was modeled to increase the travel path of the guided waves and thereby
increase the change in time-of-flight caused by a change in group velocity. Results of the
finite element models are summarized in Figure 5.7. As in the experiments, there is not a
13

Note that the time scale is relative to the segment of the signal saved by the data collection system.
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distinct reflection from the back of the specimen at 105 kHz (Figure 5.7a) and 110 kHz
(Figure 5.7b). The modeling results indicated no change in the time-of-flight between the
joint reflection and the reflection from the end of the specimen in the 120 kHz to 150 kHz
frequency range. The time-of-flight at 115 kHz was slightly higher, indicating a slightly
slower group velocity.

Figure 5.6: Results for the experimental frequency sweep performed with a 6.25 inch long bar specimen.
(a) 105 kHz. (b) 110 kHz. (c) 115 kHz. (d) 120 kHz. (e) 125 kHz. (f) 130 kHz. (g) 135 kHz. (h) 140
kHz. (i) 145 kHz. (j) 150 kHz. Note that the time scale is relative to the segment of the signal saved by the
data collection system.
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Figure 5.7: Results for the frequency sweep performed via time-domain finite element modeling for a 12
inch long bar specimen. (a) 105 kHz. (b) 110 kHz. (c) 115 kHz. (d) 120 kHz. (e) 125 kHz. (f) 130 kHz.
(g) 135 kHz. (h) 140 kHz. (i) 145 kHz. (j) 150 kHz.

5.4 Temperature Dependence

In performing the guided wave analysis, temperature will have two effects. First,
thermal expansion will cause some change in the cross-sectional and length dimensions
(geometry) of the specimen.

Second, temperature will change the basic material

properties governing wave propagation.
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The coefficient of thermal expansion for bulk Zircaloy was reported to be 6 u/K.14
Increasing the temperature from 295°K (22°C / 70°F) to 700°K (427°C / 800°F) will
yield a change in thickness of approximately 0.019 mm, and a change in width of
approximately 0.06 mm. This should be negligible at operating frequencies of 150 kHz
or less. Because the changes in cross-sectional dimensions due to thermal expansion
were so small, it was decided that it was not necessary to account for this in the SAFE
analysis and time-domain finite element studies.
For a 6.25 inch (159 mm) long bar, thermal expansion will result in a length
change of 0.48 mm. For a 12 inch (305 mm) long bar, thermal expansion will results in a
length change of 0.92 mm. Assuming a group velocity of 3.37 mm/μs, these length
changes correspond to changes in time-of-flight of 0.29 μs and 0.55 μs, respectively.
Although this is a non-trivial change in time-of-flight, the effect of thermal elongation is
much smaller than the effect associated with the changes in material properties.15
The data shown in Appendix A demonstrates that the material properties of
Zircaloy change significantly as a function of temperature. In order to determine how
this affects the guided wave propagation, a parametric study was performed. The values
of the material properties were calculated for each temperature point of interest. The
resulting material properties were then used in the SAFE calculations to determine the
corresponding dispersion curves for that temperature.
Figure 5.8a shows the raw group velocity results obtained from the SAFE
calculations at two different temperatures. Figure 5.8b is obtained by manually sorting
modes. Figure 5.8 shows that, in general, increasing temperature tends to shift the group
velocity curves down (decreases velocity) and compresses the frequency axis towards the
left. It is interesting to note that each mode has a unique response to temperature. In
addition there appear to be certain combinations of frequency and mode where the group
velocity is independent of temperature. At 145 kHz, there appears to be a mode with a
constant 1.5 mm/μs group velocity. At 115 kHz, the mode with a group velocity of 3.0
mm/μs also appears to be minimally affected by temperature in theory.

14
15

See Appendix A for reference.
Further discussion of thermal elongation is included in Section 5.5.
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Figure 5.8: Group velocity dispersion curves for the rectangular bar specimen at selected temperatures.
Temperature values are in °K. (a) Raw results from SAFE code. (b) After manual mode sorting. In
general, increasing temperature tends to shift the group velocity curves down (decreases velocity) and
compresses the frequency axis towards the left. It is interesting to note that each mode has a unique
response to temperature, and there appears to be certain combinations of frequency and mode where the
group velocity is independent of temperature. The dotted line in (b) identifies one such point in the
dispersion curve. The quasi-SH modes (2.0-2.5 mm/us) were not processed in the manual mode sorting.
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Figure 5.9 shows the calculated group velocity for each guided wave mode
present at 150 kHz while temperature was parametrically stepped in 25°K increments.
When appropriate, linear best fit lines were added to characterize the rate at which group
velocity changed with changing temperature. Each mode with approximately linear
dependence on temperature had a unique slope for the best fit line. One mode was
nonlinear. The change in group velocity versus temperature (at 150 kHz) for ‘Mode 6’ is
95% less compared to change predicted for ‘Mode 8.’ Based on Figure 5.8, the slope of
‘Mode 6’ could in principal be reduced to zero by frequency tuning to approximately 145
kHz. However, it should be noted that other factors must be taken into account before it
can be determined if it is practical to use such a special combination of mode and
frequency. For example, there is an issue with generating and isolating ‘Mode 6’ at
approximately 145 kHz because of source influence and the fact that another mode
intersects the same point on the dispersion curve at 700°K (see Figure 5.8).
Figure 5.10 shows the calculated group velocity for each guided wave mode
present at 115 kHz while temperature was parametrically stepped in 25°K increments. As
before, linear best fit lines were added to characterize the rate at which group velocity
changed with changing temperature when appropriate. In Figure 5.10, ‘Mode 8’ has a
much smaller change in group velocity compared to the results at 150 kHz.
Theoretically, the temperature dependence of ‘Mode 8’ can be minimized by tuning
frequency. Figure 5.10 also shows that ‘Mode 6’ is much more sensitive to temperature
at 115 kHz compared to the results at 150 kHz (Figure 5.9).
In theory, it may be advantageous to operate the in-situ monitoring techniques at
115 kHz to minimize the temperature dependence of the mode with the fastest group
velocity. However, dispersion, transducer effects, and the effects of the trapezoidal horn
also play a role in the final implementation.
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Figure 5.9: Group velocity of each wave mode at 150 kHz as a function of temperature (25°K increments).
Solid lines are linear best-fits to the data obtained via the SAFE technique. Each wave mode has a unique
response to temperature. There is a 95% difference in temperature dependence between ‘mode 8’ and
‘mode 6’ modes.

Figure 5.10: Group velocity of each wave mode at 115 kHz as a function of temperature (25°K
increments). Solid lines are linear best-fits to the data obtained via the SAFE technique. Each wave mode
has a unique response to temperature.
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5.5 Temperature Models and Experiment

To further characterize the temperature dependence of the guided wave
propagation, a series of time-domain finite element models of a 6.25 inch long Zircaloy
specimen were run for varying temperatures. For each temperature selected, the material
properties were adjusted according to the data given in Appendix A. Time-of-flight in
the specimen was determined by calculating the difference in arrival time between the
reflection from the trapezoidal horn and the reflection for the back of the specimen.
Results are summarized in Figure 5.11.
For comparison, Figure 5.11 also shows the estimated time-of-flight values which
were calculated based on the theoretical group velocities predicted by the SAFE analysis
(Section 5.4). Since the SAFE group velocities are only valid for the rectangular crosssection, 22 μs was added to the estimated time-of-flight values to account for the time-offlight in the trapezoidal horn.16 The finite element results predicted a larger change in the
time-of-flight versus temperature compared to the estimates based on the SAFE group
velocities. However, this is expected because the estimates based on the SAFE group
velocities only accounted for velocity changes in the rectangular cross-sections and did
not account for velocity changes in the trapezoidal horn. The time-of-flight in the
trapezoidal horn (i.e. the 22 μs shift) should also increase as temperature increases.
A series of experimental measurements were performed with a 6.25 inch long
Zircaloy specimen. The specimen was heated in a tube furnace and allowed to cool. The
tube furnace produced rapid temperature changes, so it was difficult to collect data at an
equilibrium temperature. To reduce the rapid temperature swings, fiber glass insulation
was used to wrap the specimen. A thermocouple was placed against the specimen inside
the insulation to get the best estimate of the specimen temperature.17 The results for the
temperature experiments are also shown in Figure 5.11.

16

The 22 μs shift sets the predicted time-of-flights approximately equal at room temperature. The 22 μs
shift is also in agreement with information extracted from the finite element displacement data. Note that
this 22 μs correction should increase as temperature increases.
17
There was a large temperature differential between the furnace temperature and the temperature recorded
by the thermocouple inside the insulation.
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Figure 5.11: Comparison of the predicted and experimental guided wave time-of-flight versus temperature.
The change in the experimental results was less than predicted by the finite element calculations. However,
the temperature recorded in the experiments may be different than the average temperature of the bar
specimen.

The experimental time-of-flight measurements turned out to be closer to the
SAFE estimates. As previously discussed, the finite element results were expected to be
more accurate because the SAFE estimates do not account for velocity changes in the
trapezoidal horn. There was a small discrepancy in frequency between the model and
experiments,18 but it is unlikely that this explains the differential in time-of-flight values.
A more likely explanation is experimental error. Even with the fiber glass
insulation, the temperatures recorded in the tube furnace still changed relatively quickly.
It is likely that the surface of the specimen (and the thermocouple) were hotter than the
inside volume of the specimen. Since the ultrasound propagates through the volume of
the specimen, it is plausible that the ‘average’ temperature of the bar experienced by the
ultrasonic waves was lower than the surface temperature recorded by the thermocouple.

18

Finite element models performed at 150 kHz. The center frequency recorded in the experiments was
approximately 137 kHz.
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5.6 Displacement Profile

Within the course of this work, it was also of interest to predict what size defect in
the bar specimen could potentially be identified using the in-situ monitoring system. In
doing so, it is valuable to have knowledge of the displacement profiles for a selected
wave mode.

A plot of the displacement profile can be determined by plotting the

displacements (Eigen vectors) at each node in the cross-section of the SAFE calculations.
Figure 5.12 shows the wave structures for the guided wave mode corresponding
to the experimental observations. The profile for the Uz displacements (parallel to the
length of the bar) shows that there is a lower displacement amplitude near the center of
the cross-section.

Figure 5.12: Wave structures at 150 kHz for the guided wave mode with highest group velocity. The Uz
displacement field shown indicates that the displacement amplitude along the axis of the bar specimen is
lower in the center of the bar.
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5.7 Direct Detection of Defects

Several defects were modeled in the course of this work. Figure 5.13 illustrates
Case 1 of a spherical air void located within the bar specimen volume. In Case 1, the
defect was located in the center of the rectangular cross-section and in the center of the
length of the specimen. Figure 5.14 shows the simulated signal for a 2.5 mm radius
defect compared to the baseline signal for a specimen without defect.

The defect

reflection can be seen in the simulated signal. However, the defect reflection has a
relatively low amplitude.

Figure 5.13: Case 1 of a spherical air void in the rectangular bar specimen. The defect was located at the
center of the cross-section (X = 0 mm, Z = 0 mm) and at axial position Y = 63.5 mm. The defect radius
was parametrically varied. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar.

Figure 5.14: Example of simulated waveforms obtained in the parametric study of spherical air defect Case
1. The blue line is the reference signal (no defect) and the green line is the waveform for a 2.5 mm radius
defect. The reflection at 500 μs is the horn reflection. The reflection at 600 μs is the reflection for the end
of the specimen. The defect reflection is located at 555 μs.
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Parametric Study
In Cases 2 and 3, off-center defects were studied as shown in Figure 5.15 (X = 3.5
mm) and Figure 5.16 (X = 7.0 mm), respectively.

Then, the radii of the defects were

parametrically varied to estimate what size defect was detectable.
Because the time-domain finite element analysis lacks the signal noise found in an
experimental measurement, a ‘signal-to-reference’ ratio was calculated according to
Equation 5.5. Using this equation, the relative change in the signal can be characterized
as the defect size was parametrically varied in the finite element models.
signal - to - reference ratio =

amplitude of defect reflection
amplitude of reference signal

(5.5)

By calculating the signal-to-reference ratio for each defect size studied in the
parametric analysis, Figure 5.17 can be generated. For very small defects, the waveform
was virtually identical to the reference waveform. As defect size increases, the defect
reflections became easier to distinguish. In Figure 5.17a, the time-domain finite element
results predict lower amplitudes in Case 2 (X = 3.5 mm) compared to Case 1 (X = 0 mm)
for the same radius defect. In Figure 5.17b, the time-domain finite element results
predict higher amplitudes in Case 3 (X = 7 mm) compared to Case 1 (X = 0 mm) for the
same radius defect.

Figure 5.15: Case 2 of a spherical air void in the rectangular bar specimen. The defect was located at X =
3.5 mm, Z = 0 mm. The axial position was fixed at Y = 63.5 mm. The defect radius was parametrically
varied. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar.

Figure 5.16: Case 3 of a spherical air void in the rectangular bar specimen. The defect was located at X =
7.0 mm, Z = 0 mm. The axial position was fixed at Y = 63.5 mm. The defect radius was parametrically
varied. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar.
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The relative comparison of Cases 1, 2 and 3 presents a very interesting result.
Not only does the signal amplitude vary with defect position in the cross-section of the
bar, but this variation in amplitude does not appear to be systematic. It is not particularly
clear why the 3.5 mm offset (Case 2) has slightly lower amplitudes compared to no offset
(Case 1). One possible explanation is multi-path effects. The results for the 7 mm offset
(Case 3) having a higher amplitude is consistent with the Uz displacement amplitude
shown in Figure 5.12.
Figure 5.18 illustrated the off-center defects considered in Cases 4, 5 and 6 of the
spherical defect investigation. Because the defects were closer to the surface of the bar,
only defects up to 1.5 mm in radius could be modeled. In the results of the parametric
study, there was no difference between the defect signals and the reference signal for
Cases 4, 5 and 6.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.17: Comparison of signal amplitudes for spherical defects where the ratios of defect amplitude to
reference signal amplitude are shown. (a) A 3.5 mm offset from center results in lower amplitude signals.
(b) However, a 7 mm offset from center results in higher amplitude signals.

Figure 5.18: Cases 4, 5, and 6 of a spherical air void in the rectangular bar specimen. The defects were
located at Z = 0 mm and the axial position was fixed at Y = 63.5 mm. Cases 4, 5, and 6 had X positions of
0 mm, 3.5 mm and 7.0 mm respectively. The defect radii were parametrically varied. Since these defects
are closer to the surface of the bar, only defects up to 1.5 mm radius could be modeled. No change (defect
signal vs. reference signal) was observed. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar.
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Axial Position Effect
In order to estimate the axial resolution of the in-situ monitoring technique, the
axial position of the spherical defect described in Case 1 was parametrically varied. As
the axial position of the defect was increased from Y = 63.5 mm (center of length), the
arrival time of the defect increased in the simulated signal until the defect reflection
became buried in the reflection from the end of the specimen. As the axial position of the
defect was decreased from Y = 63.5 mm, the arrival time of the defect decreased. As the
primary defect reflection merged with the horn reflection, a secondary reflection appears
in the waveform.
Crack-like Defects
Figure 5.19 illustrated the position and orientation of the rectangular defects
investigated in this work. The defects were all located in the center of the bar (Z = 63.5
mm), and all the defects were 5 mm in length (parallel to Y axis).19 The height (parallel
to Z axis) and width (parallel to X axis) were then varied parametrically. In this manner
both defects parallel20 to the bar axis and defects perpendicular21 to the bar axis were
simulated.
Figure 5.20 shows the results of the parametric analysis. The signal-to-reference
ratio is calculated according to Equation 5.5. As before, the data has been plotted
according to the defect surface area which is normal to the incident waves propagating
along the axis of the bar. By plotting the results versus surface area, it was observed that
a 5 mm high by 1 mm wide defect yields approximately the same reflection amplitude as
a 1 mm high by 5 mm wide defect.

19

The finite element code used in this investigation is only valid for open cracks (faces not touching). In
the event of closed cracks (faces touching), a different modeling approach must be investigated.
20
A defect with dimensions length = 5 mm, height = 5 mm, and width = 1mm would constitute a defect
parallel to the bar axis. The approaching wave front will be incident on the thin edge of the defect.
21
The approaching wave front will be normal to the crack faces.
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Figure 5.19: Position and orientation of the rectangular defects within the bar volume. The red rectangle
indicates the orientation of a ‘vertical’ crack, and the green rectangle indicates the orientation of a
‘horizontal’ crack. The defects were centered in the cross-section (X = 0 mm and Z = 0 mm). The axial
position was fixed at Y = 63.5 mm. The height and width of the defects were parametrically varied.
Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar.

Figure 5.20: Comparison of signal amplitudes for rectangular defects where the ratios of defect amplitude
to reference signal amplitude are shown.

Discussion
The magnetostrictive technique provides for an A-scan measurement of the
rectangular bar specimen. Thus, the available data is amplitude versus time. As with all
A-scan measurements, time information is very valuable because it can be used to
determine the axial position of something producing a reflection.

Utilization of

amplitude information is somewhat difficult because it depends on many factors. The
size, shape, and orientation of a defect will all affect reflection amplitude. For the
rectangular bar specimen, results showed that amplitude will also vary due to the defect’s
position with respect to the cross-section of the specimen.
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Other Defect Types
Several other defect geometries were investigated in the course of this work.
Figure 5.21 illustrates a case where a hemispherical ‘hole’ defect on the surface on the
bar specimen was considered in the modeling. This surface defect was considered at the
center of the bar (Y = 63.5 mm) with X positions of 0 mm, 3.5 mm, and 7.0 mm. The
defect radius was varied from 0 to 3 mm. None of the results had a signal-to-reference
greater than 5. It was interesting to note that the received amplitudes for X = 7.0 mm
were higher than the other X positions. This was consistent with the results observed for
the internal spherical defects and the displacement amplitudes shown in Figure 5.12.
Although surface defects are not of significant interest,22 they would in principal permit
experimental validation of the models.
Figure 5.22 and Figure 5.23 illustrate geometries with blister-like defects. Several
parameters were varied in the analysis (blister radius, blister depth, and X position).
Results showed virtually no change in the A-scan signal compared to the reference signal
for all the cases studied.

Figure 5.21: Hemispherical hole on the surface of the bar specimen. The axial position was fixed at Y =
63.5 mm. The radius of the defect was parametrically varied. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn
meets the bar. X position of 0 mm, 3.5 mm, and 7.0 mm were considered.

22

Surface defects are realistic analogs to defects common in MTR applications.
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Figure 5.22: Hemispherical blister near the surface of the bar. The axial position was fixed at Y = 63.5
mm. The radius (0.5 to 1.5 mm), depth (0.5 to 1.5 mm) and X position (0 to 7 mm) were all varied
parametrically in the investigation. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar. The figure
only shows one quadrant of the bar volume so that the internal defect can be seen. Thus, the dimension
identified with black arrows is only half of the total specimen thickness.

Figure 5.23: Spherical blister near the surface of the bar. The axial position was fixed at Y = 63.5 mm.
The radius (0.5 to 1.5 mm), depth (0.5 to 1.5 mm) and X position (0 to 7 mm) were all varied
parametrically in the investigation. Position Y = 0 is defined by where the horn meets the bar. The figure
only shows one quadrant of the bar volume so that the internal defect can be seen. Thus, the dimension
identified with black arrows is only half of the total specimen thickness.

5.8 Defect Induced Temperature Gradient

As previously mentioned, small defects are difficult to detect by observing a
reflection in the A-scan measurement. However, there are other characteristics which can
be considered. Ultimately, the in-situ monitoring technique is intended for monitoring
specimens in a test reactor. For specimens of interest in reactor applications, it is
possible that a defect will produce a temperature anomaly in the specimen.

This

temperature anomaly could be caused by radiation heating of the defect or by the defect
affecting the heat transfer to the surrounding water [83].
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As an example, a “blister” specimen containing a temperature gradient was
modeling using the COMSOL finite element program.23 To define the temperature
gradient, one boundary was set to have a higher temperature compared to the surrounding
environment. A steady state heat transfer solution was then calculated to solve for the
temperature gradient across the volume of the “blister” specimen. Figure 5.24a shows
the temperature gradient modeled for this test case. If temperature dependent material
properties are used, the mechanical properties of the specimen will also vary as a function
of temperature. Figure 5.24b shows the gradient in Young’s modulus which corresponds
to the temperature gradient in Figure 5.24a.
Using COMSOL, the steady state heat transfer solution can then be used as the
initial condition to the transient analysis of guided wave propagation. Figure 5.25 shows
a comparison of simulated waveforms with different temperature conditions. In the case
of a temperature gradient, the end reflection has a reduced amplitude. The presence of
the temperature gradient degrades the constructive interference needed for strong guided
wave propagation.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.24: COMSOL model of “blister” specimen with a temperature gradient. (a) Temperature
distribution. (b) Corresponding gradient in Young’s modulus due to the temperature gradient.

23

See Appendix B.
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Figure 5.25: Comparison of simulated waveforms under different temperature conditions. The
temperature gradient results in an end reflection with lower amplitude compared to a bar specimens with
uniform temperature distributions.

5.9 Bar Specimen with Insert

In certain applications, the “blister” specimens utilized in test reactor experiments
contain an insert of a second material [83]. At the outset of this work, there was an
interest in determining how the ultrasonic signal from a composite specimen compared to
the signals from a solid specimen.

5.9.1 Actual

Figure 5.26 shows experimental results for a bar specimen containing an insert.
Unexpectedly, the experimental results did not show any significant reflections from the
insert in the central region of the bar specimen. The results for the experiments with an
insert were actually very similar to what would be expected for a solid specimen except
for perhaps a lower amplitude reflection from the end of the specimen.
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Figure 5.26: Comparison of results for specimens with and without inserts. Analytic envelopes of (a) the
waveform predicted by time-domain finite element analysis of a specimen with no insert, (b) the
experimental waveform of a specimen with an insert in air, and (c) the experimental waveform of a
specimen with an insert in water for a 12 inch rectangular bar specimen. Actual insert has a negligible
effect.

To further investigate the specimen with insert, pulse-echo measurements were
carried out using 2.25 MHz contact transducers to measure the acoustic properties of the
insert material. Results are summarized in Table 5.1. The recorded wave velocities for
the insert were very similar to the velocities for bulk Zircaloy. However, the measured
signals were highly attenuated in the insert region. The longitudinal waves appeared to
be more attenuated compared to the shear waves.
Table 5.1: Velocity results from the specimen with insert material.
Zircaloy reference values
Zircaloy section
Long. waves 4.72 mm/µs
4.92 mm/µs
Shear waves 2.36 mm/µs
2.41 mm/µs
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Insert region
4.81 mm/µs
2.40 mm/µs

5.9.2 Hypothetical

The actual composition of the insert material is proprietary. Thus, the exact
values of the mechanical properties of insert were not available.

In an attempt to

demonstrate how the insert composition could affect the ultrasonic signals, finite element
models were performed with different insert materials.
Figure 5.27 shows the simulated waveform assuming the insert was composed of
a Zirconium-Oxide found in the COMSOL material library.

24

The results shown in

Figure 5.27 are similar to the experiments (Figure 5.26), but there is more noise present
between the joint reflection (at ~550 μs) and the end reflection (at ~750 μs).
Figure 5.28 shows the simulated waveform assuming the insert was composed of
Aluminum. The large differential between the acoustic properties of Aluminum and
Zircaloy significantly alters the simulated waveform. There is much more reflected
energy between the joint refection (at ~550 μs) and the end reflection (at ~750 μs).

Figure 5.27: Simulated waveform for a hypothetical Zirconium-Oxide insert.
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See Appendix B.
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Figure 5.28: Simulated waveform for a hypothetical Aluminum insert.

5.10 Hardening

As previously mentioned, the in-situ monitoring technique is intended for the
measurement of specimens in a test reactor environment. Over time, radiation exposure
leads to damage in the microstructure of materials. In many cases, this causes the
material to “harden.” Radiation hardening is often characterized by an increased elastic
modulus and reduced ductility [84].
In the finite element models, the radiation hardening can be simulated by simply
adjusting the material properties. Figure 5.29 compares a simulated waveform for the
normal material properties for Zircaloy and a simulated waveform where the elastic
modulus was increased by 10%. The waveforms in Figure 5.29 show that the increased
elastic modulus produces a small decrease in the simulated time-of-flight.
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Figure 5.29: Simulated effect of radiation hardening assuming Zircaloy. (a) Normal material properties at
695K. (b) Elastic modulus increased by 10%. Group velocity increases due to hardening.

5.11 Swelling

As discussed in Appendix A, swelling due to radiation exposure is not common in
Zircaloy.

However, the hypothetical effects of swelling can still be modeled for

illustrative purposes. In order to model isotropic swelling, an increase in volume must by
coupled with a decrease in density. For a 10% increase in volume, there is approximately
a 9% decrease in density.

The 10% increase in volume also corresponds to

approximately a 3.25% increase in each linear dimension of the specimen.25
Figure 5.30a once again shows the simulated waveform for a Zircaloy specimen
with normal material properties. Figure 5.30b shows the simulated waveform with a 10%
increased volume, a 9% decreased density, and no change in the elastic modulus. Figure
5.30c shows the simulated waveform with a 10% increased volume, a 9% decreased
density, and a 10% increase in modulus to represent radiation hardening. As the results
show, each set of parameters result in a slightly different simulated time-of-flight.

25

See Section A.2 for addition details.
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Figure 5.30: Simulated effect of isotropic swelling assuming Zircaloy. (a) Normal material properties at
695K. (b) 10% increase in volume, 9% decrease in density, and no change in modulus. (c) 10% increase in
volume, 9% decrease in density, and a 10% increase in modulus to represent hardening.

5.12 Bending

The deformation of bar specimens is not always isotropic. Figure 5.31 shows a
hypothetical case where the bar is bent in the middle. In this test case the curvature of the
bent regions was defined by a 10° arc with a radius of curvature equal to 31 m. The finite
element geometry shown in Figure 5.31 divided the bent region into 10 equal segments in
order to provide improved resolution of the curvature. Figure 5.32a once again shows the
simulated waveform for a Zircaloy specimen with normal material properties, and Figure
5.32b shows the simulated waveform for the bent section. In this particular test case, the
guided wave did not appear to be sensitive to the bend in the specimen.
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Figure 5.31: Finite element geometry of a bar specimen with a bent region in the center of the specimen.

Figure 5.32: Simulated effect of a bent specimen assuming Zircaloy. (a) Simulated reference signal from a
straight specimen. (b) Simulated signal for the bent geometry.

5.13 Summary

When studying the in-situ monitoring system, the characteristics of each specimen
must as be considered as part of the guided wave analysis. In this chapter, a ‘blister’
specimen having a rectangular cross-section was considered. Theoretically driven semianalytical finite element (SAFE) calculations, time-domain finite element calculations,
and experimental measurements were performed to investigate the guided wave
propagation in this specimen. The SAFE calculations, finite element predictions, and
experimental results all demonstrated good agreement.
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In general, the guided wave mode with the fastest group velocity appeared to be
the most prominent in both the simulated and experimental measured waveforms. Very
little change in the signal was observed when varying the operating frequency.26
The temperature dependence of the guided wave propagation was also studied.
The experimental measurements at 150 kHz were reasonably close to the numerical
predictions. Based on the experimental conditions, it is very likely that the temperature
recorded by the thermocouple was different that the average temperature of the specimen.
Several types of defects were modeled to estimate the detection capabilities of the
in-situ monitoring system. Due to the low frequency of the magnetostrictive transducers,
the models predicted that it would be difficult to identify defects based on reflections in
the signal.

However, defects can sometimes produce temperature anomalies in the

specimen. The models indicated that detection of a defect induced temperature gradient
was possible. Future work should investigate the detection of temperature gradients.
Since the in-situ monitoring system was inspired by the need for novel techniques
for use in materials and test reactor (MTR) environments, several types of radiation
effects were also modeled. The models indicated that the in-situ monitoring system was
most sensitive to radiation hardening of the specimen. The models also indicated that
swelling and bending would be difficult to detect with frequencies associated with
magnetostrictive materials.

26

As shown in Chapter 4, the magnetostrictive transducers used in this work do not allow for much
adjustment of the frequency content in the signal.
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CHAPTER 6: CREEP SPECIMENS
There are several examples of using ultrasound for the detection of creep damage
in the literature [85-87]. However, conventional ultrasonic techniques must be adapted
for in-situ use in a reactor environment. Thus, a second potential application of the insitu monitoring technique is to measure the change in length of creep specimens in real
time.
Figures 6.1a and 6.1b show the Zircaloy and stainless steel specimens tested with
the in-situ monitoring setup. The dimensions are based on the standard ASTM creep
specimen (Figure 6.1c) [88]. However, the gauge lengths of the in-situ specimens were
increased to improve the time-of-flight separation of the reflections in the received
ultrasonic signals, because the magnetostrictive transducer operates at relatively low
frequencies.

(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 6.1: Photographs of creep specimens used in this investigation. (a) Older design with brazed joint
between the waveguide and a 3 inch Zircaloy specimen. (b) Newer design with butt-weld between the
waveguide and 4 inch stainless steel specimen. (c) Standard 1 inch ASTM stainless steel creep specimen.
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6.1 Dispersion Curves

As discussed in Chapter 2, all wave propagation in solids is governed by the
Navier-Cauchy equations. For the cylindrical gage length of the creep specimen, the
boundary conditions are most easily defined in cylindrical coordinates. Assuming a
homogeneous, isotropic medium, Equations 6.1 through 6.3 give the cylindrical form of
the Navier-Cauchy equations, where λLame is Lame’s constant, E is elastic modulus, G is
shear modulus, ρ is density, ū is the displacement vector, and t is time. The symbol Φ
stands for the dilatation in cylindrical coordinates [34-36].

(λ + 2G ) ∂Φ − 2G ∂ω z + 2G ∂ωθ

∂ 2ur
∂r
∂z
r ∂θ
∂t 2
2
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r ∂θ
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2
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∂z
∂r
r
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1 ∂ (rur ) 1 ∂uθ ∂u z
+
+
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r ∂r
r ∂θ
∂z
=ρ

(6.1)
(6.2)
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For an infinitely long cylindrical waveguide, the boundary conditions are such
that the cylindrical Navier-Cauchy equations can be reduced to the form given in
Equations 6.4 and 6.5. Here, CL is bulk longitudinal velocity, CT is bulk shear velocity,
Cp is phase velocity, k is wave number, a is radius, ω is angular frequency and Jn are
Bessel equations. Equations 6.4 and 6.5 are often referred to as the Pochhammer
equations [34-36].
2α 2
( β + k 2 ) J 1 (αa ) J 1 ( β a ) − ( β 2 − k 2 ) J 0 (αa ) J 1 ( β a ) − 4k 2αβ J 1 (αa ) J 0 ( β a ) = 0 axial
a

( β a) J 0 ( β a) − 2 J1 ( β a) = 0 torsional
2

(6.4)
(6.5)
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⎟
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C
⎠
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As Equations 6.4 and 6.5 show, the solution of a cylindrical waveguide involves
Bessel equations. A MATLAB computer program [43] was used to determine the phase
velocity dispersion curve by numerically finding the roots to Equations 6.4 and 6.5.
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Group velocity (Cg) dispersion curves were then determined from the phase velocity
solution via Equation 6.6 where fa denotes frequency times radius [34,43]. The group
velocity determines the time-of-flight observed in experimental measurements.
∂C p ⎤
⎡
C g = C ⎢C p − ( fa )
∂ ( fa ) ⎥⎦
⎣

−1

2
p

(6.6)

Figures 6.2 and 6.3 show the dispersion curves calculated for Zircaloy and
stainless steel specimens (respectively) having a 1/8 inch diameter gauge section. Only
the axial guided wave modes are shown in Figure 6.2 and 6.3. The torsional and flexural
modes were not of interest in this study. The dispersion curves show that a stainless steel
creep specimen has higher group velocity compared to a Zircaloy creep specimen.
Therefore, the stainless steel specimen required a longer gauge length (4 inch) compared
to a Zircaloy specimen (3 inch) in order to have sufficient time-of-flight between
reflections in the received ultrasonic signals.

6.2 Finite Element Analysis

The theoretical group velocity is only applicable to the gauge section of the creep
specimen. As shown in Figures 6.1a and 6.1b, there is an abrupt transition between the
gage section and the ends on the creep specimens. For the in-situ specimens, there is also
a transition between the specimen and wire waveguide which must be taken into account.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.2: Dispersion curves for a 1/8 inch diameter Zircaloy rod. (a) Phase velocity. (b) Group velocity.
Results shown for 295K and 700K.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 6.3: Dispersion curves for a 1/8 inch diameter stainless steel rod. (a) Phase velocity. (b) Group
velocity. Results shown for 295K and 700K.

Time-domain finite element models were used to estimate the effects of the
geometric transitions inherent to the in-situ creep specimens. In addition, time-domain
finite element models were also used to simulate several variations of the in-situ
measurement configuration. For this series of models, a Zircaloy specimen attached to a
stainless steel waveguide was modeled.
Through Transmission, No Acoustic Horn
Figure 6.4 shows an axi-symmetric finite element model of an in-situ test setup
using a through transmission measurement. In this first case, an acoustic horn was not
included in the geometry. A simulated ultrasonic wave was transmitted into the specimen
via the wire27 on the left side using a displacement boundary condition. The simulated
displacements in the wire on the right side were then analyzed to estimate the through
transmission signal. The simulated received signal is shown in Figure 6.5. Although the
signal is relatively weak, the through-transmission measurement provides a well defined
arrival time. However, the observed time-of-flight consists of travel in two wire
waveguides in addition to the specimen. Thus, there is a significant challenge in trying to
separate the changes in the time-of-flight in the specimen from the change in total-timeof-flight.

27

10 inch length
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Figure 6.4: Axi-symmetric geometry for a through-transmission measurement without using transitional
‘horns.’ Time-domain finite element modeling was performed for a specimen in water (shown) and for a
specimen in air (not shown).

Figure 6.5: Results of the time-domain finite element modeling for the geometry shown in Figure 6.4.
Simulated A-scan time-of-flight measurement has a well defined arrival time consistent with theory.

Through Transmission, With Acoustic Horn
Figure 6.6 shows an axi-symmetric finite element model of an in-situ test setup
where acoustic horns were included on both sides of the through transmission
measurement.

Once again, a simulated ultrasonic wave was transmitted into the

specimen via the wire on the left side using a displacement boundary condition. The
simulated displacements in the wire on the right side were then analyzed to estimate the
through transmission signal. The simulated received signal is shown in Figure 6.7. As
expected, the through-transmission measurement provides a well defined arrival time.
However, there is still the problem of separating the changes in the time-of-flight in the
specimen from the change in total-time-of-flight.
Figure 6.8 shows a comparison of the two versions of the simulated through
transmission. By including the acoustic horns, the amplitude of the simulated received
signal was significantly increased. Thus, suggesting that the inclusion of the acoustic
horns is beneficial to the in-situ measurement setup.
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Figure 6.6: Axi-symmetric geometry for a through-transmission measurement with transitional ‘horns.’
Time-domain finite element modeling was performed for a specimen in water (shown) and for a specimen
in air (not shown).

Figure 6.7: Results of the time-domain finite element modeling for the geometry shown in Figure 6.6.
Simulated A-scan time-of-flight measurement has a well defined arrival time consistent with theory.

Figure 6.8: Comparison of the results shown in Figures 6.5 and 6.7. The received waveform amplitude is
higher when using the transitional horns.
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Pulse-Echo, No Acoustic Horn
Figure 6.9 shows an axi-symmetric finite element model of a pulse-echo in-situ
test setup with no acoustic horn. A simulated ultrasonic wave was transmitted into the
specimen via the wire on the left side using a displacement boundary condition. Note
that the length of the wire28 was chosen so that round-trip reflections in the wire
waveguide would not interfere with observing reflections form the end of the specimen.
The simulated displacements at the end of the wire on the left side were then analyzed to
estimate the pulse-echo signal. The simulated received signal is shown in Figure 6.10.
The simulated signal showed virtually not reflection amplitude at a time-of-flight
consistent with ultrasonic wave traveling down and back through the gage length of the
specimen.

Figure 6.9: Axi-symmetric geometry for a pulse-echo measurement without using transitional ‘horns.’
Time-domain finite element modeling was performed for a specimen in water (shown) and for a specimen
in air (not shown).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.10: Results of the time-domain finite element modeling for the geometry shown in Figure 6.9. (a)
Simulated waveform with the wire-specimen joint reflection (FW) and the expected location of the
reflection from the end of the specimen (BW) labeled. (b) Zoomed in view of the region of interest. The
reflection identified with the ‘?’ may be the reflection form the end of the specimen.
28

20 inch length
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Pulse-Echo, With Acoustic Horn
Figure 6.11 an axi-symmetric finite element model of a pulse-echo in-situ test
setup with an acoustic horn between the wire waveguide and specimen. Once, again a
simulated ultrasonic wave was transmitted into the specimen via the wire on the left side
using a displacement boundary condition. The simulated displacements at the end of the
wire on the left side were then analyzed to estimate the pulse-echo signal.
The simulated received signal is shown in Figure 6.12. In this case, the amplitude
of the reflection from the end of the specimen is larger, so it is easier to distinguish it
from the simulated waveform. The acoustic horn also produces a small time delay which
increases the separation between the wire-specimen joint reflection and the reflection
from the far end of the specimen. Based on the finite element studies, the pulse-echo
measurement with an acoustic horn was expected to yield the best signals for an in-situ
monitoring system.

Figure 6.11: Axi-symmetric geometry for a pulse-echo measurement with a transitional ‘horn.’ Timedomain finite element modeling was performed for a specimen in water (shown) and for a specimen in air
(not shown).

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.12: Results of the time-domain finite element modeling for the geometry shown in Figure 6.11.
(a) Simulated waveform. (b) Zoomed in view of the region of interest. The wire-specimen joint is labeled
as ‘FW’ and the reflection from the end of the specimen is labeled as ‘BW.’
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Variation of Gage Length
After establishing that the pulse-echo measurement with an acoustic horn was the
most favorable for in-situ monitoring, a series of finite elements models were performed
to predict how the ultrasonic waveform changed as the length of the creep specimen
varied. Figure 6.13 shows selected results from this parametric model series. As the
gage length was decreased from 3 inch, to 2 inch, and then to 1 inch; the echo from the
far end of the specimen became increasingly difficult to resolve.
It is important to note that the finite element model is highly idealized. In practice
there will be more noise in real signals compared to the finite element results.

6.3 Validation Experiments

In order to validate the finite element models, a series of experimental
measurements were performed on a Zircaloy creep specimen with dimensions matching
the model shown Figure 6.11. Figure 6.14 shows a comparison of the finite element
results and early experiments performed with the old ‘wire-wire’ magnetostrictive
transducer (Figure 4.1). The predicted time-of-flight is in good agreement with the
experiments.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.13: Selected results from the parametric study of creep specimen gage length. (a) Simulated
waveform of a 50.8 mm (2 inch) gage length specimen (blue line) compared to the simulated waveform of
a 76.2 mm (3 inch) gage length specimen (green line). (b) Simulated waveform of a 25.4 mm (1 inch)
gage length specimen (blue line) compared to the simulated waveform of a 76.2 mm (3 inch) gage length
specimen (green line).
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Figure 6.15 shows results for a series of experiments performed with the new
magnetostrictive sleeve transducer (Figure 4.4). The results show that submerging the
specimen in water decreases the signal amplitude slightly. However, there is not a
significant difference relative to finite element models which do not contain the water
loading.

Figure 6.14: Comparison of finite element and experimental results. Normalized analytic envelopes of (a)
the waveform predicted by time-domain finite element analysis, and (b) the experimental waveform
obtained for a 3 inch Zircaloy creep specimen.

Figure 6.15: Comparison of experimental conditions. Normalized analytic envelopes of experimental
waveforms recorded for a 3 inch Zircaloy creep specimen when the specimen is in (a) air, (b) water, and (c)
held tightly in hand. Water and hand pressure dampen the signal. Experiments done at 150 kHz and 20µs
pulse width.
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6.4 Temperature Dependence

As shown in Figures 6.2 and 6.3, both the phase velocity and group velocity of the
guided waves vary as a function of temperature. In order to model the effect of elevated
temperature, temperature dependent material properties were defined for each material
studied.29 By varying the material properties as a function of temperature, dispersion
curve calculations and finite element models can be performed for any temperature.
Figure 6.16 shows the temperature dependence of group velocity for both materials at
125 kHz.30 The results for stainless steel indicate approximately an 8% change in group
velocity, while the results for Zircaloy indicate approximately a 14% change in group
velocity over the temperature range of interest.
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Figure 6.16: Group velocity at 125 kHz vs. temperature for Zircaloy (blue diamonds) and stainless steel
(pink squares) creep specimens (1/8 inch gauge diameter). The black lines indicate the linear best fit trend
lines.

29
30

See Appendix A for more information on the temperature dependent material properties.
The magnetostrictive sleeve operates at approximately 125 kHz.
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As temperature increases, thermal expansion occurs. In principal, this changes
the dimensions of the specimen. However, the effect of thermal expansion is relatively
small.
Take stainless steel for example. Stainless steel has a coefficient of thermal
expansion of approximately 18 μ/K.31 For a 3.15 mm (1/8 inch) diameter stainless steel
specimen, increasing the temperature from 295°K (22°C / 70°F) to 700°K (427°C /
800°F) will yield a change in diameter of approximately 0.023 mm. This is a relatively
small change which should have a negligible effect on guided wave propagation in the
gage length. Since it is valid to analyze a cylindrical waveguide in terms of fa (frequency
times radius) product, an equivalent frequency shift can be calculated. Equation 6.7
shows that a 0.023 mm change in diameter corresponds to a 0.00345 mm-MHz shift in fa
product. As shown in Equation 6.8, this corresponds to a 1.1 kHz shift in frequency for a
cylindrical waveguide at room temperature.

Such a small differential is negligible,

especially since 125 kHz corresponds to a non-dispersive region of the dispersion curves
(Figure 6.2 and 6.3).
F ⋅ ΔD = (0.15MHz )(0.023mm) = 0.00345mm ⋅ MHz

(6.7)

0.00345mm ⋅ MHz = ΔF ⋅ D = (ΔF )(3.15mm) → ΔF = 0.0011MHz = 1.1kHz

(6.8)

6.5 Temperature Experiments

A Lindberg furnace was used to perform preliminary time-of-flight (TOF)
measurements on two stainless steel creep specimens at 525°F. Figure 6.17 shows a
comparison of the recorded waveforms from a 4 inch and a 6 inch long stainless steel
specimen. The data indicates a 58.46 μs time-of-flight for the 4 inch gauge length
specimen and a 78.72 μs time-of-flight for the 6 inch gauge length specimen. Thus, the
ultrasonic velocity in the gauge length of the specimen is approximately 5 mm/μs. This
value is consistent with guided wave theory predictions for the cylindrical gauge section
at 525°F (See Figure 6.16).32

31
32

See Appendix A for reference.
In addition, the data demonstrates that the butt-welding on the specimen to the waveguide allows
sufficient transmission of the ultrasonic signal.
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Figure 6.17: Experimental waveforms recorded for two stainless steel specimens of different length. The
longer specimen has greater time-of-flight spacing between the reflection from the horn and the reflection
from the flat end of the specimen.

In another series of experiments, the Lindberg furnace was heated to
approximately 550°F, and was then allowed to slowly cool down. Time-of-flight data
was recorded as a function of temperature. The results shown in Figure 6.18 compare
four different methods of calculating the time-of-flight in a 4 inch stainless steel
specimen. The two methods utilizing the analytic envelope are not consistent for all
sampled temperature values. The methods based on either the maximum or minimum
peaks in the reflections were approximately linear excluding the data taken at room
temperature. The approximately linear behavior at the higher temperatures is consistent
with the theoretical predictions given in Figure 6.16. The discrepancy with the room
temperature data is a manifestation of a phase shift between the two reflections. (The
phase shift effect is easier to see in the data collected from the 6 inch specimen.)
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Figure 6.18: Experimental time-of-flight in a 4 inch stainless steel specimen vs. temperature. Results are
shown for four methods on calculating the time-of-flight. Blue diamonds represent the results for an
analytic envelope. Pink squares represent the results for a windowed analytic envelope approach. Orange
triangles represent the results based on the minimum peak in the two reflections. Light blue circles
represent the results based on the maximum peak in the two reflections. Excluding the data point taken at
room temperature, the relatively linear response (maximum and minimum techniques) is consistent with the
theoretical predictions in Section 2.

The results shown in Figure 6.19 compare four different methods of calculating
the time-of-flight in a 6 inch stainless steel specimen. Figure 6.19a shows the discrete
data points for time-of-flight versus temperature. There is no obvious trend seen in this
representation of the data.

In Figure 6.19b, the data points for each method were

artificially connected with smooth lines. In this representation, discrete ‘jumps’ in the
data are seen near 275°F and 450°F.
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Figure 6.19: Experimental time-of-flight in a 6 inch stainless steel specimen vs. temperature. (a) Shows
the actual results of the analysis. (b) Shows the results artificially connected with smooth lines to help
shown where there are abrupt changes in the results of each method. Results are shown for four methods on
calculating the time-of-flight. Blue diamonds represent the results for an analytic envelope. Pink squares
represent the results for a windowed analytic envelope approach. Orange triangles represent the results
based on the minimum peak in the two reflections. Light blue circles represent the results based on the
maximum peak in the two reflections.
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In order to further study these apparent ‘jumps’ in the data, the results based on
the local minimum in each reflection were re-plotted in Figure 6.20a. Trend lines were
plotted for the data above and below 275°F. The equations shown in Figure 6.20a
indicate that there is approximately a 7 μs shift in time-of-flight between the two trend
lines. A 7 μs time-of-flight corresponds to one period at 143 kHz. Therefore, the ‘jumps’
observed in the data are simply by-products of the signal process method. In Figure
6.20b, the 7 μs shift in time-of-flight has been manually subtracted from the data below
275°F. By accounting for this phase shift error, the results shown in Figure 6.20b
demonstrate that the true trend versus temperature is in fact linear as expected.
Figure 6.21a re-plots the results based on the local maximum in each reflection.
Trend lines were plotted for the three temperature ranges: 0-275°F, 275-450°F, and 450550°F.

The shift in time-of-flight between the three trend lines is once again

approximately 7 μs or one period at 143 kHz. In Figure 6.21b, a 7 μs shift in time-offlight has been manually added to the data in the 275-450°F temperature range. After
accounting for the phase shift error, the true trend versus temperature is once again
shown to be linear as expected. Also, the time-of-flight values shown in Figure 6.21b are
in good agreement with the time-of-flight values shown in 6.20b.
The data processing methods based on the analytic envelopes of the signal were
expected to correct for the observed phase shift errors. However, the experimental results
(Figures 6.18 and 6.19) demonstrate that the analytic envelopes did not perform as
expected. It is not clear as to why the analytic envelope method did not work in this case.
Since the Hilbert transform used to calculate the analytic function is based on a Fourier
transform and an inverse Fourier transform, it is possible that the envelope results are
affected by the window applied to the data.
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Figure 6.20: Time-of-flight in a 6 inch stainless steel specimen vs. temperature based on the minimums in
the two specimen reflections. (a) Raw experimental data showing linear trend lines for two distinct regions
of the data. (This is the same data as the orange triangles shown in Figure 6.19). (b) Experimental data
after manually subtracting 7 μs from the data below 275°F to account for phase shift error. The 7 μs
difference between the two trend lines equals one period at approximately 143 kHz.
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Figure 6.21: Time-of-flight in a 6 inch stainless steel specimen vs. temperature based on the maximums in
the two specimen reflections. (a) Raw experimental data showing linear trend lines for three distinct
regions of the data. (This is the same data as the light blue circles shown in Figure 6.19). (b) Experimental
data after manually adding 7 μs to the data in the 275-450°F range to account for phase shift error. The
approximately 7 μs difference between the three trend lines equals one period at approximately 143 kHz.
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6.6 Creep Experiment

A creep test was performed using the static load creep frame shown in Figure
6.22.

A 3 inch Zircaloy creep specimen was loaded into the frame using custom

fabricated grips (Figure 6.23a) and the heater was turned on. The initial goal was to
perform the creep test at 550°F. However, the maximum temperature achieved by the
heater was recorded to be only 400°F. Once the temperature was stable at 400°F, 150 lbs
of weight and a calibration weight was added to the creep frame lever. With a 3:1 lever
arm, this corresponds to 450 lbs33 of load applied to the Zircaloy specimen. Time-offlight data was then recorded periodically until the specimen failed. Failure of the
specimen (Figure 6.23b and 6.23c) occurred in less than 60 hrs.
Figure 6.24 shows a comparison of the recorded waveforms after 0 hrs and 47 hrs
in the static creep frame with 150 lbs of load (450 lbs of force due to lever arm). The
recorded waveforms are almost identical except for a small time-of-flight shift in the
reflections following the wire-specimen reflection at 200 μs.

Figure 6.22: Creep frame used for the creep test at PSU.

33

The load was increased from 300 lbs to speed up the test and to compensate for the lower temperature.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.23: Zircaloy creep specimen used in the creep test at PSU. (a) Original specimen in frame prior
to starting the creep test. (b) and (c) show the specimen after failure.

Figure 6.24: Selected waveforms from the PSU creep experiment obtained using the wire waveguide
technique. (a) After 0 hrs in creep frame. (b) After 0 hrs in creep frame, with magnified voltage scale to
help show first reflection. (c) After 47 hrs in creep frame. (d) After 47 hrs in creep frame, with magnified
voltage scale to help show first reflection.

Figure 6.25a shows the recorded time-of-flight results versus time in the creep
frame. Figure 6.25b shows the time-of-flight values converted to an estimated length of
the creep specimen. The estimated length after 57 hrs is in good agreement with the final
length of the specimen after failure (3.53 inch). In principal, the trend in elongation
versus time is also reasonable. There is a period of rapid elongation (primary creep)
followed by an approximately linear rate of elongation (secondary creep) [89-91]. The
time-to-failure was less than expected. This could be explained by excessive load (too
much calibration weight) or the temperature being higher than recorded.
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Figure 6.25: PSU creep experiment results. (a) Recorded time-of fight vs. time in the creep frame. (b)
Time-of-flight values converted to an estimated specimen length. The total gauge length of the specimen
after failure was about 3.53 inch.
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6.7 Plastic Deformation Experiments

As a comparison, measurements were performed on a standard 1 inch gage length
stainless steel specimen using commercial contact transducers. Figure 6.26 shows that
very poor results were obtained using a 2.25 MHz piezoelectric transducer. Figure 6.27
shows that easily identifiable arrival times were observed when using a 20 MHz
piezoelectric transducers.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.26: Waveforms from experimental measurements on a 1 inch long gage length stainless steel
specimen obtained with 2.25 MHz 0.25 inch diameter commercial piezo-composite transducers. (a)
Through-transmission and (b) pulse-echo measurements. There is significant ringing in the dumbbell ends.
A backwall echo was not observed in the pulse-echo measurement.

(a)

(b)

Figure 6.27: Waveforms from experimental measurements on a 1 inch long gage length stainless steel
specimen obtained with 20 MHz 0.125 inch diameter commercial piezo-composite transducers. (a)
Through-transmission and (b) pulse-echo measurements. Backwall reflection appears to be visible in the
pulse-echo measurement.
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Since 20 MHz ultrasonic signals could be easily transmitted in a standard 1 inch
creep specimen, it was worth trying to see what kind of elongation resolution as possible
with piezoelectric transducers. To test this, a series of 1 inch stainless steel creep
specimens were pulled in a load frame at a constant rate.34 After a fixed amount of pull
length, each specimen was removed from the load frame. Calipers were used to measure
the gage length, and ultrasonic measurements were performed to measure any change in
time of flight.
Figures 6.28 and 6.29 show the results for the pulse-echo measurements. The
trend in pulse-echo time-of-flight versus gage length is linear. A small amount of scatter
in the data is due to the resolution of the oscilloscope and the calipers. The results shown
in Figure 6.29b suggest that a change in length on the order of 0.025 in (0.6 mm) could
be resolved in the bench-top test.

Better resolution should be possible with fixed

transducers and a higher sampling rate.
Figures 6.30 and 6.31 show the results for the through-transmission
measurements. The trend is again linear. However, the resolution is lower because the
ultrasound only propagates once through the gage length.

In the pulse-echo

measurements there is twice as much change in time-of-flight per unit elongation.

34

Displacement control mode.
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Figure 6.28: Results for the pulse-echo measurements with 20MHz commercial piezoelectric transducers
showing the full elongation range (up to 35% elongation). (a) Time-of-flight versus measured gage length.
(b) Gage length calculated from the ultrasonic data versus measured gage length.
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Figure 6.29: Results for the pulse-echo measurements with 20MHz commercial piezoelectric transducers
showing the resolution of small length changes. (a) Time-of-flight versus measured gage length. (b) Gage
length calculated from the ultrasonic data versus measured gage length.
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Figure 6.30: Results for the through-transmission measurements with 20MHz commercial piezoelectric
transducers showing the full elongation range (up to 35% elongation). (a) Time-of-flight versus measured
gage length. (b) Gage length calculated from the ultrasonic data versus measured gage length.
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Figure 6.31: Results for the through-transmission measurements with 20MHz commercial piezoelectric
transducers showing the resolution of small length changes. (a) Time-of-flight versus measured gage
length. (b) Gage length calculated from the ultrasonic data versus measured gage length.
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6.8 Resonant Frequency Concept

A theoretical study was also performed to investigate any resonance frequency
characteristics of the 1 inch gage length ASTM creep specimen geometry. As a starting
point, a simple cylinder geometry was considered first.
A finite element model was used to calculate the Eigen frequencies associated
with a simple cylinder of 3.15 mm diameter. Figure 6.32 shows selected modes from the
finite element calculations for a 26 mm long cylinder. The axial mode shown in Figure
6.32a may be potentially useful since it corresponds to the length of the cylinder. The
finite element models also showed that several flexural modes (i.e. Figure 6.32b) were
possible in the numerical results. However, the analysis presented here only focused on
the mode with axial vibration.
The finite element calculations predicted an axial mode with an Eigen frequency
of 95.57 kHz for a 26 mm ling cylinder. When the length of the cylinder is decreased to
25 mm, the finite element calculations predict an Eigen frequency of 99.26 kHz. A very
simple comparison to theoretical expectation can be made using Equation 6.9 where C is
bulk wave velocity, f is frequency, λ is wavelength, and L is cylinder length. As Table
6.1 shows, the finite element results are in agreement with Equation 6.9.

C = fλ = f ( 2 L )

(a)

(6.9)

(b)

Figure 6.32: Eigen frequency results for 26 mm long steel cylinder. (a) 95.57 kHz mode has vibration
along the central axis of the cylindrical rod. This is consistent with sending and receiving ultrasonic waves
along the central axis. (b) 108.88 kHz mode does not have vibration along the central axis of the cylindrical
rod. This is not consistent with sending and receiving ultrasonic waves along the central axis.
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Table 6.1: Eigen frequencies of a simple cylinder. (Effect of a change in length of the 3D solid cylinder.)
Gage length
Theoretical Estimate
Finite Element, Axial Mode
25 mm
100 kHz
99.26 kHz
26 mm
96.15 kHz
95.57 kHz

Finite element models were then performed on a 1 inch gage length creep
specimen geometry. The models used an axi-symmetric geometry where the nodes along
the axis-of-symmetry were defined to have zero radial displacement. This eliminates any
Eigen frequency solution containing flexural type vibrations. Figure 6.33 shows the first
five Eigen frequency modes predicted by the numerical calculations.

The mass

associated with the dumbbell ends of the creep specimen changes the solution slightly
from the results for a simple cylinder.
By varying the gage length of the modeled specimen, it was then possible to
predict how the Eigen frequency of the creep specimen would vary as a gage length
increased. In one series of calculations, it was assumed that the radius of the gage section
would remain constant as the specimen elongated. However, this is not physically
accurate. A second series of calculations was then performed assuming constant volume.
As the gage length increased, the radius decreased to maintain constant volume in the
gage section. Both a uniform reduction in radius and necking (maximum reduction in
radius at center of gage, zero reduction at ends) were considered.

Figure 6.33: Eigen frequency results (first 5 modes) for 25 mm gage length ASTM creep specimen. The
mass of the dumbbell ends affects the solutions. The 98.3 kHz mode appears promising because it appears
to be associated with vibrations concentrated in the gage length of the specimen, and it is within the
frequency range of the remote magnetostrictive transducer.
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Table 6.2 and Figure 6.34 summarize the results for the finite element modes as
the gage length was varied. Both the constant radius results and the constant volume
results with a uniform reduction in radius are in good agreement with the theoretical
expectation based on Equation 6.9. The finite element results also showed that the
models with the ‘necked’ gage section had a slightly different frequency response.
Table 6.2: Eigen frequencies of a 1 inch gage length stainless steel creep specimen. Units are in kHz.
Gage
Theory
Simple
Axi-symm.
Axi-symm.
Axi-symm.
Length
Cylinder
Const. Rad.
Const. Volume
Const Volume
Uniform radius
‘Necked’
25mm
100.00
100.84
98.27
98.14
98.14
26mm
96.15
96.97
95.03
94.82
95.89
27mm
92.59
93.39
92.00
91.71
93.78
28mm
89.29
90.06
89.16
88.78
91.74
29mm
86.21
86.96
86.50
86.03
89.84
30mm
83.33
84.06
84.00
83.44
88.03

Figure 6.34: Finite element results for the Eigen frequency as a function of specimen gage length. The
numerical calculations showed that the models which included necking of the gage volume had a slightly
different response.
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6.9 Summary

In this chapter, the in-situ monitoring system was studied for use in measuring the
change in length of creep specimens. Four measurement configurations were considered:
through-transmission without a horn, through-transmission with a horn, pulse-echo
without a horn, and pulse-echo with a horn. It was shown that the characterizes of each
configuration influenced system performance. Ultimately, the pulse-echo measurement
with an acoustic horn was found to provide the best signals.
The temperature dependence of the in-situ creep measurement was also studied.
Both theoretical calculations and experiments showed that the temperature dependence
was approximately linear for the creep specimen geometry. The experimental tests
demonstrated that careful consideration must also be given to the digital signal processing
of the data. In this particular case, the use of an analytic envelope was counterproductive.
Reliable results were only obtained by using the peak of each reflection in conjunction
with a phase shift correct.
Successful measurements of the creep elongation of a 3 inch gage length Zircaloy
specimen were also demonstrated using the pulse-echo configuration of the in-situ
monitoring system. Although the in-situ system was successful, it did require longer gage
lengths (3 inch for Zircaloy, 4 inch for stainless steel) compared to a standard 1 inch
ASTM creep specimens. Therefore, the specimens required for use with the in-situ
monitoring system require a larger volume of space in a materials and test reactor (MTR).
The low frequencies associated with magnetostrictive transducers limits the
resolution of the in-situ monitoring system. As a comparison, bench top test were
performed on standard 1 inch ASTM creep specimens using commercial high frequency
piezoelectric transducers. Much higher resolution of elongation was demonstrated in the
bench-top tests using conventional piezoelectric transducers because of the higher
frequencies. As discussed in Chapter 4, a piezoelectric sleeve is one potential method to
increase the operating frequency of the in-situ system.
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS
There are a wide variety of engineering applications where it can be advantageous
to perform real time ultrasonic measurements. In structural health monitoring (SHM)
applications (aircraft, bridges, etc.), real time data can be used to improve safety and
reduce maintenance costs. In other applications (such as carbon-carbon production and
ceramic sintering) in-situ ultrasonic measurements can be used to study how a material is
affected by different manufacturing conditions. Ultrasonic measurements can also be
used in place of convention temperature, pressure, fluid flow, or level sensors.
The work presented in this dissertation focused on studying an ultrasonic guided
waves based system for performing in-situ measurements on specimens which are
commonly used in the accelerated life tests conducted in materials and test reactors
(MTRs). Using this system, ultrasonic waves could be sent down a thirty foot long
waveguide to a specimen while locating the transducer outside of the hostile
environment. Both the theoretical and experimental results demonstrated how individual
components of the system influenced the monitoring capabilities.
As one example, the in-situ monitoring system was studied for use in measuring
the change in length of creep specimens.

Four measurement configurations were

considered: through-transmission without a horn, through-transmission with a horn,
pulse-echo without a horn, and pulse-echo with a horn.

It was shown that the

characteristics of each configuration influenced system performance. Ultimately, the
pulse-echo measurement with an acoustic horn was found to provide the best signals. In
addition, the temperature dependence of the in-situ creep measurement was also studied.
Both theoretical calculations and experiments showed that the temperature dependence
was approximately linear for the creep specimen geometry.
Successful measurements of the creep elongation of a 3 inch gage length Zircaloy
specimen were also demonstrated using the pulse-echo configuration of the in-situ
monitoring system. Although the in-situ system was successful, it did require longer gage
lengths (3 inch for Zircaloy, 4 inch for stainless steel) compared to standard 1 inch long
ASTM creep specimens. Therefore, the specimens required for use with the in-situ
monitoring system require a larger volume of space in a MTR.
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The results were very encouraging because creep elongation could be measured
under conditions where the specimen is not easily accessible. In principal, the in-situ
monitoring system could be used for any creep test where it is advantageous to have no
equipment (such as an extensometer) in contact with the gage section. The in-situ
monitoring system could also potentially be used to measure dimensional changes in
other high temperature or corrosive environments. For example, the system could be
adapted to measure shrinkage of ceramics during sintering.
‘Blister’ specimens having a rectangular cross-section were also considered in this
work. Theoretically driven semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) calculations, timedomain finite element calculations, and experimental measurements were performed to
investigate the guided wave propagation in this specimen. The SAFE calculations, finite
element predictions, and experimental results all demonstrated good agreement.

In

general, the guided wave mode with the fastest group velocity appeared to be the most
prominent in both the simulated and experimentally measured waveforms. Very little
change in the signal was observed when varying the operating frequency.
Several types of defects were considered. In principal, defects can sometimes
produce temperature anomalies in the specimen. The models indicated that detection of a
defect induced temperature gradient in the rectangular ‘blister’ specimen was possible.
This result is particularly interesting because temperature gradients can also exist in many
SHM applications. Temperature compensation strategies for guided wave SHM typically
assume uniform temperatures [37-39]. The results presented here suggest that SHM
applications may need to account for temperature gradients or that temperature gradient
effects can be exploited for indirect defect detection.
The temperature gradient can in essence be thought of as an induced anisotropy.
Thus, further study of the temperature gradient effect could benefit from the works
published on anisotropic composite inspection. Furthermore, temperature is not the only
possible source of induced anisotropy.

Radiation damage and hydrogen absorption

processes do not necessarily affect the specimen volume uniformly. Gradients in the
material properties caused by these effects could be detected in the same manner as the
temperature gradient example.
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In the design and operation of an in-situ monitoring system based on guided
ultrasonic waves, the transducer design also plays an important roll in the performance of
the system. In this work, a magnetostrictive sleeve design was tested as an alternative to
the previous wire-wire joint configuration. Results showed that the sleeve design was
effective for generating ultrasonic guided waves in the wire waveguide. In addition, the
sleeve design simplifies specimen fabrication, minimizes the amount of magnetostrictive
material required, and eliminates the artifacts associated with the wire-wire joint. By
eliminating the wire-wire joint artifacts, some sources of error are removed and the data
obtained with the in-situ monitoring system are easier to interpret. The experimental
results showed that the sleeve design generated a narrower bandwidth (less low frequency
content). In guided wave applications, this can be advantageous because a more narrowbanded transducer excites a smaller region on the dispersion curves.

7.1 Future Work

The main limitation of the in-situ monitoring system is that it has limited
resolution because the magnetostrictive transducers operate in the 125 to 150 kHz range.
Ideally, higher frequencies should be used to improve resolution. Future efforts should
attempt to optimize the piezoelectric sleeve discussed in Chapter 4 to increase the
operating frequency of the in-situ monitoring system. However, it is a non-trivial task to
transmit higher frequencies down the wire waveguide.
A more promising concept is to attach piezoelectric elements directly to the
specimen and simply run an electric connection to the specimen. However, conventional
piezoelectric materials may not be suitable for use in hostile environments. Works by
Parks and Tittmann [92,93] have shown that Aluminum Nitride has significant potential
for surviving both high temperatures and radiation.

Future efforts made towards

improving the in-situ measurement technique should investigate attaching Aluminum
Nitride transducers directly to a specimen. Work by Stephanou and Pisano [94] has
shown that micro-electro-mechanical devices (MEMS) can be fabricated in Aluminum
Nitride. It is conceivable that electronics could be integrated with the piezoelectric
element if desired.
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The detection of the micro-voids associated with specimen swelling presents an
interesting challenge. Future work should consider the possibility of detecting microvoids using nonlinear techniques [95-98].

The nonlinear techniques could also

potentially be used to measure the plastic deformation associated with creep to improve
the creep length measurement.
The calculations presented in Section 6.8 suggested that measurements based on
resonant frequencies could provide a very accurate measurement of a creep specimen’s
gage length. The challenge would be to develop an accurate experimental measurement.
A technique based on Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy (RUS) [99] is one possibility.
However, there are several challenges to address. A RUS based measurement may
require through-transmission of the ultrasonic signals. If using the wire waveguide
approach, the guided wave behavior will most likely influence the frequency
measurement. If a directly mounted piezoelectric transducer is used, there may be design
difficulties in matching the transducer frequency to the resonant frequency of the gage
length.
Additional efforts should also be made to further understand the roll of signal
processing in the performance of the in-situ monitoring system. The analytic envelope
technique is commonly used in both bulk wave [25] and guided wave applications
[100,101]. Authors typically claim that an envelope method is advantageous for use in
guided wave applications because it eliminates errors associated with the inherent
difference between group and phase velocity. However, the results presented in Chapter
6 showed that an envelope method can be less accurate that other data processing
methods. One potential way to improve the processing of experimental data is to use
dispersion compensation as discussed by Xu et al. [101,102].
7.2 Analysis Framework

As this work demonstrated, each component of an in-situ monitoring system has
unique wave propagation characteristics. In addition, each component has a unique
interaction with adjacent components. Thus, it can be quite challenging to study and
understand overall system capabilities. It is therefore helpful to have a framework to
guide future endeavors of similar nature.
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When tackling this class of problems, the first (and arguably the most important)
step is to evaluate the guide wave propagation in each component. Generally, the ‘hybrid
analytical-FEM’ method discussed by Lee and Rose [103] is the preferred approach.
First, accurate dispersion curves must be determined based on the actual boundary
conditions of the problem.

Approximations should not be made using ‘simplified’

boundary conditions. The semi-analytical finite element (SAFE) method used in this
work is capable of evaluating ultrasonic propagation in specimens with an arbitrary crosssection. Once the dispersion curves are solved for using the true boundary conditions,
mode structures can also be calculated. The dispersion curve and mode structure data can
then be used to optimize wave propagation and sensitivity in a given specimen.
The second step in evaluating such a system is to examine how the components
interact. One promising way to approach this is to develop a ‘transfer function’ for the
system as described by Puthillath [104]. A wave-structure matching coefficient can be
defined to quantify the guided wave transmission from one system component to the
next. Since the transmission between components may be directionally dependent, a
separate set of calculations is required for quantifying reflected signals.

After

determining all the necessary wave-structure matching coefficients, the transfer function
for the entire system can be determined. In principal, the transfer function concept can be
adapted to also include the characteristics of the transducer(s).
The final step is to evaluate the impact of any required engineering trade-offs.
For example, the optimal frequency for guided wave transmission in ‘component A’ may
correspond to an unusable mode in ‘component B.’ An iterative approach guided by the
theoretical understanding of guided wave propagation can then be used to design the best
overall system.

7.3 Contributions

The work presented in this dissertation examined a system for the in-situ
monitoring of remote specimens.

Both the theoretical and experimental results

demonstrated how individual components of the system influenced the overall monitoring
capabilities.

Through this work, valuable knowledge about the different system

components has been gained. Specific contributions include:
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•

A magnetostrictive sleeve design for the transmission and reception of ultrasonic
guided waves in a wire waveguide was demonstrated in this work.
o The sleeve design required less material, was easier to fabricate, and

eliminated the joint artifact compared to the previous magnetostrictive
method. By eliminating the wire-wire joint artifacts, some sources of error are
removed and the data obtained with the in-situ monitoring system is easier to
interpret.
o The center frequency of the sleeve design was found to be approximately 123

kHz. In addition, the frequency spectrum of the sleeve design contained less
content below 100 kHz. In guided wave applications, the narrower bandwidth
of the sleeve transducer can be advantageous because a smaller region on the
dispersion curve will be excited.
o The center frequency of the sleeve and the hysteresis of the magnetostrictive

material limit the maximum operating frequency of the system. This in turn
limits the resolution of system. A piezoelectric sleeve was shown to work as
one way to increase frequency and system resolution. Additional work would
be required to optimize a system with a piezoelectric sleeve.
o Both tone-burst and ‘square’ pulse excitation were tested for optimizing the

performance of the transducer. The ‘square’ pulse did not result in a sharper
(wider bandwidth) signal due to the sleeve’s frequency response
characteristics. Thus, tone-burst excitation is arguably superior because it
provides higher signal amplitudes.
•

Accurate dispersion curves were calculated for a bar specimen with rectangular crosssection using the SAFE method. With accurate dispersion curves, predicted guided
wave modes can be distinguished from artifacts or other anomalies in the recorded
data.

Also, the dispersion curve information can be used to optimize system

performance (i.e. dispersive versus non-dispersive waves).
velocities were in agreement with experiments.
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The predicted group

o 3D wave structures were determined for the rectangular bar using SAFE. The

wave structure information explains why the system’s sensitivity to defects
varies based on the location of the defect. In principal, the wave structure
information can be used to optimize the system for detecting a specific defect.
•

The work presented in this dissertation studied the ability of the in-situ monitoring
systems to detect changes in a rectangular bar specimen.
o The results indicated that reflections from small defects would be difficult to

detect using the low frequency magnetostrictive transducer excitation.
o The results also indicated that system was sensitive to temperature. By tuning

frequency, the change in group velocity versus temperature could be
maximized or minimized. Temperature gradients were also shown to affect
the dispersion of the guided waves. In principal, detection of temperature
gradients could be used as an indirect indication of changes in the specimen.
o For a proposed materials and test reactor (MTR) application, calculations

indicated that the in-situ monitoring system would also be sensitive to
radiation hardening (change in elastic modulus).
•

The work presented in this dissertation studied the ability of the in-situ monitoring
systems to detect changes in the gage length of a creep specimen.
o Four

measurement

configurations

were

studied,

and

a

pulse-echo

measurement with an acoustic horn was found to provide the best signals.
o Results showed that careful consideration had to be given to the signal

processing. In this case, reliable results were only obtained by using the peak
of each reflection in conjunction with a phase shift correction.
o Successful measurement of creep elongation was demonstrated with the in-

situ measurement system. Additional work would be required to quantify
resolution of a system using magnetostrictive transducers.
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APPENDIX A: MATERIAL PROPERTIES
A.1 Zircaloy

Zirconium and Zirconium based alloys are commonly used in the nuclear industry
because their material properties are well suited for use in a nuclear reactor environment.
In particular, the zirconium based materials possess excellent corrosion resistance, good
mechanical strength, and have a low thermal neutron cross-section.

Reactor grade

allows, such as Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4, are commonly used in Boiling Water Reactors
(BWR) and Pressurized Water Reactors (PWR), respectively [1,105].
Several references have described the elastic modulus, E(T), of Zircaloy as a
function of temperature [106-109]. The reported equations for E(T) are summarized in
Table A.1. Figure A.1 shows a graphical comparison of the equations for E(T). The
average of all the equations found in the literature is in good agreement with the work by
Northwood et al. [109]. The default values in the COMSOL Material Library [110] also
appear to in good agreement with the values reported by Northwood et al. [109].
Only the Northwood et al. [109] reference provided information on the shear
modulus, G(T), of Zircaloy as a function of temperature. The COMSOL Material Library
[110] specifies Poisson’s ratio, υ, instead. In order to compare these material properties,
the corresponding shear modulus for the COMSOL values was calculated according to
Equation A.1. A plot of the results is shown in Figure A.2. Once again the COMSOL
Material Library values are in good agreement with the literature.
G=

E
2(1 + υ )

Table A.1: Material properties of Zircaloy as a function of temperature. (T in Kelvin)
E(T) GPa
Other Properties
Nam et al. [106]
114.8-0.060T
NA
Dubey et al. [107]
107.3-0.048T
NA
Rosinger and Northwood [108]
112.9-0.058T
NA
119.6-0.076T
Northwood et al. [109]
112.9-0.0579T
G(T) = 40.9-0.0198T (GPa)
116.6-0.0634T
Average of values in the literature
114.0-0.0606T
NA
COMSOL 4.1 Material Library [110] 112.9-0.0579T
υ(T) ≈ 0.377-0.0000219T
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(A.1)
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Figure A.1: Elastic modulus of Zircaloy as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.2: Shear modulus of Zircaloy as a function of temperature.
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The COMSOL Material Library [110] describes the density of Zircaloy as a
function of temperature as shown in Equation A.2.

Corresponding data on the

temperature dependence of Zircaloy’s density was not found in the literature. However,
the coefficient of thermal expansion for Zircaloy was found in the literature.

For

Zircaloy crystals, the coefficient of thermal expansion was reported to range from 3 to 5
μ/K depending on the orientation of the crystal [111]. For bulk Zircaloy, the coefficient
of thermal expansion (α) was reported to be 6 μ/K [105]. If constant mass is assumed,
the density of Zircaloy can then be approximated using Equation A.3.

A plot of

Equations A.2 and A.3 is shown in Figure A.3 for comparison. There is a small amount
of offset between the two equations. However, there is a similar change in density as a
function of temperature. Therefore, the relative influence of temperature is consistent.

ρ Zircaloy = 6.636 − 0.000147T (g/cm3)
ρ Zircaloy =

(A.2)

mass
6.55
(g/cm3)
=
−6
3
volume (0.99823 + 6 × 10 T )

(A.3)
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Figure A.3: Density of Zircaloy as a function of temperature.
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Although a thorough description of Zircaloy’s response to radiation exposure is
beyond the scope of this work, it is useful to be aware of relevant effects of “radiation
damage.”

As with any material, a neutron flux will modify the microstructure of

Zircaloy. In general, embrittlement and a small increase in the elastic modulus occur
over time. However, changes in the material properties are a result of a complex process
which depends on several variables. Unlike other metals, both void and precipitation
swelling are negligible in Zircaloy. Therefore, an increased volume coupled with a
decreased density is not typical in Zircaloy.

Most observed dimensional changes

observed for Zircaloy in a radiation environment are associated with applied stress [112].

A.2 Stainless Steel

Stainless steels are iron based alloys which possess material properties suitable
for use in a nuclear reactor environment. In particular, stainless steels are low cost and
easily obtained materials which possess excellent corrosion resistance, and good
mechanical strength.

Although stainless steels have a higher neutron cross-section

compared to Zircaloy, a stainless steel may be preferable for use at higher operating
temperatures [1].
Tables A.2 and A.3 summarize the linear trend lines fit to the temperature
dependent data reported by Cooke [113] and Rothman [114].

The corresponding

equations from the COMSOL material library [110] are also shown in Tables A.2 and
A.3 for comparison. Rothman [114] reported both shear modulus and Poisson’s ratio
data. However, the values given for Poisson’s ratio are not consistent with the Poisson’s
ratio derived from the reported values of elastic modulus and shear modulus. It is unclear
why this discrepancy exists in the data reported by Rothman [114].
Table A.2: Elastic and shear modulus of stainless steel as a function of temperature. (T in Kelvin)
Material
E(T) GPa
G(T) GPa
Cooke [113]
“Steel”
240.64-0.0865T
93.1-0.0343T
Rothman [114]
AISI 304
219.51-0.0757T
Quadratic
Rothman [114]
AISI 316
223.62-0.0802T
89.3-0.0379T
COMSOL [110]
316L
218.44-0.0839T
NA
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Table A.3: Additional material properties of stainless steel as a function of temperature. (* The Poisson’s
ratio data reported in [114] are inconsistent with the values of Poisson’s ratio derived from the elastic and
shear moduli.) (T in Kelvin)
Material
ρ(T) g/cm3
υ(T)
Cooke [113]
“Steel”
NA
0.2785+0.0000313T
Rothman [114]
AISI 304
NA
*
Rothman [114]
AISI 316
8.076-0.000406T
*
COMSOL [110]
316L
8.077-0.000379T
0.2703+0.0000805T

Figure A.4 shows a graphical comparison of the equations for the elastic modulus,
E(T). The defaults values in the COMSOL Material Library [110] appear to be in good
agreement with the data reported by Rothman [114]. Cooke [113] does not identify
which steel alloy was used in his work. The difference in the reported elastic modulus is
easily explained by a difference in alloy composition.
Figure A.5 shows a graphical comparison of the equations for the shear modulus,
G(T). Since the COMSOL Material Library [110] specifies Poisson’s ratio (υ), the shear
modulus shown was calculated according to Equation A.1. Figure A.5 shows that the
COMSOL values are consistent with the shear modulus values found in the literature.
The coefficient of thermal expansion (α) for stainless steel was reported to be
approximately 18 μ/K [114,115]. If constant mass is assumed, the density of stainless
steel can then be approximated using Equation A.4. Figure A.6 shows a comparison of
the constant mass approximation and the reference values. There is a small amount of
offset between the constant mass approximation and the reference values. However,
there is a similar change in density with respect to temperature. Figure A.6 also shows
that the COMSOL Material Library values [110] for density are in good agreement with
Rothman’s data [114].

ρ SS =

mass
7.86
g/cm3
=
volume (0.99569 + 18 × 10−6 T )3

(A.4)

The response of stainless steel to radiation exposure is very complex and highly
temperature dependent. Although a thorough description this behavior is beyond the
scope of this work, a few general trends should be noted. Embrittlement and a small
increase in the elastic modulus occur over time. Unlike Zircaloy, volumetric swelling
occurs in stainless steel. Depending on the intended application, the swelling of stainless
steel can be a significant issue [1,112].
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Figure A.4: Elastic modulus of stainless steels as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.5: Shear modulus of stainless steel as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.6: Density of stainless steel as a function of temperature.

When stainless steel swells, an increased volume is coupled with a decreased
density. Form a finite element modeling standpoint, swelling can be approximated by
adjusting the dimensions and density of the model appropriately. For a 10% increase in
volume, there is approximately a 9% decrease in density (as shown in Equations A.5 and
A.6). A 10% increase in volume also corresponds to approximately a 3.25% increase in
the linear dimensions of the specimen (as shown in Equations A.7 and A.8).

mass
= ρ SS
volume

(A.5)

0.909 × mass
mass
=
= 0.909 × ρ SS
volume
1.1× volume

(A.6)

L ×W × H = V

(A.7)

1.0325 L × 1.0325W × 1.0325 H ≈ 1.1 × V

(A.8)
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A.3 Inconel

Nickel based alloys (such as Inconel) also possess material properties suitable for
use in a nuclear reactor environment. Typically, Nickel alloys are attractive for use in
higher temperature applications which require superior fatigue or creep properties
compared to stainless steel [1].
The International Nickel Co. Inc. has published several references [116-119]
which give detailed tables on the properties of several Nickel based alloys. Table A.4
summarizes the linear trend lines calculated for the tabularize data. The polynomial
equations found in the COMSOL Material Library [110] are also shown in Table A.4.
Figure A.7 shows a graphical comparison of the equations for the elastic modulus,
E(T). Overall, there is very good agreement between the COMSOL Material Library
[110] values and the linear trend lines calculated for each of the alloys.
Figure A.8 shows a graphical comparison of the equations for the shear modulus,
G(T). Since the COMSOL Material Library [110] specifies Poisson’s ratio (υ), the shear
modulus shown was calculated according to Equation A.1. Figure A.8 shows that the
COMSOL values are in very good agreement with the reference data.
The reference works published by the International Nickel Co. Inc. [116-119] did
not report data on density versus temperature. However, the reference works did provide
data on the thermal expansion coefficients (α). Using the thermal expansion coefficients,
a constant mass approximation can be used to estimate the density versus temperature.
Table A.5 summarizes the corresponding thermal expansion coefficients and density
equations. Figure A.9 shows a graphical comparison of density versus temperature. The
density values shown are in good agreement except for a small amount of offset.
Table A.4: Material properties of Inconel as a function of temperature. The linear best fit lines calculated
for published data is indicated by the initials “L.F.” (T in Kelvin)
E(T) GPa
Other Properties
Inconel 600 (L.F.) [116]
231.24-0.0568T
G(T) = 86.53-0.0185T (GPa)
Inconel 600 (COMSOL) [110] 221.22-0.0140T-0.000037T2
υ(T) ≈ 0.356-1.41E-4T+1.41E-4T28.56E-11T3+3.92E-14T4
Inconel 625 (L.F.) [117]
221.27-0.0539T
G(T) = 85.131-0.022T (GPa)
Inconel 625 (COMSOL) [110] 215.80-0.0270T-0.000028T2
υ(T) ≈ 0.280+3.35E-5T-2.92E-9T2
Inconel 718 (L.F.) [118]
215.65-0.054T
G(T) = 82.791-0.0183T (GPa)
Inconel 718 (COMSOL) [110] 221.62-0.107T+0.000119T2υ(T) ≈ 0.305-9.70E-5T+7.92E-8T2
3
77E-9T
Incoloy 800 (L.F.) [119]
215.99-0.0658T
G(T) = 81.524-0.0275T (GPa)
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Figure A.7: Elastic modulus of Inconel as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.8: Shear modulus of Inconel as a function of temperature.
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Table A.5: Additional material properties of Inconel as a function of temperature. The constant mass
approximation is indicated by the initials “C.M.” (T in Kelvin)
α μm/mK
ρ(T) g/cm3
Inconel 600 (C.M.) [116]
14.04
8.47/(0.995858+14.04E-6T)3
Inconel 600 (COMSOL) [110]
8.43-2.67E-4T-8.23T2-7.34E-9T3
Inconel 625 (C.M.) [117]
13.68
8.44/(0.995964+13.68E-6T)3
Inconel 625 (COMSOL) [110]
8.32-0.22T-1.10T2
Inconel 718 (C.M.) [118]
14.58
8.19/(0.995699+14.58E-6T)3
Inconel 718 (COMSOL) [110]
8.29-5.55E-2T-7.19T2+7.97E-7T3-3.48T4
Incoloy 800 (C.M.) [119]
16
8.02/(0.995115+16E-6T)3
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Figure A.9: Density of Inconel as a function of temperature.

A thorough description of how Nickel alloys respond in a radiation environment
is beyond the scope of this work. However, it is valuable to note that the response of
Nickel alloys is very similar to stainless steel. Volumetric swelling of Nickel alloys can
be significant depending on the application, and the observed changes in Nickel alloys
are highly temperature dependent [1]. When Nickel alloys swell, an increased volume is
coupled with a decreased density. Form a finite element modeling standpoint, swelling
can be approximated by adjusting the dimensions and density of the model as discussed
in Section A.2.35
35

See Equations A.5 through A.8.
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A.4 Aluminum

Aluminum and Aluminum alloys can be used as a Zircaloy substitute in certain
low temperature applications such as test reactors. The main advantages of Aluminum
based materials are low cost, low neutron cross-section, and high ductility. The main
limitation is the low melting temperature of Aluminum based materials [1].
The COMSOL Material Library [110] utilizes the same temperature dependent
equations for both pure Aluminum and Aluminum 6061. Figure A.10 shows a plot of
both the elastic modulus and shear modulus based on the COMSOL equations for
Aluminum. Qualitatively, the data shown in Figure A.10 is reasonably close to the plots
of temperature dependent data shown in the work by McLellan and Ishikawa [120]. (See
Arnoult and McLellan [121] for a complete description of the experimental procedure
used.) McLellan and Ishikawa [120] also claim that their results were in good agreement
with the work by Sutton [122].
Augereau et al. [123] utilized a high frequency (7 MHz and 50 MHz) method to
measure the elastic modulus of Aluminum 6061. The data obtained by Augereau et al.
[123] had an “8%” higher elastic modulus compared to the more widely accepted values
[110,120,124]. Augereau et al. theorized that the higher values were observed because
the high frequency technique is in fact measuring the dynamic modulus of Aluminum.
The work by Prassianakis [125] (see Table A.6) confirms that that the measured dynamic
modulus is higher than static measurements and also shows that the measured dynamic
modulus is slightly frequency dependent. Although, Augereau et al. [123] used equations
based on ideally isotropic materials to estimate the anisotropy in their “rolled” specimens,
this does not constitute a significant source of error in their results.
Equation A.9 estimates the density of Aluminum as a function of temperature
based on the constant mass assumption. (Note that the work by Augereau et al. [123]
also employs the same constant mass approximation.) Figure A.11 shows a comparison
of the COMSOL Material Library [110] function for density and the constant mass
approximation. In this case the constant mass approximation is not very accurate because
the coefficient of thermal expansion varies significantly with temperature.

ρ Al =

2.70
mass
g/cm3
=
volume (0.99317 + 23.3 × 10 −6 T ) 3
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Figure A.10: Elastic and shear moduli of Aluminum as a function of temperature.
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Figure A.11: Density of Aluminum as a function of temperature.
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Table A.6: Dynamic modulus versus frequency in GPa. Based on work by Prassianakis [125].
Static
1 MHz
2 MHz
4 MHz
Steel
209.33
219.78
224.66
227.79
Aluminum
67.38
70.51
72.71
74.93

A thorough description of how Aluminum and Aluminum alloys behave in a
radiation environment is beyond the scope of this work. However, it is valuable to note
that the swelling of Aluminum and Aluminum alloys is relatively small. Generally, any
swelling is not a significant issue because Aluminum and Aluminum alloys retain
ductility [1].

A.5 Water

In the proposed in-reactor application, both the bar and creep specimens would be
submerged in water at elevated pressure and temperature. If necessary, the underwater
environment can be included in the finite element analysis. However, the results shown
in Chapters 5 and 6 indicated that submersion in water produced only a small reduction in
signal amplitude for the frequency range tested. Including the underwater environment in
the finite element analysis significantly increases the model size and solution time for a
relatively small improvement in model accuracy.
In COMSOL 4.1, fluid media (such as liquid water) is modeled via a pressure
acoustic formulation. Thus, the physical properties of the fluid can be defined by using
the speed of sound and density of the fluid.
Figure A.12 shows the speed of sound in water as functions of temperature, and
Figure A.13 shows the density of water as a function of temperature. By default, the
COMSOL Material Library [110] contains data for water between 273K (0°C) and 373K
(100°C) at atmospheric pressure.

In order to model water at higher pressures and

temperatures, data from steam tables [126] must be used.
As shown in Figures A.12 and A.13, the COMSOL data are in good agreement
with the steam tables at atmospheric pressure. At sufficiently high pressure (i.e. 5000
psia) there is no distinct change from liquid to gas.
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Figure A.12: Speed of sound in water as a function of temperature. (a) Full temperature range of interest.
At sufficient high pressure (i.e. 5000 psia) there is no distinct change from liquid to gas. (b) Detailed view
of the data below 373K (100°C).
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Figure A.13: Density of water as a function of temperature. (a) Full temperature range of interest. At
sufficient high pressure (i.e. 5000 psia) there is no distinct change from liquid to gas. The density of steam
at 1 atm (15 psia) is essentially zero and is not shown. (b) Detailed view of the data below 373K (100°C).
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A.6 Piezoelectrics

Commercial ultrasonic transducers typically use Lead Zirconate Titanate36 (PZT)
as the piezoelectric material.

Generally speaking, PZT based piezoelectric are not

suitable for in-reactor applications. PZT is a perovskite material which requires poling in
order to have piezoelectric properties. The Curie temperature of PZT is only about 300 to
350°C [127,128]. For long term operation, manufactures generally recommend that
operating temperatures not exceed approximately half of the Curie temperature
(approximately 160°C). Therefore, PZT will function poorly or not at all at typical
reactor operating temperatures. Kazys et al. [127] suggests a higher maximum operating
temperature is acceptable for PZT. However, it is unclear if this would impact the life
expectancy of a PZT transducer.
PZT based materials are also know to respond poorly to neutron radiation.
Broomfield [128] reported that a fluence of 3.5x1019 n/cm2 thermal neutrons and 1.4x1019
n/cm2 fast neutrons resulted in ultrasonic signals with only 1/8 to 1/15 of the original
amplitude before irradiation. Baranov et al. [129] reported a 90% loss of ultrasonic
signal for a fluence of 1.4x1019 n/cm2 thermal neutrons.
Lithium Niobate (LiNbO3) is a popular high temperature piezoelectric material
with a reported Curie temperature of approximately 1200°C [127]. However, Lithium
Niobate is problematic in a neutron environment. Primak and Anderson [130] reported a
complete loss of piezoelectric response for a fluence of 8x1019 n/cm2 thermal neutrons at
room temperature. Other reports indicated that Lithium Niobate completely disintegrated
for a fluence of 2x1021 n/cm2 thermal neutrons below 450°C [131].
There are two naturally occurring isotopes of Lithium: 6Li and 7Li. 6Li has a large
thermal neutron cross-section and readily transmutates to an Alpha particle (4He) and
Tritium (3H). The use of 7LiNbO3 was reported to have overcome the problem with
thermal neutrons [131]. However, fast neutrons can react with 7Li to produce an Alpha
particle (4He) and Tritium (3H).
Because established piezoelectric materials are not well suited for in-reactor
applications, less common piezoelectric materials must be considered. Aluminum Nitride
(AlN), Zinc Oxide (ZnO), and Bismuth Titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) are known for their high
36
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temperature capabilities.

However, AlN has the best potential for use in a reactor

environment.
Compared to PZT, the high temperature piezoelectric materials (AlN, Bi4Ti3O12)
are considered ‘hard’ piezoelectric materials. They have a high mechanical quality
factor, low dielectric losses, low permittivity, and a low electromechanical coupling
factor. This means that that these materials are less efficient when converting electrical
pulses into ultrasonic waves, but they are more sensitive for detecting ultrasonic waves.

A.6.1 Aluminum Nitride

Aluminum Nitride (AlN) is an attractive candidate for high temperature
piezoelectric transducers.

AlN normally has a wurtzite crystal structure.

Thus, its

piezoelectric properties are a result of the tetrahedral orientation of the Al and N atoms.
Since it is not a poled piezoelectric, AlN can theoretically maintain its piezoelectric
properties up to its melting temperature (1900°C, 2200K).37 It is worth noting that AlN
can experience detrimental oxidation at lower temperatures (700°C, 1000K) [132].
Therefore, Kazys et al. [127] recommended a maximum operating temperature which
does not exceed the oxidation temperature. However, oxidation should not be an issue
for transducer applications if an appropriate housing is used.
Parks

and

Tittmann

[92,93]

have

demonstrated

pulse-echo

ultrasonic

measurements up to 1100°C with excellent signal-to-noise characteristics using an
encapsulated AlN crystal. Kazys et al. [127] separately claimed AlN was unaffected by a
fluence of 8x1018 n/cm2 thermal neutrons. However, this is well below prototypical
conditions. Yano et al. [133-135] have studied several characteristic of radiation damage
in AlN, but did not test piezoelectric performance.
Atobe et al. [136] examined defect formation in AlN.

Atobe et al.’s data

indicated that defects are rapidly annealed. This led Atobe et al. to conclude “that the
nuclear reaction simultaneously leads to the irradiation annealing of induced point defects
regardless of irradiation temperature.”

37
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For use in a reactor environment, the transmutation of the component elements
must be considered. Figures A.14 and A.15 show several nuclides near the primary
isotopes of Aluminum and Nitrogen, respectively. For thermal neutron absorption, no
problems are anticipated [137].
Shikama et al. studied the fission gas production of two variants of AlN (Al14N
and Al15N). For conditions typical of commercial nuclear power plants (< 2MeV), fission
gas production was not significant.

However, the

14

N isotope produces significant

amounts of fission gas when exposed to very high energy neutrons (10 MeV).
Conversely, 15N did not produce significant amounts of fission gas when exposed to high
energy neutrons. Thus, Al15N may be preferable in applications where high energy
neutrons are present [133,138].
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Figure A.14: Nuclides near Aluminum (27Al). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart and higher precision
values.) Neutron absorption by 27Al produces 28Al. 28Al primarily undergoes Beta decay to 28Si [137]. NA
stands for “natural abundance.”
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Figure A.15: Nuclides near Nitrogen (14N and 15N). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart and higher
precision values.) Neutron absorption by 14N produces 15N. Neutron absorption by 15N produces 16N. 16N
primarily undergoes Beta decay to 16O [137]. NA stands for “natural abundance.”
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A.6.2 Zinc Oxide

Zinc Oxide (ZnO) is another high temperature piezoelectric material which is
potentially of interest for in-situ ultrasonic transducers. Like AlN, ZnO possesses the
wurtzite crystal structure. Therefore, ZnO can also maintain piezoelectric behavior up to
its melting point (approximately 1900 to 1975°C). Thus, ZnO’s maximum operating
temperature would be similar to that of AlN. In addition, the piezoelectric coefficients of
ZnO are comparable to or better than AlN [140,141].
For use in a reactor environment, the transmutation of Zinc must be taken into
consideration. Figure A.16 shows several nuclides near the primary isotopes of Zinc.
Neutron absorption by 64Zn produces 65Zn.

65

Zn is a Gamma emitting isotope with a long

half-life (~245 days). In the work by H. Kim et al. [140] 153 days were allowed to elapse
to allow some of the 65Zn to decay. Therefore, a depleted ZnO would be preferred for inreactor applications. It is possible to obtain depleted ZnO. However, further study would
be required to confirm the piezoelectric nature of depleted ZnO [140]. Figure A.17
shows several nuclides near the primary isotopes of Oxygen. There are no obvious
problems associated with neutron absorption by Oxygen.
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Figure A.16: Nuclides near Zinc (64Zn, 66Zn, 67Zn, and 68Zn). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart and
higher precision values.) Neutron absorption by 64Zn produces 65Zn. The 65Zn isotope is problematic
because it is a Gamma emitter with a long half-life. Neutron absorption by 66Zn produces 67Zn. Neutron
absorption by 67Zn produces 68Zn. Neutron absorption by 68Zn produces 69Zn. 69Zn primarily undergoes
Beta decay to 69Ga [137]. NA stands for “natural abundance.”
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Figure A.17: Nuclides near Oxygen (16O, 17O and 18O). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart and higher
precision values.) Neutron absorption by 16O produces 17O. Neutron absorption by 17O produces 18O.
Neutron absorption by 18O produces 19O. 19O primarily undergoes Beta decay to 19F [137]. NA stands for
“natural abundance.”

A.6.3 Bismuth Titanate

Bismuth Titanate (Bi4Ti3O12) is an attractive candidate for use as a piezoelectric
material in high temperature environments because its Curie temperature (approximately
650°C) is approximately twice that of conventional piezoelectric materials. As with PZT,
Kazys et al. [127] suggested that maximum operating temperature could be higher than
half of the Curie temperature. However, it is unclear if this would impact the life
expectancy of a Bismuth Titanate transducer.
Searfass et al. [142] showed that a high temperature capable Bismuth Titanate
transducer can be fabricated via a sol-gel deposition process.

This is particularly

appealing for applications when the transducer must conform to complex shapes.
For use in a reactor environment, the transmutation of Bismuth and Titanium
must be taken into consideration.38 Figure A.18 shows several nuclides near the primary
isotopes of Bismuth. Although
produces

210

Bi.

210

209

Bi is relatively stable, neutron absorption by

Bi then Beta decays to

210

209

Bi

Po (Polonium). Figure A.19 shows several

nuclides near the primary isotopes of Titanium. Although thermal neutrons are not a
serious concern with respect to Titanium isotopes, Akers [137] has indicated that there
are additional factors to consider.

38

Oxygen was discussed in section A.6.2. See Figure A.17.
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Figure A.18: Nuclides near Bismuth (209Bi). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart and higher precision
values.) Neutron absorption by Bi209 produces Bi210. Depending on the isometric state, Bi210 can Beta
decay to Po210 [137]. The Alpha emission and self-heating associated with Po210 is problematic. NA
stands for “natural abundance.”
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Figure A.19: Nuclides near Titanium (46Ti, 47Ti, 48Ti, 49Ti, and 50Ti). (See [139] for complete nuclide chart
and higher precision values.) Neutron absorption by Ti46 produces Ti47. Neutron absorption by Ti47
produces Ti48. Neutron absorption by Ti48 produces Ti49. Neutron absorption by Ti49 produces Ti50.
Neutron absorption by Ti50 produces Ti51. Ti51 primarily undergoes Beta decay to stable V51. Although
technically acceptable, addition considerations beyond neutron absorption are necessary for Titanium
[137]. NA stands for “natural abundance.”
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APPENDIX B: FINITE ELEMENT MODELING
B.1 Software Selection

At the beginning of this work, finite element studies were performed using a
combination of ANSYS [143] and a coupled field program called CAPA [144]. Preprocessing of the models was done using the ANSYS interface. However, custom CAPA
elements were used instead of standard ANSYS elements. The models were then solved
using the CAPA solver. Post-process was then performed using ANSYS or one of the
utilities included with CAPA.
Several arguments can be made in favor of utilizing CAPA. First, the coupled
field elements39 in CAPA are designed to allow for a direct or explicit numerical solution.
This generally yields faster solutions. Second, coupling between domains is automatically
assumed. For example, this means that a user of CAPA does not have to define the
coupling between waves in a solid structure and pressure waves in a fluid environment.
Third, the input parameters to the CAPA solver are tailored for the specific applications
CAPA was designed for. Fourth, CAPA allows the user to only store output data of
interest. For example, it is possible to record the output voltage of a simulated transducer
to an output file while not storing unwanted displacement data.
However, the features inherent to CAPA can also be a hindrance when modeling
applications beyond the designed scope of CAPA. First, the custom CAPA elements rely
on a CAPA formatted materials table. Compared to other programs, the reliance on the
CAPA material table makes it very difficult to model advanced material characteristic
such and nonlinearity and temperature dependence. Second, the coupling cannot be
controlled by the user. Third, by learning how to input a model into the CAPA solver,
the user does not necessarily learn how to execute other types of finite element studies in
ANSYS. Since the scope of CAPA is limited, learning how to solve the same model
without CAPA provides the user with a more diverse skill set.
Because CAPA relies on ANSYS for pre-processing, the initial modeling
performed for this work was also limited by the ANSYS license restrictions. As shown

39

Piezoelectric elements are one example of the coupled field elements.
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in Table B.1, both ANSYS and CAPA models were limited to 256,000 nodes or elements
when using the ANSYS academic license [143,145]. The models of time-dependent
ultrasonic wave propagation required for this work routinely exceeded this limit. An
ANSYS license with unlimited elements is available for purchase, but it is very expensive
(>$10,000) [145].
In addition to ANSYS, the High Performance Computing (HPC) Group at the
Pennsylvania State University (PSU) supports several other finite element programs. Of
those, ABAQUS is a very popular program for modeling ultrasonic wave propagation
because of its efficient explicit solver and its support of very large models. However, it
was not the best choice for the present work. Instead, COMSOL was selected for this
work because it provided better support for explicit solutions of piezoelectric materials,
and better support of temperature dependent material properties, while still allowing for
very large model sizes.

B.2 Background on COMSOL

As with all finite element software, COMSOL uses the finite element method to
find a numerical solution to the partial differential equations governing physical
phenomena.

However, unlike other finite element programs, COMSOL provides

enhanced flexibility in defining the physical phenomena under consideration. Any partial
differential equation can be entered into COMSOL through the software’s PDE mode. In
addition, there are no limitations on what physical domains can be coupled. For example,
a 2D and 3D analysis can be coupled and solved simultaneously. COMSOL also supports
using nonlinear partial differential equations [146,147].
Table B.1: Comparison of available finite element programs. (Based on the PSU HPC academic licenses.)
ANSYS 12
ANSYS + CAPA40 ABAQUS
COMSOL 4.1
Size limit
256,000 elements
256,000 elements
Token system41
None
or nodes
or nodes
Core limit
4 total (2 per seat)
unknown
Token system3
None
Scripting
FORTRAN based
FORTRAN based
Python based
MATLAB based

40
41

CAPA is a user supplied add-on package to ANSYS and is not supported by the HPC.
A token check out system controls the size of ABAQUS models based on both the number of elements
and the number of processing cores. At PSU there are typically enough unused seats at any given time
that there are usually enough available tokens.
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COMSOL’s licensing structure is based on selecting the components or
‘Modules’ a user pays for. When purchasing COMSOL, the base COMSOL Multiphysics
component must be purchased. All other modules are optional. However, the base
module does not provide built-in support for modeling piezoelectric materials or transient
pressure waves in fluids. A user would have to manually code all of the equations and
couplings to model piezoelectric materials or transient pressure waves in fluids using
only the base module of COMSOL.
Both the Structural Mechanics Module [148] and the Acoustics Module [149]
have built-in support for modeling piezoelectric materials.

Therefore, either the

Structural Mechanics Module or the Acoustics Module would be sufficient for studying
many nondestructive evaluation (NDE) and structural heath monitoring (SHM)
applications. However, the user should be aware of several features of COMSOL and the
Modules:

•

Only the Structural Mechanics Module provides several advanced material
models in addition to the basic linear isotropic material model. Therefore, the
Structural Mechanics Module is required for modeling nonlinear materials (i.e.
Murnaghan materials).

•

Only the Acoustics Module supports transient (time-domain) waves in fluids. In
addition, the Acoustics Module has additional support for absorbing/infinite
boundary conditions depending on modeling domain.

•

Therefore, both the Structural Mechanics Module and the Acoustic Module would
be required for a model involving both fluid media and nonlinear solids.

•

A model which utilizes the Structural Mechanics Module can only be opened on a
computer system having a working Structural Mechanics Module. Likewise, a
model which utilizes the Acoustics Module can only be opened on a computer
system having a working Acoustic Module. (For example, a model of waves in a
solid built with the Structural Mechanics Module cannot be open by a system
having only the Acoustics Module installed even though such an analysis can also
be performed using the Acoustics Module.)

•

COMSOL models are not back compatible.
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In addition to the physics modules, there is an optional database of material
properties available for integration with COMSOL. The materials library contains over
2500 materials including piezoelectric material such as Lead Zirconate Titanate (PZT),
Zinc Oxide, and Aluminum Nitride. This reduces or eliminates the need to generate
material property matrices needed for a finite element analysis. Furthermore, COMSOL
has the capability to define arbitrary user coordinates for each sub-domain. This allows a
user to always work with industry standard material property definitions regardless of
orientation in the global coordinates of the model (i.e. poling direction of a piezoelectric)
[146,147].
COMSOL also provides a diverse set of post-processing capabilities. Slice planes,
transparency, and boundary integrations are examples of post-processing that are natively
supported in COMSOL.

Slice planes are particularly useful for visualizing wave

propagation within the volume of a geometry. Since, COMSOL is built on the MATLAB
programming language, COMSOL results are inherently compatible with MATLAB for
customized analysis [147].
Practical Considerations
The user should be aware that a significant amount of memory may be required to
run COMSOL models depending on various modeling parameters. In many of the cases
tested in this work, “out of memory” errors occurred when using a 32-bit computer
system.

Typically, successful solutions required using a 64-bit system or a cluster

computer with distributed memory.
Several of the COMSOL solvers provide “out-of-core” options which are
intended to allow large models to be solved on systems without enough RAM installed.
However, the user should be aware that this only provides a small amount of help on 32bit systems. A 32-bit system cannot address more than 4 GB of total memory regardless
of the solver options selected in COMSOL. Thus, the out-of-core solver option cannot
compensate for a model requiring more than 4 GB of memory on a 32-bit system.42
When using a 64-bit system, the addressable memory is only limited by the hardware
42

On a 32-bit system, the COMSOL model requirements cannot exceed 4 GB of total memory. However,
the out-of-core solver option can compensate for memory used by the operating system and other
processes running on the 32-bit system.
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resources of the computer system or the operating system.43 The out-of-core solver
option can then utilize hard drive space to act as extra memory when solving very large
models.44
The user should also be aware that COMSOL versions 4.0 and 4.0a have a known
file size limit of 4 GB regardless of the computer system used [150]. This issue and
several other software bugs were corrected in the COMSOL 4.1 release. Therefore, this
appendix assumes use of COMSOL 4.1.45

B.3 Running COMSOL on the PSU Clusters

When running COMSOL models on the PSU cluster systems, the output files
were frequently missing some of the time steps in the transient solution. This issue was
observed both when running a single model with a large output file and when running
multiple small models in parallel. After lengthy discussion with COMSOL support
[151], it was determined that this issue was caused by the COMSOL “recovery files”
exceeding the “home” directory size limit imposed on the PSU clusters.
The “recovery files” are a new feature introduced in COMSOL 4.1 which is
intended to allow a user to resume solving a COMSOL model which was interrupted part
way through the study. By default, the “recovery files” are stored in the user’s “home”
directory.46 Since the PSU cluster system limits the size of each user’s “home” directory,
the recovery files (and by extension the solution files) would stop storing output when the
“home” directory limit was reached.47
The “recovery files” issue is easily solved when running the COMSOL GUI. The
“recovery files” can be disabled from the options menu. Alternatively, the directory
where the recovery files are stored can be changed by editing the comsol.prefs file.
The “recovery files” issue is a bit more challenging when running COMSOL in
batch mode because the comsol.prefs file is apparently not utilized in batch mode. If the
43

The operating system may restrict the maximum amount of addressable memory to a value lower than
the physical limits of the computer hardware.
44
Utilizing hard drive space as virtual memory results in slower calculations and therefore longer solution
times. At some point the model becomes impractical.
45
COMSOL 4.1 also appears to use less memory compared to versions 4.0 and 4.0a.
46
Typically, /home/.comsol on Linux and \Documents and Settings\user\.comsol on Windows.
47
The user should delete any unwanted “recovery files” which are not automatically deleted by COMSOL
so that the unwanted recovery files do not consume hard drive space.
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user wishes to generate the “recovery files,” the ‘–prefsdir’ command can be used to
change the directory where the “recovery files” are stored. If the users does not want to
generate “recovery files,” the ‘–autosave off’ command can be used to prevent batch
mode from generating the “recovery files.”
The user should also be aware that there is a way to force COMSOL to perform
post-processing steps when running in batch mode. To do this, the user must first add a
“batch” node in the model builder as part of the “Study.” Under the batch node, the user
must add a “solution” entry and then add any desired post processing items (plot, export
data, etc.). The user should then select the option to “show tag names.” The batch node
should be “b1” by default.

The batch node will not execute automatically when

submitting the batch job from the command line (as on PSU clusters). To force the batch
node to execute, the “–job” command must be used.
For a (Linux) batch job on the PSU cluster with automatic post-processing, the
command line should have the following format:48
comsol batch –autosave off –inputfile in.mph –job b1 –outputfile out.mph

B.4 Summary of Modeling Procedure for COMSOL

The example procedure given here is intended to provide a step-by-step overview
of setting up a time-domain model of ultrasonic wave propagation using COMSOL 4.1.
An attempt has been made to provide as complete of a description as possible. However,
certain proprietary information (i.e. exact dimensions) has been omitted in compliance
with the sponsor’s requirements.
Initial Setup with the “Model Wizard”
Begin by launching COMSOL 4.1. By default the “Model Wizard” is shown to
help initialize the COMSOL model. Select a “3D” model. Then, add “Heat Transfer in
Solids (ht)” and “Solid Mechanics (solid)” physics to the model. The steady state heat
transfer solution is needed as an input to the solid mechanics calculation because

48

Please refer to the COMSOL ‘installation and operations’ guide for a complete description of the
command line syntax and any difference in formatting for Windows.
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temperature dependent material properties are of interest. In order to accomplish this,
select a “Stationary” study as the first study type in the “Model Wizard.” (Note that the
transient solution step will be added to the model in a later step.) Click on the finish flag
to complete the “Model Wizard.”
After completing the “Model Wizard,” then next menu allows the user to select
which dimensional units to work in. For this example, the units may be left as meters.
At this point in the modeling process, the user should take time to consider if any
parameters or variables are advantageous to the problem being studied.

Although

parameters and variables are not used in this example, a user of COMSOL can save
significant effort by defining desirable parameters or variables at the beginning of the
modeling procedure.
Defining the Geometry
The next step is to define the geometry. Because of the complex dimensions
involved, the trapezoidal horn and the cylindrical slot for the brazed joint are defined
first, about the origin. This simplifies how the necessary dimensions for this shape are
specified.
In order to define the trapezoidal horn, two “Working Planes” are required: the
yz-plane (wp1) and the zx-plane (wp2). To create each “Working Plane,” right click on
“Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and then select add “Working Plane.” On each
“Working Plane,” the appropriate trapezoidal cross-section can be defined using linear
segments. The cross-section defined on each “Working Plane” must then be extruded to
create a 3D volume. To generate an “Extrude” feature, right click on “Geometry” in the
“Model Builder” and then select add “Extrude.”49 Set each extrude to the appropriate
“distance.”50

Next, right click on “Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and select

“Boolean Operations.”

Select an “Intersection,” and then select the two extruded

volumes. If done correctly, the desired trapezoidal horn will be created.

49

In COMSOL 4.0, the extrude features are sometimes listed out of order in the Model Builder. Although
this problem has not been observed in COMSOL 4.1, the user should be aware that this could affect the
model.
50
In the Extrude setting, the user may need to adjust the choices of when to keep or not keep the input
objects and cross-section faces to get the correct sub-domain definitions.
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In order to define the cylindrical slot, two cylinders are required. To create each
cylinder, right click on “Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and then select add
“Cylinder.” To create the slot, right click on “Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and
select “Boolean Operations.”

Select a “Difference,” and then subtract the smaller

diameter cylinder from the larger diameter cylinder. This forms the slot where the wire
waveguide is brazed into the trapezoidal horn. Creating the slot is necessary to correctly
assign material properties for each part of the joint.
The next volume to define is the rectangular bar. This can be easily accomplished
by right clicking on “Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and then choosing to add a
“Block.” In the setting for the “Block,” either the center of the volume or a corner of the
“Block” can be used for the reference position. In this work, selecting the corner is
advantageous because it makes it easier to vary the length of the bar.
The last volume to define is the wire wave guide. To model the waveguide, right
click on “Geometry” in the “Model Builder” and then select add “Cylinder.”

The

“Cylinder” must be defined to have a length of at least 1270 mm (50 inch). A sufficiently
long waveguide must be used in the model to prevent errors associated with the simulated
ultrasonic waves reflecting off of the free end of the wire waveguide. Also, note that the
starting position of the waveguide mush be set to correctly fit into the slot created earlier.
Setting Material Properties
The next step is to set the material properties for the geometry. If the Material
Library is included with the COMSOL license, simply use the material browser to add
Zircaloy-2 and 316L stainless steel to the materials list. These two materials have
temperature dependent material properties.

The user should take note of the valid

temperature range for the Zircaloy-2 equations. (See Appendix A for more information
on specific material properties.) The user should also be aware that any warnings shown
for the tangent moduli are not a problem in this example because an elastoplastic material
model will not be used.
If the Material Library is not included with the COMSOL license, the material
properties must be defined manually. Begin by right clicking on “Materials” in the
“Model Builder” and select add “Material.” Rename it “Zircaloy-2.” In addition to
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“Basic” properties, the “Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio” properties must also be
selected from the list on the settings tab. For the “Basic” properties, the appropriate
expression must be supplied for density (rho), thermal expansion coefficient (alpha), heat
capacity (Cp), and thermal conductivity (k). For “Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio,”
the appropriate expressions must be supplied for E and nu (ν), respectively. Temperature
must be set as an input variable for both categories of material properties. Finally, repeat
this process to manually enter the material properties of 316L stainless steel.
After selecting or creating the materials, assign Zircaloy-2 to be the material for
the volumes associated with the bar specimen. Then set the wire waveguide volume to
316L stainless steel.
Setting Boundary Conditions
The next step in the modeling process is to define boundary conditions for each
physics domain. Begin with the “Heat Transfer (ht)” settings. Set the “strain reference
temperature” to 293 K. Right click on “Heat Transfer” in the “Model Builder,” and a
“Temperature” boundary condition. To create a uniform temperature distribution in the
bar specimen, select all of the exterior boundaries of the bar specimen and set the
temperature to 300 K.
For the “Solid Mechanics (solid)” physics, click on the “linear elastic material
model” and set the “strain reference temperature” to 293 K. Also, be sure to change the
“Model Inputs” from “user defined” to “Temperature (ht/solid1).” This step makes the
mechanical properties (Young’s modulus, Poisson’s ratio) a function of the steady state
temperature solution. Next, right click on “Solid Mechanics” in the “Model Builder,”
and a “Prescribed Displacement” boundary condition on the end of the wire waveguide.
For

a

2

cycle,

125

kHz

pulse,

set

the

Z-direction

displacement

to:

w = 10e - 6 * sin(2 * pi * t *125e3) * (t < 16e - 6) .
Mesh
Based on theoretical calculations, a phase velocity of approximately 4 mm/μs is
expected in the bar. At 125 kHz, this corresponds to a wavelength of 32 mm. A
minimum of 10 elements per wavelength is required for accuracy when using linear
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elements (~ 3 mm between nodes). However, COMSOL uses a quadratic element by
default. A 4 mm quadratic element was selected in order to have 2 mm spacing between
nodes. In order to define the mesh in COMSOL, select a “user-controlled mesh” with a
“custom” element size. Set maximum = 4e-3. A minimum element size is not necessary.
Defining a Study
Under “Study,” the “Stationary” step (for solving temperature) is already there
because this entry was created as part of the “Model Wizard.” Right click on “Study”
and add a “Time Dependent” solution step so that the transient wave propagation can be
modeled. Set the range to: range(0,0.25e-6,1000e-6). Linear elements require at least 15
time steps per period for accuracy (~0.5e-6 @ 125 kHz). Since a quadratic element is
used by default in COMSOL, at least 30 time steps per period are required for accuracy
because of the shorter distance between nodes (~0.25e-6 @ 125 kHz).
Before trying to solve the model, the user should also be aware that stationary
solver in COMSOL 4.1 will generate an error because of the time dependent boundary
condition used to simulate the ultrasonic excitation.51 In order for the model to run, the
solid mechanics physics must be disabled in the stationary solver step. To do this, simply
un-check the “used in this study” box on the stationary solver menu as shown in Figure
B.1.
The heat transfer physics can be disabled during the time dependent solution.
Preliminary testing indicated that the simulated waveform results were practically the
same regardless of whether heat transfer physics was enabled or disabled for the transient
analysis. Disabling the heat transfer physics in the time dependent solver appears to
significantly decrease the solution time.
When defining the study, the user should be aware that the “solver” and “job”
entries in the model builder are hidden in COMSOL 4.1. In order to view the “solver”
and “job” menus, the “show more options” must be selected from the “view menu”
(downward pointing triangle) as shown in Figure B.2.
When using COMSOL 4.1 then next step is to select “show default solver.” For
the solver sequence described in this example, a direct solver should be the default solver
51

Such an error was not observed with COMSOL 4.0.
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selected for the time dependent analysis when using COMSOL 4.1 with the Windows
operating system.52 In the event that a direct solver is not the default selection, changing
to a direct solver in COMSOL is accomplished by simple “enabling” the direct solver in
the “Molder Builder.”

(b)

(a)

Figure B.1: “Stationary” solver settings in COMSOL. (a) “Heat Transfer” physics (highlighted in blue)
are enabled in the “Stationary” solver because the “use in this study box” is checked. (b) “Solid
mechanics” physics (highlighted in blue) are disabled in the “Stationary” solver because the “use in this
study box” is checked.

(a)

(b)

Figure B.2: Accessing the “solver” and “job” menus in COMSOL. (a) The “view menu” is accessed by
clicking on the downward pointing triangle located near the “Model Builder” tab. (b) Select “show more
options” (check marked) for the “solver” and “job” menus to be displayed.
52

For modeling ultrasonic wave propagation, a direct (a.k.a. explicit) solver should be used for accuracy
and efficiency. Iterative solvers are inefficient and potentially inaccurate because there is not explicit
control of the time step size.
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On the “Time Dependent Solver” menu (Figure B.3), switch to the “generalized
alpha” time stepping with “manual” steps of 0.25 μs (0.25e-6).

Without forcing

COMSOL to take sufficiently small time step, the results will not be accurate. Also, the
“amplification for high frequency” value should be set to 0.5. The default value for the
“amplification for high frequency” value varies depending on the version of COMSOL.
Testing showed that a value of 0.5 reduces the noise in the simulated waveforms.
The user should also be aware of the output options on the “Time Dependent
Solver” menu (Figure B.3). The reaction forces must be stored for post-processing, and
the solution should be stored out-of-core to reduce the memory required. Storing the
time derivatives is optional. COMSOL 4.1 does not suffer form an inherent file size
limit. Thus, storing the time-derivatives is not a problem and provides a slightly more
accurate result in post-processing.

However, not storing the time derivatives only

changes the results by ~0.1%. The user may wish not to store the time derivatives to
reduce the file storage required and ease post-processing.53

Figure B.3: Time-Dependent Solver settings in COMSOL. The “generalized alpha” time stepping method
with manual time steps of 0.25μs is required for accuracy. The “amplification for high frequency”
parameter should be set at 0.5 to reduce noise in the simulated waveforms. Turning off the option to “store
time-derivatives” significantly reduces the output file size.

53

A smaller output file is faster to load and post-process.
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Solution
The next step in the modeling process is to calculate the solution. When using the
graphical user interface of COMSOL, the model can be run by selecting the “compute
all” icon (the green “equals” sign shown in Figure B.3). The solution can also be
calculated by submitting a “batch” job.54 Section B.3 discusses how to run a batch job on
the PSU HPC cluster systems.
Post-Processing
The final step is to post-process the results of the finite element model.
COMSOL provides an extensive list of properties which can be plotted in the “Results”
menu of the “Model Builder.” In order to determine the simulated waveform, a “1D Plot
Group” must be added by right clicking on the “Results” menu in the “Model Builder.”
Then right click on the “1D Plot Group” and add a “Point Graph.”55

Because a

“Prescribed Displacement” boundary condition was used to simulate the incident
ultrasonic wave, the simulated waveform cannot be obtained by plotting displacement
versus time. Fortunately, COMSOL can plot “Pressure” (solid.p) for a selected point at
the end of the wire waveguide. Plotting “Pressure” yields an accurate waveform despite
the prescribed displacement boundary condition.

B.5 Convergence Study

When modeling wave propagation (either in fluids [149], or in solids [152-154]),
it is generally accepted that a minimum of 10 elements per wavelength and 15 time steps
per period are required for accuracy in a finite element model when using linear
elements. Since a quadratic element is used by default in COMSOL, this discretization
rate must be adjusted slightly. For a linear element, a discretization rate of 10 elements
per wavelength yields 10 nodes per wavelength. However, a discretization rate of 10
elements per wavelength yields 20 nodes per wavelength when using a quadratic
element.56 Since there are twice as many nodes per wavelength, there must also be twice
54

Correct procedures for batch jobs depend on the configuration of the computer system in use.
Use a “point graph” to plot data versus time.
56
Equivalent to a discretization rate of 20 elements per node with linear elements.
55
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as many time steps per period. Thus, 30 time steps per period are required when using a
quadratic element with a discretization rate of 10 elements per wavelength.
In Section B.4, a 4 mm quadratic element and time steps of 0.25 μs were selected
based on the theoretical discretization rate for a quadratic element. In order to confirm
this, a convergence study was performed. Results for several element sizes and time
steps are shown in Figures B.4 through B.7.

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure B.4: Convergence study results obtained using an 8 mm quadratic element (4 mm spacing between
nodes). (a) 0.5 μs time steps. (b) 0.4 μs time steps. (c) 0.3 μs time steps. (d) 0.25 μs time steps. (e) 0.2 μs
time steps. (f) 0.15 μs time steps. (g) 0.125 μs time steps. (h) 0.1 μs time steps.
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In all of the results shown (Figures B.4 through B.7), the simulated waveforms
show the reflection from the brazed joint arriving at approximately 525 to 550 μs time-offlight. The characteristics of the joint reflection change only slightly as the mesh size and
time step size are varied because the wire waveguide has a relatively high phase velocity.
In contract, the characteristics of the simulated waveforms after 525 to 550 μs time-offlight are more sensitive to the mesh size and time step size because the bar specimen has
a relatively low phase velocity.

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure B.5: Convergence study results obtained using a 6 mm quadratic element (3 mm spacing between
nodes). (a) 0.5 μs time steps. (b) 0.4 μs time steps. (c) 0.3 μs time steps. (d) 0.25 μs time steps. (e) 0.2 μs
time steps. (f) 0.15 μs time steps. (g) 0.125 μs time steps. (h) 0.1 μs time steps.
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For the models with an 8 mm element size (Figure B.4), the quadratic elements
have a node spacing of 4 mm. This is greater than maximum node spacing of 3 mm (1/10
of a 32 mm wavelength) determined in Section B.4. As shown in Figure B.4, there is
significant noise in the simulated signals after 525 to 550 μs time-of-flight. In contrast,
there is significantly less noise in the simulated signals for the results with a 6 mm
element size (Figure B.5). The noise in the simulated signals is further reduced in the
results with a 4 mm element size (Figure B.6).

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)

(h)

Figure B.6: Convergence study results obtained using a 4 mm quadratic element (2 mm spacing between
nodes). (a) 0.5 μs time steps. (b) 0.4 μs time steps. (c) 0.3 μs time steps. (d) 0.25 μs time steps. (e) 0.2 μs
time steps. (f) 0.15 μs time steps. (g) 0.125 μs time steps. (h) 0.1 μs time steps.
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The simulated waveforms for the 4 mm element size (Figure B.6), also have more
distinct reflections from the end of the bar (approximately 725 to 750 μs time-of-flight)
compared to the simulated waveforms for the 6 mm element size (Figure B.5). This
occurs because the guided wave propagation in the bar specimen includes multiple
guided wave modes. The simulated waveforms for the 2 mm element size (Figure B.7)
are only slightly better than the simulated waveforms for the 4 mm element size (Figure
B.6).

(a)

(e)

(b)

(f)

(c)

(g)

(d)
Figure B.7: Convergence study results obtained using a 2 mm quadratic element (1 mm spacing between
nodes). (a) 0.5 μs time steps. (b) 0.4 μs time steps. (c) 0.3 μs time steps. (d) 0.25 μs time steps. (e) 0.2 μs
time steps. (f) 0.15 μs time steps. (g) 0.125 μs time steps. (The model with 0.1 μs time steps did not finish
within the maximum run time allowed on the university clusters.)
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In each set of results (Figures B.4 through B.7), a progressively smaller time step
size produces a simulated waveform with more defined reflections. In all four cases, the
arrival time and amplitude of the reflection from the end of the bar changes significantly
as the time step size is reduced from 0.5 μs to 0.25 μs. Using a time step of 0.2 μs is only
slightly better compared to using a time step of 0.25 μs. Reducing the time step size
further below 0.25 μs or 0.2 μs has very little effect on the simulated waveforms
(especially when a sufficiently small element size is used).
When selecting the final combination of element size and time step size, there has
to be some trade off between accuracy and solution time. The 4 mm element size was
chosen over the 2 mm element size because the relatively small improvement in accuracy
did not justify doubling both the model size and solution time. When using a 4 mm
element size, time step sizes of 0.25 μs and 0.2 μs (Figure B.6) produced very similar
results. A time step size of 0.25 μs was ultimately chose for a 20% faster solution. In the
end, the convergence study confirmed the choice of element size and time step size
discussed in Section B.4.
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APPENDIX C: DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
C.1 Convolution

In signal processing, the convolution of two signals expresses the amount of
overlap which occurs as one signal is shifted over a second signal. Equations C.1 and
C.2 give the mathematical definition for the convolution of discrete signal f[n] with
discrete signal g[n], where n is the index of each point in the discrete signal. It is
important to note two characteristics of the convolution. First, one of the discrete signals
must be ‘reflected’ or ‘folded’ prior to performing the summation.57

Second, the

convolution is commutative. Thus, it does not matter which discrete signal is ‘reflected’
[155-157]. An example of the convolution of two discrete signals is shown in Figure C.1.
( f * g )[n] = ∑ f [k ] ⋅ g[n − k ]

(C.1)

( f * g )[n] = ∑ f [n − k ] ⋅ g[k ]

(C.2)

k

k

Figure C.1: Comparison of convolution and cross-correlation. (a) Discrete signal f[n]. (b) Discrete signal
g[n]. (c) Convolution of f[n] with g[n]. (d) Cross-correlation of f[n] and g[n].

57

The ‘reflection’ or ‘folding’ is indicated by the –k term.
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C.2 Cross-correlation

The cross-correlation is a measure of the similarity of two signals. The crosscorrelation is very similar to the convolution. However, neither signal is ‘reflected’ in the
cross-correlation calculation. Equation C.3 gives the mathematical definition for the
cross-correlation of discrete signals f[n] and g[n]. The f indicants calculating the
complex conjugate of f. For signals with all real values, there are no imaginary terms,
and Equation C.3, reduces to Equation C.4 [155,158].

An example of the cross-

correlation of two discrete signals is included in Figure C.1.
(f g)[n] = ∑ f [n + k ] ⋅ g[k ]

(C.3)

(f g)[n] = ∑ f [n +k ] ⋅ g[k ] , if all real values

(C.4)

k

k

From Equations C.1 and C.3, it can be shown than the cross-correlation of
discrete signals f[n] and g[n] is equivalent to convolution of the reflected complex
conjugate of f[n] with g[n].58 For signals with all real values, there are no imaginary
terms, and Equation C.5, reduces to Equation C.6 [158].
(f g)[n] = ∑ f [n +k ] ⋅ g[k ] = f [−n] * g[n]

(C.5)

(f g)[n] = f [−n] * g[n] , if all real values

(C.6)

k

Implementation
When using a program such as MATLAB [159] to calculate the cross-correlation,
it is important to understand the assumptions inherent to the MATLAB commands. In
MATLAB, there is a ‘cross-correlation’ function called ‘xcorr.’ However, it is critically
important to realize that the ‘xcorr’ command is not identical to Equation C.3 or C.4.
The ‘xcorr’ command only operates on sequences of equal length. Therefore, the shorter
sequence is always zero padded. Thus, the output sequence always has a length of 2m-1,
when m is the length of the longer sequence [160]. In the example shown in Figure C.2,
the 5 element sequence f[n] is zero padded to match the length of the 10 element
sequence g[n]. The output of the ‘xcorr’ command then has 19 elements.
58

f[n] is intentionally reflected before it is run through the convolution algorithm which also performs a
reflection. Thus, f[n] is ultimately reflected twice.
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It is also important to pay attention to the syntax of the ‘xcorr’ command. Figure
C.2c shows the results for xcorr(f,g). In this case, g[n] is stepped from left to right across

f[n]. As shown in Figure C.2d, the syntax xcorr(g,f) steps f[n] from left to right across
g[n]. It is important to note that this is different form the syntax of the convolution
command (‘conv’) used to generate Figure C.1. For conv(f,g), f[-n] is stepped from left
to right across g[n].
Because of the inherent behavior of the ‘xcorr’ command, an alternative algorithm
must be used to obtain a cross-correlation without zero padding. As shown in Equation
C.6, a convolution algorithm can be used to calculate the cross-correlation of real signals,
if one of the signals is reflected before running the convolution algorithm. 59 Figure C.3,
shows the results for the MATLAB command given in Equation C.7, where ‘conv’
performs the standard convolution algorithm and ‘fliplr’ reflects the input sequence prior
to execution of the ‘conv’ command [160].

crosscorrelation = conv( fliplr ( f ), g )

(C.7)

Figure C.2: Behavior of the ‘xcorr’ command in MATLAB. (a) Discrete signal f[n]. (b) Discrete signal
g[n]. (c) Using the command xcorr(f,g), sequence g[n] is stepped from left to right across f[n]. (d) Using
the command xcorr(g,f), sequence f[n] is stepped from left to right across g[n]. Note that the shorter
sequence is always zero padded (to the left) when using the ‘xcorr’ command.
59

Again, f[n] is intentionally reflected before it is run through the convolution algorithm where a second
reflection takes place. Thus, f[n] is reflected twice.
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Figure C.3: Cross-correlation using the ‘conv’ and ‘fliplr’ commands in MATLAB. (a) Discrete signal
f[n]. (b) Discrete signal g[n]. (c) Using the command conv(fliplr(f),g), sequence f[n] is stepped from left to
right across g[n]. (d) Using the command conv(fliplr(g),f), sequence g[n] is stepped from left to right
across f[n]. By introducing the second reflection of the first sequence, the commutative property of the
convolution is lost.

The results shown in Figure C.3c match the results shown in Figure C.2d except
that the Figure C.3c results do not include the zero padding. Since there is no zero
padding, the output of the conv(fliplr(f),g) syntax has a length of l+m-1, where l and m
are the length of each sequence. In the example shown in Figure C.3, the sequence f[n]
has 5 elements and the sequence g[n] has 10 elements. The output of the conv(fliplr(f,g))
syntax then has 14 elements.
Figure C.3d shows the output of the conv(fliplr(g),f) syntax. Because the first
sequence is reflected twice, the calculation for determining the cross-correlation is not
commutative.
Application
Marioli et al. [161] and El Guerjouma et al. [162] have suggested using the crosscorrelation technique for measuring time-of-flight between the reflections in ultrasonic
signals. However, the results obtained by performing a cross-correlation calculation
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depend on the characteristics of the signal studied. The work by Srinivasan et al. [163]
shows several cases where a very sharp spike results from the cross-correlation
calculation. As an example, Figure C.4 shows a contrived signal where the crosscorrelation results are calculated for a chirp signal with a sinusoidal envelope. Both
chirps are identical. Thus, there is high correlation for a certain point in the crosscorrelation calculation.
In contrast, Queiros et al. [164] showed that dispersive waves do not yield crosscorrelation results containing a sharp spike. Figure C.5 shows an example of a contrived
signal simulating the results for a dispersive type wave. Notice that the signals contained
in f(t) and g(t) have significantly different shapes.

Since the cross-correlation is a

measure of the similarity of two signals, a high correlation should not be expected for
dissimilar signals.
Toiyama and Hayashi [165] have also reported on the difficulties associated with
the measurement on dispersive waves. In their work, Toiyama and Hayashi proposed
modifying the cross-correlation by including a dispersion compensation algorithm based
on the change in wave number versus angular frequency. The main limitation in this
work was that the dispersion curve information had to be calculated a priori. Thus, this
compensation strategy would be of limited use for studying unknown defects types.

Figure C.4: Example of cross-correlation for a chirp signal with a sinusoidal envelope. (a) Discrete signals
f[n] and g[n]. (b) Cross-correlation results using the command conv(fliplr(f),g). The peak in (b) represents
the time-of-flight difference between the two chirps.
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Figure C.5: Example of cross-correlation for a simulated dispersive wave. (a) Discrete signals f[n] and
g[n]. (b) Cross-correlation results using the command conv(fliplr(f),g). Since the waveforms are dissimilar
by definition, the cross-correlation results are poor.

C.3 Analytic Signal

A threshold crossing can be used to determine the arrival time of a signal.
However, the recorded arrival time can jump by one period as the signal amplitude varies
[166]. To solve this problem, the envelope of the signal is often used instead of the
actual signal.
Duncan [167,168] and others have determined the envelope of a signal by
calculating the analytic signal of the data. Equation C.8 shows that the analytic signal

Sa(t) is composed of the original signal S(t) and the Hilbert Transform, Ŝ(t), of the
original signal. The envelope of the signal A(t) is then found by calculating the amplitude
of Sa(t) as shown in Equation C.9.
S a (t ) = S (t ) + iSˆ (t )

(C.8)

A(t ) = S a (t ) = S 2 (t ) + Sˆ 2 (t )

(C.9)

When working with the analytic signal, it is valuable to note that determining the
Hilbert Transform requires both a direct and inverse Fourier Transform [155,169]. Thus,
the envelope is based on sinusoidal components [170].

Also, the definition of the

analytic signal assumes that the signal is analytic. To be analytic, a signal must have no
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negative frequency content. However, “practical signals are purely real” and have a
“negative frequency component for every positive frequency component” [171].
Implementation
MATLAB includes the ‘hilbert’ command [160] which returns a vector of
complex numbers for a real input signal S(t). The data contained in the vector of
complex numbers is formatted such that the real values are equal to S(t) and the
imaginary values are equal to Ŝ(t). The algorithm uses a one sided Fourier Transform so
that all negative frequency components are made zero. Thus, the ‘hilbert’ command
returns Sa(t) as defined in Equation C.8. The envelope of the signal is then determined by
calculating the absolute value Sa(t). Equation C.10 shows the MATLAB syntax for
calculating the envelope of a signal S based on the analytic signal.

A = abs(hilbert ( S ))

(C.10)

Discussion
Figure C.6 shows the envelopes calculated for hypothetical sinusoidal signals
which have the function sin(x+φ)*sin(x/3). The φ term allows a phase shift of the signal
under the sin(x/3) envelope. In this case, the envelopes derived from the analytic signal
match the sin(x/3) envelope defined in the hypothetical signals.

(b)

(a)

Figure C.6: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing a sin(x/3) envelope function. (a)
1.5 cycle signal with 0° phase shift. (b) 1.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. The analytic envelopes
derived from the analytic signal are directly on top of the actual sin(x/3) envelope.
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Figure C.7 shows the envelopes calculated for hypothetical sinusoidal signals
which have the function sin(N*x+φ)*sin2(x/3). As before, the φ term allows a phase shift
under the sin2(x/3) envelope. For Figures C.7a and C.7b, N=1 was used to obtain 1.5
cycles under the sin2(x/3) envelope. For Figure C.7c and C.7d, N=3 was used to obtain
4.5 cycles under the sin2(x/3) envelope.
In the results shown in Figure C.7a, the analytic envelope derived from the
analytic signal has a slightly different shape compared to the prescribed sin2(x/3)
envelope. However, the maximum amplitude of analytic envelope occurs as the same
index of the maximum amplitude of the prescribed sin2(x/3) envelope. In the results
shown in Figure C.7b, a phase shift of 22.5° under the envelope produces an analytic
envelope which does not match the prescribed sin2(x/3) envelope. In this case, the 22.5°
phase shift causes the maximum amplitude of analytic envelope to be shifted by 20 bins
(≈0.060*π radians) relative to the maximum on the sin2(x/3) envelope.
In figures C.7c and C.7d, the number of cycles under the envelope was increased
to 4.5. In both cases, the analytic envelope derived from the analytic signal is in very
good agreement with the prescribed sin2(x/3) envelope. In Figure C.7d, the 22.5° phase
shift results in the maximum amplitude of analytic envelope to be shift by only 1 bin
(≈0.003*π radians) relative to the maximum on the sin2(x/3) envelope.
Figure C.8 shows the envelopes calculated for hypothetical sinusoidal signals
which have the function sin(N*x+φ)*sin1/2(x/3). As before, the φ term allows a phase
shift under the sin1/2(x/3) envelope. For Figures C.8a and C.8b, N=1 was used to obtain
1.5 cycles under the sin1/2(x/3) envelope. For Figure C.8c and C.8d, N=3 was used to
obtain 4.5 cycles under the sin1/2(x/3) envelope.
The results shown in Figure C.8 indicate that the envelopes derived from the
analytic signal are less accurate in this case. The test cases with 0° phase shift continued
to produce a maximum amplitude at the same index of the prescribed sin1/2(x/3) envelope
(Figures C.8a and C.8c).

However, the test cases with 22.5° phase shift showed

increased deviation. The maximum amplitude from the 1.5 cycle signal (Figure C.8b)
was shifted 47 bins (≈0.141*π radians) relative to the maximum on the sin1/2(x/3)
envelope. The maximum amplitude from the 1.5 cycle signal (Figure C.8b) was shifted
10 bins (≈0.030*π radians) relative to the maximum on the sin1/2(x/3) envelope.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C.7: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing a sin2(x/3) envelope function. (a)
1.5 cycle signal with 0° phase shift. (b) 1.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. (c) 4.5 cycle signal with 0°
phase shift. (d) 4.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. The analytic envelopes derived from the analytic
signal show a small deviation from the applied sin2(x/3) envelope. Increasing the number of cycles
decreases the deviation.

In Figure C.8, increasing the number of cycles under the envelope (from 1.5 to
4.5) reduced the absolute difference between the analytic signal and the prescribed
sin1/2(x/3) envelope.

However, the increased number of cycles did not necessarily

improve the overall shape of the analytic envelope. As shown in Figure C.8c, the
analytic envelope was less “smooth,” containing more inflection points compared to
Figure C.8a.
Figure C.9 shows the envelopes calculated for hypothetical sinusoidal signals
which have the function sin(N*x+φ)*sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi)). The (1-N/(3*pi)) term was
add to produce an asymmetric envelope. As before, the φ term allows a phase shift under
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the sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi))envelope. For Figures C.9a and C.9b, N=1 was used to obtain
1.5 cycles under the sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi))envelope. For Figure C.9c and C.9d, N=3 was
used to obtain 4.5 cycles under the sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi))envelope.
In general, the analytic envelopes shown in Figure C.9 are relatively close to the
prescribed sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi)) envelope. However, there was now a small difference in
the location of the maximum amplitude found via the analytic envelope for the 0° phase
shift cases. The differences in the observed location of the analytic envelope’s maximum
value are summarized in Table C.1.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C.8: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing a sin1/2(x/3) envelope function.
(a) 1.5 cycle signal with 0° phase shift. (b) 1.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. (c) 4.5 cycle signal with
0° phase shift. (d) 4.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. The analytic envelopes derived from the analytic
signal show a small deviation from the applied sin1/2(x/3) envelope. Increasing the number of cycles
decreases the relative difference between the analytic envelope and the sin1/2(x/3) envelope, but did not
necessarily improve the overall shape.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure C.9: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing a sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi)) envelope
function. (a) 1.5 cycle signal with 0° phase shift. (b) 1.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. (c) 4.5 cycle
signal with 0° phase shift. (d) 4.5 cycle signal with 22.5° phase shift. The analytic envelopes derived from
the analytic signal show a small deviation from the applied sin(x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi)) envelope. Increasing the
number of cycles decreases the deviation.

Table C.1: Deviation observed between the applied envelope function and the analytic envelope
determined via the analytic signal calculation. (1 bin ≈ 0.003*π radians)
Deviation from applied envelope (bins)
1.5 cycle signal
4.5 cycle signal
0° phase
22.5° phase
0° phase
22.5° phase
sin(x/3) envelope
0
0
0
0
sin2(x/3) envelope
0
20
0
1
sin1/2(x/3) envelope
0
47
0
10
sin (x/3)*(1-N/(3*pi)) envelope
12
28
3
7
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Figures C.10 and C.11 show a few examples of the analytic envelopes calculated
for simulated signals containing multiple reflections. The results for Figures C.10b and
C.11b indicated that spacing between the simulated reflections did not affect the location
of the maximum values in the analytic envelope. In contract, the results for Figures
C.10c and C.11c indicated that a phase shift in one of the reflections did produce a small
change in the location of the maximum values in the analytic envelope.
Further studies should more closely examine the relationship between the analytic
envelope and the envelope of guided wave signals where group and phase velocities are
not equal. The results shown here and in Chapter 6, suggest that there may be some
deviation between the envelope obtained from the analytic signal and the actual envelope
of the data.

Figure C.10: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing two reflections containing 1.5
cycles. (a) Reference signal with a simulated time-of-flight = 600 ‘steps’ in the discrete signal. (b) Signal
with a simulated time-of-flight = 550 ‘steps in the discrete signal. A pure time-of-flight shift does not
appear to affect the analytic envelope in this case. (c) Signal with a simulated time-of-flight = 600 ‘steps in
the discrete signal and a π/4 phase shift in the first reflection. In this case, there is a 2 bin change in the
spacing on the maximum amplitudes in the analytic envelope.
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Figure C.11: Analytic envelopes (AE) for a hypothetical signal containing two reflections containing 4.5
cycles. (a) Reference signal with a simulated time-of-flight = 600 ‘steps’ in the discrete signal. (b) Signal
with a simulated time-of-flight = 550 ‘steps in the discrete signal. A pure time-of-flight shift does not
appear to affect the analytic envelope in this case. (c) Signal with a simulated time-of-flight = 600 ‘steps in
the discrete signal and a π/4 phase shift in the first reflection. In this case, there is a 1 bin change in the
spacing on the maximum amplitudes in the analytic envelope.
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APPENDIX D: TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE
D.1 Lamb Waves

In Chapter 5, the guided wave propagation in a rectangular bar was discussed. As
Figures 5.8 through 5.10 showed, it was theoretically possible to select a guided wave
mode and frequency where there was minimal change in the group velocity as a function
of temperature. For the sake of comparison, a similar analysis of Lamb wave propagation
in a plate is presented in this appendix.
As discussed in Chapter 2, all wave propagation in solids is governed by the
Navier-Cauchy equations. For a homogeneous, isotropic medium, Equation D.1 shows
the Navier-Cauchy equations in Cartesian coordinates using vector notation, where λLame
is Lame’s constant, E is elastic modulus, G is shear modulus, ρ is density, ū is the
displacement vector, and t is time [34-36].

(λLame + G )∇∇ • u + G∇ 2u = ρ ∂ u2
∂t
(
)
−
G
2
G
E
where: λ =
2

Lame

(D.1)

E − 3G

For an infinitely wide plate, the boundary conditions are such that the Equation
D.1 can be reduced to the form given in the Rayleigh-Lamb equations. Equation D.2
describes the equation for symmetric modes in a plate, and Equation D.3 describes the
anti-symmetric modes in a plate. For the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, CL is bulk
longitudinal velocity, CT is bulk shear velocity, Cp is phase velocity, k is the wave
number, h is the half thickness (h=d/2), and ω is angular frequency [34,35]. As long as
the plate is much wider than the wavelength of ultrasonic waves, the Rayleigh-Lamb
equations are acceptable for describing guided waves in practical plate applications [34].
tan( qh) 4k 2 p ⋅ tan( ph)
+
= 0 symmetric modes
q
(q 2 − k 2 ) 2

q ⋅ tan(qh) +

(q 2 − k 2 ) 2 ⋅ tan( ph)
= 0 anti-symmetric modes
4k 2 p
2

2

where: p = ⎛⎜ ω ⎞⎟ − k 2 = ⎛⎜ ω ⎞⎟ − ⎛⎜ ω ⎞⎟
⎜C ⎟ ⎜C ⎟
⎜C ⎟
⎝ L⎠ ⎝ p⎠
⎝ L⎠
2

2

2

⎛

⎞

and q 2 = ⎛⎜⎜ ω ⎞⎟⎟ − k 2 = ⎛⎜⎜ ω ⎞⎟⎟ − ⎜ ω ⎟
⎟
⎜
⎝ CT ⎠
⎝ CT ⎠ ⎝ C p ⎠
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2

2

(D.2)
(D.3)

Since there is no closed form solution to the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, a
numerical root finding technique is typically utilized to determine the phase velocity
dispersion curves described by Equations D.2 and D.3. Group velocity (Cg) dispersion
curves can then be determined from the phase velocity solution via Equation D.4 where

fd denotes frequency times thickness [34]. The group velocity determines the time-offlight observed in experimental measurements.
∂C p ⎤
⎡
C g = C ⎢C p − ( fd )
∂ ( fd ) ⎥⎦
⎣

−1

2
p

(D.4)

In addition to group velocity, the wave structure for each guided wave mode can
be determined from the phase velocity data. Equations D.5 and D.6 describe the in-plane
and out-of-plate displacement for symmetric modes, respectively.

u s = u1 = ik ⋅ cos( p ⋅ x3 ) + q ⋅ cos(q ⋅ x3 )

(D.5)

ws = u3 = − p ⋅ sin( p ⋅ x3 ) − ik ⋅ sin(q ⋅ x3 )

(D.6)

Equations D.7 and D.8 describe the in-plane and out-of-plate displacement for antisymmetric modes, respectively. In equations D.5 through D.8, x3 represents a position
within the thickness of the plate (-d/2 ≤ x3 ≤ d/2).

ua = u1 = ik ⋅ sin( p ⋅ x3 ) − q ⋅ sin(q ⋅ x3 )

(D.7)

wa = u3 = p ⋅ cos( p ⋅ x3 ) − ik ⋅ cos(q ⋅ x3 )

(D.8)

Aluminum Plate Example
In order to validate the numerical solution of the Rayleigh-Lamb equations, a test
case was required where there are published results for comparison. Since Aluminum
plates are frequently studied in the literature, an Aluminum plate was selected to validate
the MATLAB code. Figure D.1 shows phase and group velocity curves for an Aluminum
plate. The results shown in Figure D.1 match the dispersion curves for an Aluminum
plate published by Rose [34].
Wave structures were also calculated for the Aluminum test case. Selected results
for the S0 and A0 modes are shown in Figures D.2 and D.3, respectively. The wave
structures from this calculation are also in agreement with the wave structures published
by Rose [34].
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(a)

(b)
Figure D.1: Dispersion curves for an Aluminum plate. (a) Phase velocity dispersion curve. (b) Group
velocity dispersion curve. Results are in agreement with the dispersion curves published by Rose [34].

Additional dispersion curves where then calculated to examine how the dispersion
curves for Aluminum plates varied as a function of temperature. Figure D.4 shows the
dispersion curves for an Aluminum plate at 295K, 500K, and 700K. As figure D.4
shows, the dispersion curves shift down and are compressed to the left (lower
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frequencies) as temperature increases. Because the material properties of Aluminum are
not linear with temperature,60 the Aluminum curves shift more at higher temperatures
(i.e. between 500K and 700K) then at lower temperatures (i.e. between 295K and 500K).
Although Aluminum cannot be used to make a direct comparison to the Zircaloy bar
results in Chapter 5, the dispersion curves shown in Figure D.4 do not appear to exhibit a
point where group velocity is not significantly affected by a change in temperature.
Figure D.5 shows a few selected wave structures at various temperatures. There
does not appear to be a large change in wave structure versus temperature at fd=0.5.

(a)

(b)

Figure D.2: Selected wave structures of the S0 mode. (a) Wave structures at fd=0.5. (b) Wave structures at
fd=2.0. Ux is the in-plane displacement, and Uz is the out-of-plane displacement. Results are in agreement
with the dispersion curves published by Rose [34].

(a)

(b)

Figure D.3: Selected wave structures of the A0 mode. (a) Wave structures at fd=0.5. (b) Wave structures
at fd=2.0. Ux is the in-plane displacement, and Uz is the out-of-plane displacement. Results are in
agreement with the dispersion curves published by Rose [34].
60

As discussed in Appendix A.
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(a)

(b)
Figure D.4: Dispersion curves for an Aluminum plate at selected temperatures. (a) Phase velocity
dispersion curve. (b) Group velocity dispersion curve. Blue line is at 295K. Green line is at 500K. Red
line is at 700K. The spacing between the dispersion curves is not equal because of the nonlinear change in
the material properties of Aluminum as a function of temperature.
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(a)

(d)

(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

Figure D.5: Comparison of wave structures for an Aluminum plate as a function of temperature at fd=0.5.
(a) S0 mode at 295K. (b) S0 mode at 500K. (c) S0 mode at 700K. (d) A0 mode at 295K. (e) A0 mode at
500K. (e) A0 mode at 700K. Ux is the in-plane displacement, and Uz is the out-of-plane displacement.
The wave structures for both the S0 and A0 modes do not change significantly at fd=0.5.
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Zircaloy Plate Example
Dispersion curves where then calculated to examine how the dispersion curves for
a Zircaloy plate varied as a function of temperature. Figure D.6 shows the dispersion
curves for a Zircaloy plate at 295K, 500K, and 700K.

As figure D.6 shows, the

dispersion curves shift down and are compressed to the left (lower frequencies) as
temperature increases. Because the material properties of Zircaloy are relatively linear
with temperature,61 the shift in the dispersion curves is uniform with respect to
temperature.
On one-hand, the basic trend of the dispersion curves being shifted down and
compressed to the left is consistent with the results for the Zircaloy bar given in Chapter
5. However, the results in Figure D.6b do not show a frequency value where the curves
for all three temperatures intersect at the same point.62 The results shown in Figures 5.8
through 5.10 appear to be inherent to the rectangular cross-section.

61
62

As discussed in Appendix A.
When looking at the mode with the highest group velocity at that frequency.
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(a)

(b)
Figure D.6: Dispersion curves for a Zircaloy plate at selected temperatures. (a) Phase velocity dispersion
curve. (b) Group velocity dispersion curve. Blue line is at 295K. Green line is at 500K. Red line is at
700K. Results do not indicate the existence of a frequency when the group velocity does not change
significantly with temperature.
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APPENDIX E: NON-TECHNICAL ABSTRACT
In nuclear power plants, radiation and high temperatures act to degrade various
components over time. With accurate knowledge of how materials behave in a reactor
environment, both the design and maintenance of nuclear power plants can be better
engineered to improve safety and reliability.
The degradation of materials is typically studied by performing accelerated life
testing in a materials and test reactor. Much of the information found through accelerated
life testing involves measurements which require the specimen to be removed from the
test reactor and transported to a special test facility. This process can be very costly and
data collection is limited to the reactor schedule. In addition, data are not obtained under
realistic operating condition.
Because of these drawbacks, this work has sought to develop a technique based
on ultrasonic waves which would allow some types of data to be collected continuously
while the reactor is running. The basic concept is to send “guided” ultrasonic waves
down a long wire to the specimen inside the reactor and then determine changes in the
specimen based on changes in the ultrasonic signals received.
In this work, a theoretical analysis and experimental tests were performed on two
types of specimens commonly used in accelerated life testing. The results for the “dogbone” shaped creep specimens indicated that changes in length could be measured in real
time. The results for the rectangular bar specimens were mixed. However, the proposed
technique was sensitive to temperature changes in the bar specimens. Although addition
work would be required, the technique could potentially be adapted to monitor critical
structures for over heating.
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